From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brummett, Robert G.
wlr@tamu.edu
Hurley, Janie C.
FW: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
Wednesday, August 12, 2009 9:48:42 PM
Material Request Form r1-2 Selahattin[1].doc

Bill,
Received the Material Request Form this evening from Selahattin Aydn.
I need a disclosure form on this.
Would you consider this purely research material? If so, a Research Material Disclosure can be
completed instead of a Plant Variety/Germplasm Disclosure. Note that if we go with the Research
Material Disclosure and at a later date the material is wanted for commercial purposes, a Plant
Variety/Germplasm Disclosure form would need to be completed. For purely research purposes with
another institution, the Research form is fine, but if you anticipate future commercial interest (even with
the Dr. Aydn), we would need a the PV/Germplasm form. You're call on which to go with for this
Material Request if this is purely research material.
Thanks,
Robert
Robert Brummett
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
MS 3369
College Station, TX 77845
ph.        979.847.8682
direct   979.862.3002
cell      979.204.0766
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

-----Original Message----From: Selahattin Aydin [
Sent: Wed 8/12/2009 5:59 PM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: Material Request Form

]

Dear Mr. Brummett,
I am so sorry for interrupting you, but I am sending this massage to request a material that we need in
our mapping project.
The form is attached for requesting the material. At the form I put Yuksel Bolek as contact person. He is
the supervisor of the project.
If you have any question, please feel free to contact with me, best regards...
Selahattin Aydin, Ph.D

The Texas A&M University System
Material Request Form
1. Name of Your Organization
Kahramanmaras Sutcu Imam Universitesi

6. Type of Organization (check one)
For Profit Organization
University or Non-Profit Organization
2. Check the box if your organization is a signatory of
Government Agency
the UBMTA:
Other
3. Name and title of person requesting material
7. Name of contact for contractual matters
Yuksel Bolek, Associate Prof.
Yuksel Bolek, Associate Prof.
4. Email address: <yuksel@ksu.edu.tr>
8. Email address: <yuksel@ksu.edu.tr>
5. Phone number: 90-536-421-1369
9. Phone number: 90-536-421-1369
10. Material Requested (please identify quantities requested; attach additional pages as necessary)
F2 populations of two different sweet x non-sweet sorghum populations (specific populations to be determined)
that will be further developed for mapping sweet sorghum QTL in Turkish environments. F2 population seeds
of the cross between
and the parent's seeds.
11. Material Creator (if known)
William L. Rooney, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2474
12. Intended Use (attach additional pages as necessary)
QTL mapping studies of sweet sorghum biomass quality and composition traits.

13. Does the intended use include the development of commercial products?
Yes
No
14. Requested duration of MTA
17. Date Materials Needed
During the project from present to 2011.
September 01, 2009
15. Shipping Address
18. Organization Main Address
Doc. Dr. Yuksel Bolek
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi Ziraat
Kahramanmaraş, Turkey, 46100
Fakültesi, Tarla Bitkileri Bolumu, Kahramanmaraş,
Turkey, 46100
Telefon : +90 (344) 219 10 00
Faks : +90 (344) 219 15 26
16. Special Instructions
19. Billing Address
We need the material listed above urgently, because
Doc. Dr. Yuksel Bolek
we have certain due date to meet.
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi Ziraat
Fakültesi, Tarla Bitkileri Bolumu, Kahramanmaraş,
Turkey, 46100
Telefon : +90 (344) 219 10 00
Faks : +90 (344) 219 15 26
Questions? Please contact MTA@tamu.edu for assistance. After completing this form, please return to the
Office of Technology Commercialization. Our office will contact you regarding your request.
Via email: MTA@tamu.edu
Via fax: (979) 845-1402

Via mail:
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU

College Station, TX 77843-3369
v. 1.2 / November 11, 2008

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brummett, Robert G.
Bill Rooney
Brummett, Robert G.
FW: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
Friday, September 04, 2009 8:43:31 AM
Research Material Disclosure Form - Aydin.doc
Material Request Form r1-2 Selahattin[1].doc

Bill,
I have some questions about the material I'm working on the MTA for
Aydin.
Give me a call when you get back in town.
I just need to clarify how to identify it in the MTA. See his Material
Request (attached) and we can discuss
Thanks,
Robert
Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

-----Original Message----From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 12:47 PM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
I assume RMDF is for the Aydin materials.
If so, here it is.
Bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Brummett, Robert G. [mailto:brummettr@tamu.edu]

Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 8:59 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Cc: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
Thanks Bill,
I've attached the Research Material Disclosure form.
Is this material something we need to look at regarding the Ceres
agreement?
I know things are busy, but we need to get the disclosure forms for the
other recent agreements we've done - do you want me to get with Karen on
that?
Thanks,
Robert
-----Original Message----From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 6:14 AM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
Robert:
I propose that we send F2 population seed to Selahattin. An F2
population
between two lines is the point in a breeding program in which there is
maximum genetic variation and little to no genetic uniformity, ie, every
plant is genetically different although all plants in the population are
related.
Other than the characteristics of the parents, there is little to
disclose
because there is not descriptors that can be assigned to anything in
specific.
Because these are F2 populations, IF he was to develop anything of
commercial value, then he would do the vast majority of the work (all I
did
was make a cross and grow it for one generation). We would be entitled
to
5-10% of the value (maximum), IF something was to develop. As I
understand
it their interest is research - you would have to ask if they are
interested
in commercial development. I would consider it research material.....
Bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Brummett, Robert G. [mailto:brummettr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 9:45 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu
Cc: Hurley, Janie C.
Subject: FW: Material Request Form (Selahattin Aydn)
Bill,
Received the Material Request Form this evening from Selahattin Aydn.
I need a disclosure form on this.
Would you consider this purely research material? If so, a Research
Material
Disclosure can be completed instead of a Plant Variety/Germplasm
Disclosure.
Note that if we go with the Research Material Disclosure and at a later
date
the material is wanted for commercial purposes, a Plant
Variety/Germplasm
Disclosure form would need to be completed. For purely research
purposes
with another institution, the Research form is fine, but if you
anticipate
future commercial interest (even with the Dr. Aydn), we would need a the
PV/Germplasm form. You're call on which to go with for this Material
Request if this is purely research material.
Thanks,
Robert
Robert Brummett
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
MS 3369
College Station, TX 77845
ph.        979.847.8682
direct   979.862.3002
cell      979.204.0766
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

-----Original Message----From: Selahattin Aydin [
Sent: Wed 8/12/2009 5:59 PM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: Material Request Form
Dear Mr. Brummett,

]

I am so sorry for interrupting you, but I am sending this massage to
request
a material that we need in our mapping project.
The form is attached for requesting the material. At the form I put
Yuksel
Bolek as contact person. He is the supervisor of the project.
If you have any question, please feel free to contact with me, best
regards...
Selahattin Aydin, Ph.D

The Texas A&M University System
Material Request Form
1. Name of Your Organization
Kahramanmaras Sutcu Imam Universitesi

6. Type of Organization (check one)
For Profit Organization
University or Non-Profit Organization
2. Check the box if your organization is a signatory of
Government Agency
the UBMTA:
Other
3. Name and title of person requesting material
7. Name of contact for contractual matters
Yuksel Bolek, Associate Prof.
Yuksel Bolek, Associate Prof.
4. Email address: <yuksel@ksu.edu.tr>
8. Email address: <yuksel@ksu.edu.tr>
5. Phone number: 90-536-421-1369
9. Phone number: 90-536-421-1369
10. Material Requested (please identify quantities requested; attach additional pages as necessary)
F2 populations of two different sweet x non-sweet sorghum populations (specific populations to be determined)
that will be further developed for mapping sweet sorghum QTL in Turkish environments. F2 population seeds
of the cross between
and the parent's seeds.
11. Material Creator (if known)
William L. Rooney, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2474
12. Intended Use (attach additional pages as necessary)
QTL mapping studies of sweet sorghum biomass quality and composition traits.

13. Does the intended use include the development of commercial products?
Yes
No
14. Requested duration of MTA
17. Date Materials Needed
During the project from present to 2011.
September 01, 2009
15. Shipping Address
18. Organization Main Address
Doc. Dr. Yuksel Bolek
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi Ziraat
Kahramanmaraş, Turkey, 46100
Fakültesi, Tarla Bitkileri Bolumu, Kahramanmaraş,
Turkey, 46100
Telefon : +90 (344) 219 10 00
Faks : +90 (344) 219 15 26
16. Special Instructions
19. Billing Address
We need the material listed above urgently, because
Doc. Dr. Yuksel Bolek
we have certain due date to meet.
Kahramanmaraş Sütçü İmam Üniversitesi Ziraat
Fakültesi, Tarla Bitkileri Bolumu, Kahramanmaraş,
Turkey, 46100
Telefon : +90 (344) 219 10 00
Faks : +90 (344) 219 15 26
Questions? Please contact MTA@tamu.edu for assistance. After completing this form, please return to the
Office of Technology Commercialization. Our office will contact you regarding your request.
Via email: MTA@tamu.edu
Via fax: (979) 845-1402

Via mail:
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU

College Station, TX 77843-3369
v. 1.2 / November 11, 2008

RESEARCH MATERIAL DISCLOSURE FORM

Please use the f orm f ields to answer the questions regarding your research material. Complete only
one form for each material, or set of materials, that you may want to distribute to others for research
purposes.
(attach additional pages as necessary)

1. Research Material Designation (name or label for material):
1

99CS10045

2. Research Material Description:

This is an F2 population segregating for various traits, but specifically sugar concentration, biomass yield, plant
height and maturity.

3. Please describe typical and expected uses for this Research Material:

The cooperator will use the population to develop an RIL population in order to map QTL for biomass yield and
composition.

4. Principal Investigator(s):
William Rooney

5. List all Texas A&M System creators of the Research Material:
Name
Department
Center System Member
William Rooney

Soil & Crop Science

6. L ist a ll o ther crea tors o f t he R esearch Institution / Company / Organization Name
Material

RMD Form Revised 05/16/08

RESEARCH MATERIAL DISCLOSURE FORM
(attach additional pages as necessary)

7. Identify the grants, contracts, or o ther sources of funding contributing to the development of
the Material. Please provide the grant number, granting entity, as well as the name of the Office
and contact person that manages each grant.
none

8. Were these materials originally created using A&M facilities and resources?
Yes No If No, please explain below.

9. D oes t his m aterial r elate, i n w hole or i n p art, t o an y d isclosure previously submitted or
anticipated for submission in the future, to the Office of Technology Commercialization?
Yes No If Yes, please provide details below.

10. Does the Research Material incorporate materials that have been provided by a third party?
Yes No If Yes, please identify the providers of the other materials.
11. Do you anticipate any commercial entities having interest in this material?
Yes No
If y es, p lease i dentify a ny t hat h ave expressed i nterest a nd ch eck i f t his d isclosure i s b eing
submitted specifically in response to that entities’ interest.

12. Supporting Documents:
Please attach any documents relevant to this material and that may be important for our
consideration, e.g., publications, Material Transfer Agreements, etc.
By typing my name below and emailing this completed form to mta@tamu.edu using my
tamu.edu email account, I certify that the above information is complete and accurate.

Principal Investigator

Date

Answer all questions on this form and email to the Office of Technology Commercialization at mta@tamu.edu

RMD Form Revised 05/16/08

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McCutchen, Bill
Bill Rooney; Lloyd Rooney
Schuerman, Peter L.; Avant, Bob
FW: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC
Monday, August 31, 2009 12:40:10 PM
our agreement with Texas AM (8.60 KB).msg

--

Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Texas AgriLife Research
Texas A&M University System
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU College Station, TX 77843-2142
979-845-8488 Tel
979-458-4765 Fax
bmccutchen@tamu.edu
From: Robert Harris [
]
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 11:31 AM
To: McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Peter B. Harris
Subject: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC
I will call you but wanted to give you time to think about the issues. When Peter called me on a trip to
Washington to say you would not be continuing the discussions with us since you were looking for a
corporate partner to go after state funding, we regretted that decision but went on about our business.
That included:
1. Completing our product and market plan development.
2. Introducing our Grain Berry line in test markets. (Kroger approved all seven SKUs) for test marketing
as well as other retailers.
3. Discussion with MDACC for testing our products - with no particular motivation about state funding at
that time. However, MDACC was very aware of that program and was intending to pursue it.We have a
meeting set up for September 8 and I would like to invite your attendance to explore the opportunity
without making a final determination.
4. Discussion with Dr. Kenneth Hayes of Brandeis University to do animal testing of our products with
no final decision at this time.
I'm attaching one of the latter discussions we had with Peter with his comments in blue and ours in
red. Since we could not seem to get together based on our successful experience with licensing in the
past, we finally proposed a straight royalty program with minimum guarantee to allow the Rooney's to
hire help in their endeavors. That is more than we had with Brandeis who earned major royalties on
Smart Balance sales with no guarantees on volume or level of royalty.
Be assured, we have no argument about your owning the sorghum lines you develop and have
developed. Quite the contrary is the case.
I will call you.
Bob

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Harris
Peter Schuerman
Brummett, Robert G.; Peter B. Harris; James A. Harris, Esq.; Cherry, Dan
our agreement with Texas A&M
Monday, August 31, 2009 12:55:23 PM

Bob, yes, let’s talk. I’ll call you after I send this. I think we’re getting close. We took the initiative
and using what you wrote and made some changes and we’d like the opportunity to go through
these with you.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Bridges, Brenda
Bill Rooney
FW: onepager update needed ASAP
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:12:19 PM
Sorghum.pdf
High

Hi, Bill. Have you had a chance to update the attached figures, so we can get this onepager out
sometime tomorrow?
Sorry to push you, but you know how it goes.
Brenda
862.7136

From: Bridges, Brenda
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 5:26 PM
To: Bill Rooney
Subject: onepager update needed ASAP
Importance: High
Bill,
Bob Avant needs the attached onepager updated (says the figures in the chart are old) so that it will
be in final form by Wed, as it goes out Wed afternoon. It will be part of a small packet that will go to
both Regina Dugan (DARPA) and Mr. Khosla (Sun Microsystems). I need to have these in rough draft
by COB tomorrow, if possible.
Please keep me apprised.
I apologize for the late request! Please let me know if there’s anything I can do to assist you. If you
have other photos you’d like to use, please email those to me, as well. I will format the document—
just need your updates soon.
Thank you.

Brenda Bridges
Program Associate
Texas AgriLife Research Corporate Relations
College Station TX 77843-2583
O: (979)862-7136
C: (979)324-7823
Fax (979)458-2155
http://agbioenergy.tamu.edu
Go green! Please consider the environment before printing this.

BIOENERGY PROGRAM

Sorghum Program
Sorghums are important nongrain lignocellulosic feedstocks for biofuel production. Texas
AgriLife Research has a very active sorghum program that boasts about 40,000 germplasm
accessions available. These are from Africa, India, Australia, China, and other locales and
exhibit extensive molecular and trait diversity. Sorghum has an excellent genome platform.
Nongrain feedstocks include high-tonnage sorghums, sugarcane, energy cane, forest products, sweet sorghum, switchgrass, crop residues, oilseed crops, microalgae, municipal solid
waste, and urban waste.
Lignocellulosic Crops
High-tonnage Sorghum (Annual)
Long canopy duration
Drought tolerant
High biomass accumulation (expect >15–20 tons/acre)
Sweet Sorghum (Annual)
High sugar content
Drought tolerant
Medium biomass accumulation (5–10 tons/acre)
Energy Canes (Perennial)
Subtropical production
High water demand
High biomass accumulation (20+ tons/acre)
Grasses (Perennial)
Drought tolerant
Marginal lands
Medium biomass accumulation (5–10 tons/acre)
Sorghum Breeding: 4 Types of Sorghum
Grain Sorghum: grain, stover
Forage Sorghum: hay, grazing, silage
Sweet Sorghum: soluble sugars, bagasse
Energy Sorghum (High Tonnage): high biomass, stover

 	
Residue
Biomass per
acre per year
that can be
converted (DT) 2		
Estimated cost
delivered to
converter
$60+

Woody Biomass

5–10			

$50–75

Switch Grass

8		

$60–90

Forage Sorghum

Bioenergy Sorghum

10			

15–20

$65		

$50–60

For more information, contact
Bill Rooney, Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A&M Univrersity, College Station TX 77843
Ph: 979.845.2151 | E-mail: wlr@tamu.edu

http://AgriLifeResearch.tamu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Ostilio Portillo"
FW: Ostilio Portillo
Monday, September 14, 2009 5:04:00 PM
C. Wayne Smith1.vcf

Ostilio:
Looks like you are admitted. I'll write a letter of offer this week and get that to you. You will not be
officially accepted into the program until you sign that offer and return it.
If you are good, then let us plan for a January start date.  
Regards,
Bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: C. Wayne Smith [mailto:cwsmith@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 2:52 PM
To: Bill L Rooney
Cc: Kathy Ferguson; Glenda Kurten
Subject: Re: Ostilio Portillo
Bill,
Yes. I admitted him for Spring 2010 today (I think--new computer system).
Wayne
C. Wayne Smith
Professor and Associate Head
Department of Soil and Crop Sciences
2474 TAMU
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-2474
979.845.3450
cwsmith@tamu.edu
>>> "Bill Rooney" <wlr@tamu.edu> 9/11/2009 5:25 PM >>>
Wayne:
I'm interested in having Ostilio Portillo join my program as a graduate assistant to study for a Ph.D. I
know that he has applied; I need to know the status of his application and if I can write him an offer
letter.
I have INTSORMIL funding for Central America work and it has been impossible to find a student with
suitable background to fill that assistantship. Ostilio is as good as a fit as I could ever find and I'd like to
make sure he is back in our program and representing our interests in Central America.

regards,
bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brummett, Robert G.
Bill Rooney
Brummett, Robert G.
FW: our conversation regarding TAMU Sorghum Lines
Monday, November 09, 2009 1:51:09 PM
Pioneer MTA.PDF

Info on Pioneer’s interest.
I’ll clean up the list of lines we’ve previously sent in the now expired MTA, but it at the end of the
attached if you want to go ahead and look.
I’m just going to draft the evaluation license referencing those lines only – they’ll have to ask for
anything else specifically if its not already in the list.
-RB

Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

From: Rees, Krysta [
]
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 1:57 PM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: our conversation regarding TAMU Sorghum Lines
Robert,
Please see the notes below from Kay Porter within Pioneer. Please let me know if this
answers your questions.
Thank you!
Krysta

Krysta,

Thank you for your time this morning.
As we discussed, we need to know which lines from the MTA Pioneer wants to
continue evaluation of.
We are continuing to evaluate the set of lines we received from Texas A&M. We didn't get a lot
of information on traits and the number of lines is quite large so it is taking us some time to do
the evaluation. We are trying to do the following:
1. Increase the lines so we have seed for evaluation.
2. Make hybrids with disease susceptible testers so we can evaluate the lines for resistance to
various diseases including downy mildew, head smut, anthracnose, foliar diseases etc.
3. Identify promising lines for disease resistance traitsfrom the set of lines released based on
hybrid performance.
4. Make newhybrids on elite parents to evaluate hybrids for yield and other agronomic traits
and potential commercialization.
5. Compare hybrids made with TAM lines with hybrids made with elite Pioneer parental lines to
identify hybrids with superior performance over commercial benchmarks (This process takes 12 years of testing.)
So far we are only as far as evaluating the most promising lines in hybrids.

Also as we discussed, we now do Material Transfer and Evaluation License
Agreements for this type of agreement rather than a MTA.
Whatever agreement TAM wants to make is OK with us. We will always want to increase the
lines and evaluate them for purity and other per se traits and then evaluate the lines in hybrid
combinations and disease screening trials to compare them to our own proprietary inbreds
and hybrids. Only if the TAM lines result in superior performance in hybrids will be have any
interest in using them to make commercial hybrids.
Note: Typically TAM does not provide any information on hybrid performance and it may not
mean much even if they did. We want to test the lines in combination with our own proprietary
inbred parents to get a meaningful comparison to our own in-house developed parental lines
and hybrids.

This type of agreement enables the transfer of material for evaluation only. A
separate commercial license would need to be negotiated once the evaluation is
complete. The evaluation license would include a fee, which is based, in part, on the
lines involved. Once I have a better understanding of Pioneer’s interests, I can draft
a term sheet and we can proceed from there.

We understand that the agreement is for evaluation only which is OK. I believe we paid some
up-front evaluation fee for this material and we are OK with that. That is acceptable if the fee
is reasonable. TAM needs to understand that because of the limited information provided to
us on the TAM released lines, we have to spend a significant amount of time and money in
evaluating the lines to identify the useful ones. If the evaluation fee is too high, we would
probably choose not to evaluate the material, especially if the fee is on a per line basis. In this
case we're evaluating a large number of lines so a per line charge probably wouldn't make
sense. I realize that this release is quite different than most releases but wanted to make that
point.
TAM probably needs to consider a license option for private companies which would allow
them touse the germplasm in breeding and development of new lines that would be proprietary
to the company involved. Most lines may turn out to not make good hybrids so no commercial
license would be wanted, but some lines could be useful from a trait standpoint and could be
useful in our breeding program to derive new disease resistant lines for example, if the TAM
lines have strong disease resistance or some other important traits.

Typically TAM provides very little information on the traits in large releases such as the one in
this TRAC.Right now, a breeding option does not seem to be a part of the TAM agreements
and should probably be included as an option as they revise their approach.

Also, could you let me know if there are any lines from the MTA that you know of
that are already planned to be used for commercial purposes?

We have nothing far enough along in the evaluation process to allow us to
make a decision on potential commercialization. My guess is that none of the lines
will be useful as parents of commercial hybrids. Some may be useful as donor lines for disease
resistance traits. Once we have those lines identified, we will need to approach TAM about a
license to use the lines in breeding. We aren't quite there yet.

Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Best regards,
Robert
Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu
Krysta Rees
Contract Specialist
Pioneer Hi Bred Int'l Inc.
7100 NW 62nd Ave.
P.O. Box 1014
Johnston, IA 50131
Voice: 515-727-7212
Fax: 515-270-3731
E-mail:

From: Brummett, Robert G. [mailto:brummettr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2009 12:19 PM
To: Rees, Krysta
Cc: Hurley, Janie C.; Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: our conversation regarding TAMU Sorghum Lines

Krysta,

Thank you for your time this morning.
As we discussed, we need to know which lines from the MTA Pioneer wants to
continue evaluation of.
Also as we discussed, we now do Material Transfer and Evaluation License
Agreements for this type of agreement rather than a MTA.
This type of agreement enables the transfer of material for evaluation only. A
separate commercial license would need to be negotiated once the evaluation is
complete. The evaluation license would include a fee, which is based, in part, on the
lines involved. Once I have a better understanding of Pioneer’s interests, I can draft
a term sheet and we can proceed from there.
Also, could you let me know if there are any lines from the MTA that you know of
that are already planned to be used for commercial purposes?
Please let me know if you need any additional information.
Best regards,
Robert
Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

This communication is for use by the intended recipient and contains
information that may be Privileged, confidential or copyrighted under
applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
formally notified that any use, copying or distribution of this email,
in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender
by
return e-mail and delete this e-mail from your system. Unless
explicitly
and conspicuously designated as "E-Contract Intended", this e-mail
does
not constitute a contract offer, a contract amendment, or an
acceptance
of a contract offer. This e-mail does not constitute a consent to the

use of sender's contact information for direct marketing purposes or
for
transfers of data to third parties.
Francais Deutsch Italiano
Korean

Espanol

Portugues

Japanese

Chinese

http://www.DuPont.com/corp/email_disclaimer.html

Texas Foundation Seed Service
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station

11914 Hwy. 70, Vernon, TX. 76384
940/552-6226 (0), 940/552-5524 (Fax)
Email rsbrown@ag.tamu.edu

May 4, 2004
Dr. Jaroy Moore
Resident Director
TAES
Rt. 3 Box 219
Lubbock, TX 79401-9757
Dear laroy,
Please find enclosed 2 original copies of the 'topcross' agreement (MTA) with Pioneer for the sorghum
lines generated by Dr. Rosenow's program.
Pioneer has signed these agreements. If the information on schedule A is correct, please sign, ask Dr.
Rosenow to sign, and return one original copy to Dr. Monk. Please send me an executed photocopy for
my file.
This agreement has taken a long time to develop, but it now gives us a frame-work for other requests of
this nature.
Please let me know if you have questions.
Kind regards,

Steve Brown
Cc: Dr. Mark Hussey
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April 28, 2004
Steve Brown, Program Director
Foundation Seed Service
11914 Hwy 70
Vernon, Texas 76384
Dear Mr. Brown,
Attached are two signed MT A agreements for a sorghum germplasm release including
500 lines from Dr. Rosenow's program. Thank you for working with us to make the
material available.
Please let me know if you have any questions; I am hopeful that we can get the material
in time to plant at Plainview.
Sincerely,

Roger Monk
Research Scientist
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AGRICULTURE
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MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT
Sorghum Germplasm

This AGREEMENT made this 9th day of February, 2004, by and between the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, (hereinafter "TAES") and Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., with
headquarters at 400 Locust Street, Suite 700, Des Moines, Iowa 50309-2340, USA (hereinafter
"RECIPIENT"; TAES and RECIPIENT, hereinafter the "PARTIES").
Whereas, RECIPIENT has requested a sample of the proprietary
Schedule A, which is the property of TAES, and
Whereas RECIPIENT wishes to use said GERMPLASM
GERMPLASM and in production of experimental hybrids,

GERMPLASM

listed

ill

for testing and evaluation of the

TAES agrees to supply seed of said GERMPLASM to RECIPIENT'S Principal Investigator, and
the RECIPIENT accepts and agrees to abide by the following terms of this AGREEMENT:
1.

TAES is the originator of the GERMPLASM hereby transferred to RECIPIENT and
has certain rights to the unreleased material(s). These rights are not waived with the
transfer of seed or plant material but remain with TAES.

2.

Evaluation of TAES GERMPLASM does not conveyor imply any future rights or
entitlement(s) to the RECIPIENT in the event that the GERMPLASM or an
experimental line derived from GERMPLASM is released. Decisions regarding
further propagation, release, or licensing of the materials(s) covered by this
AGREEMENT are the sole right ofTAES.

3.

The RECIPIENT shall make no secondary distributions of the GERMPLASM
without the written permission of TAES. RECIPIENT further agrees to protect the
plant material(s) covered by this AGREEMENT from secondary distribution and/or
unauthorized further propagation, distribution, or sale. RECIPIENT may sell comingled grain of GERMPLASM and hybrids generated therefrom for feed, food, and
processing purposes.

4.

GERMPLASM seed stocks provided to RECIPIENT may be increased and purified if
necessary for use in evaluation of the GERMPLASM and in production of
experimental hybrids.

5.

TAES grants permission for evaluation of the GERMPLASM and experimental
hybrids derived by using GERMPLASM in tests conducted under RECIPIENT'S
control.

6.

RECIP~NT agrees not to use seeds, plants or plant parts of the GERMPLASM as
targets for transformation.

7.

RECIPIENT agrees not to conduct mutagenesis, tissue culture, or molecular or
cellular techniques with seeds, plants or plant parts of the GERMPLASM.
For
clarification, RECIPIENT may not analyze, isolate or sequence DNA of
GERMPLASM including but not limited to gene cloning.

8.

RECIPIENT may conduct research on this GERMPLASM and/or plant hybrids
developed with TAES GERMPLASM and publish the results thereof without prior
approval of TAES. RECIPIENT agrees to duly acknowledge the contributions of the
TAES breeding program in the provision of the GERMPLASM in all such
publications and agrees to furnish TAES with a copy of the manuscript or abstract
disclosing such results not less than thirty (30) days prior to submission thereof to
publisher for TAES' review and comment. If TAES determines that the proposed
publication contains patentable subject matter, RECIPIENT agrees to delay
publication an additional sixty (60) days for the purpose of filing patent applications.

9.

The GERMPLASM may not be used for the purpose of breeding new lines or
varieties. The GERMPLASM may be used for the purpose of creating experimental
hybrids in combination with RECIPIENT lines and varieties, provided that such
hybrids are used solely for purposes of testing and evaluation. Use ofTAES material
in any hybrid combination(s) for use other than testing and evaluation of these hybrids
will require an additional License approved by TAES.

10.

RECIPIENT agrees upon request to provide a report to TAES of the results and status
of GERMPLASM evaluation and testing as covered under this AGREEMENT.
TAES agrees to hold in confidence such report, to not disclose any portion of the
report to any third party; and to use the report solely to monitor RECIPIENT's activity
under this AGREEMENT. All research results remain RECIPIENT'S property.
j

11.

The GERMPLASM is provided "as is" with no warranties, express or implied,
including any warranty of merchantability, title or fitness for a particular purpose or
any other warranty. TAES makes no representations or warranty that the use of the
GERMPLASM will not infringe any patent or proprietary rights of third parties.
Notwithstanding
the above, TAES represents that in the development of
GERMPLASM, TAES has respected the known proprietary rights of third parties, and
that to the best of its knowledge, TAES has the right to provide GERMPLASM to
RECIPIENT.

12.

RECIPIENT will indemnify TAES, protect, defend, save and hold TAES harmless
from and against any and all liabilities, incurred by or asserted against TAES of
whatever kind or nature, arising from or occurring as a result of RECIPIENT's use,
storage or disposal of GERMPLASM; provided that such liability is not the result of
TAES' negligence or willful misconduct.

13.

This AGREEMENT contains the entire understanding of the PARTIES and shall be
amended only in writing agreed to by both PARTIES.

2

14.

This AGREEMENT shall not be assignable or otherwise transferable by either Party
without the prior written consent of the other, except PARTIES may, without such
consent, assign this AGREEMENT to an affiliate or any purchaser of all or
substantially all of the assets in the line of business to which this AGREEMENT
pertains. Upon assignment, the rights and obligations under this AGREEMENT will
be binding upon and inure to the benefit of said purchaser or successor in interest.

15.

TAES Sorghum Breeding Program contacts are as follows:
Dr. Darrell Rosenow or Dr. Gary Peterson
Rt.3Box219

2474TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2474

Lubbock, TX 79401-9757
16.

Dr. Bill Rooney

RECIPIENT Principal Investigator shall be
Roger Monk
115 Meyer
PO Box 97
Taft, TX
78390-0097
Phone: (361) 528-3575
Fax:
(361) 528-2811
ROGER.MONKrG),PIONEER.COM

3

The PARTIES hereby agree to the above terms by signing and dating below. After full execution
of the AGREEMENT, GERMPLASM will be shipped to RECIPIENT's Principal Investigator.
This AGREEMENT shall be terminated five (5) years from the date last signed below, or upon
60 days' written notice by either PARTY. Upon termination of this AGREEMENT, RECIPIENT
agrees to return or verifiably destroy all seed stocks of GERMPLASM.

RECIPIENT:

TAES:

Principal Investigator

Breeder transferring GERMPLASM:

Date

TAES:
Department Head

RECIPIENT:
Authorized Representative

Date

KA-'1 ~.

Printed Name -------Address

rbit

TE.R...

Printed Name
SDI ~.
~Oo...;IIW\.PU:>,

~~\I\~~

n

~c\_
l'ib72-

Address
Please forward an executed copy to: Texas Foundation Seed Service
11914 Hwy 70
Vernon, TX 76384
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

on behalf of Russell Jessup
Bill Rooney; David Stelly
FW: Postdoctoral researcher/ Research assistant
Thursday, October 29, 2009 10:45:39 AM
CV.doc

FYI--interesting CV attached with Saccharum wide-hyb. exp.
========
Russell Jessup
Assistant Professor
Perennial Grass Breeder
Dept. of Soil & Crop Sci.
Texas A&M University
rjessup@tamu.edu
979-315-4242
-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Thu, 29 Oct 2009 00:36:49 -0700 (PDT)
To: rjessup@tamu.edu
Subject: Postdoctoral researcher/ Research assistant

To
Dr. Russell W. Jessup
Department of Soil & Crop Sciences, Texas A&M University,
College Station, TX 77843-2474, USA

Dear Dr. Russell W. Jessup,
I am writing to you because of my long-term teaching and
research interest in Plant biology. I have completed my
doctoral degree in April, 2008, in Sugarcane Breeding Institute
(ICAR), Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu and I have done my
postdoctoral research on Annona cherimola x A. squamosa
interspecific hybrids in Departamento de fruticultura
Subtropical, Estacion Experimental la Mayora, Algarrobo-Costa
29760, Malaga, Spain from October 2008 to September 2009.
Besides I hold the degrees of bachelor of education (B. Ed)
and master of philosophy (M. Phil), worked as a
postgraduate assistant for four years in a matricualtion school,
Tamil Nadu. My Ph. D work has been done in the field on
sugarcane and I studied many interspecific, intergeneric

hybrids (made through the utilization of sugarcane
Germplasm) of sugarcane and with its related genera
elaborately. I have experience in molecular cytogenetics
research (Fluorescence in situ hybridization) and plant
biotechnology research (molecular markers). I am familiar
with the studies of breeding values, role of unreduced
gametes in allopolyploidization, ploidy variations which offer
agronomical enhancement, evolution of allopolyploidy, effects
of epigenetics like gene silencing, gene and genome
elimination.    
In the past, I have worked independently as well as in group..
I hope that my motivation, ability to analyze problems logically
and willingness to work hard that helped me complete my
graduate work, will stand me in good stead during my future
work. I have attached my resume for your review. Thank you
for considering my application. I look forward to hear from
you.
If any vacancies might open in your laboratory, kindly consider my
application. I would be grateful if you could let me know of
fellowships that I might be eligible to apply for.

Yours sincerely,
Dr. Lalitha, R.

Dr. Lalitha, R.
Dr. Lalitha, R.
C/ O Mr. S. Narayanaswamy
No. 9, V. O. C. Street
Villupuram 605 602
Tamil Nadu
India

Mobile: +91 97916 30607

EDUCATION
Estacion Experimental la Mayora, Departamento De Fruticultura
Subtropical, Algarrobo-costa 29760, Malaga, Spain
Postdoctoral Researcher
Sep. 2009
Sugarcane Breeding Institute (ICAR), Coimbatore
Apr. 2008
(Bharathiyar University, Coimbatore, India)
Doctorate in Botany (Plant cytogenetics)
Thesis Advisor: Head & Principal Scientist M. N. Premachandran
Ph D Thesis: Studies on differential functioning of haploid
and diploid gametes in interspecific and
intergeneric hybrids of Saccharum
Manonmaniam Sundaranar university, Thirunelveli
Master of Philosophy in Life Sciences

Nov. 2003

M Phil Thesis: Biocultural perspectives and plant
biodiversity of four sacred groves
of Villupuram district of Tamil Nadu
Annamalai University, Chidambaram, India
Master of Science in Botany

May 1999

Annamalai University, Chidambaram, India
Bachelor of Education in Natural Science

May 1995

Kundavai Nacchiyar Govt. Arts College, Tanjore
(Bharathidasan University, Trichirapalli, India)
Bachelor of Science in Botany

May 1994

LABORATORY AND ANALYTICAL SKILLS
Molecular C ytogenetics an d C onventional cytogenetics Fluorescence i n
situ hybridization ( FISH te chnique), a neuploidy d iagnosis, k aryotyping,
chromosome staining, chromosomal abnormalities and cytogenetic disorders
Molecular m arkers Molecular c haracterization o f c hromosomes, P CR,
Agarose gel elecrophoresis, Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, RAPD, SSR
markers
Light microscopy, Fluorescence microscopy
EMPLOYMENT
Worked as a p ostdoctoral r esearcher (A. c herimola x A. s quamosa interspecific
hybrids) in Departamento De Fruticultura Subtropical, Estacion Experimental la Mayora,
Algarrobo-costa 29760, Malaga, Spain, from October 2008 to September 2009.
Worked as a T echnical p erson (characterization o f co mmercial s ugarcane
varieties) in the scheme DUS (Agali, Kerala), Sugarcane Breeding Institute, Coimbatore,
Tamil Nadu, India from March, 2007 to March, 2008.
Worked as a U G Teaching Assistant in Botany from June 1996 to May 1999 and
Worked a s a P G T eaching A ssistant i n Botany from J une 1999 t o N ovember 2004 i n
Department of B iology, N arayan’s M atriculation Higher S econdary S chool, Villupuram
605 602, Tamil Nadu, India.

PUBLICATIONS
“Meiotic a bnormalities in in tergeneric h ybrids b etween Saccharum s pontaneum
and Erianthus ar undinaceus (Gramineae)” R. Lalitha and M . N . Premachandran.
Cytologia 72(3): 337-343 (2007).
“Utilization of wild Erianthus arundinaceus in Sugarcane Genetic improvement”
Lalitha, R ., A .K. R emadevi, S . A rvinth a nd M .N. P remachandran. Proceeding of

International C onference on B iotechnological a pproaches i n B ioresource m anagement
(ICBABM-07). Abstract. January 23 to 26, 2007.
“Chloroplast D NA pol ymorphism in ps bC –trnS a nd t rnL i ntron s egments
differentiate Saccharum and Erianthus” M.N. Premachandran, S.Aravinth & Lalitha, R.
Indian J. Genet. 66(4): 283 – 286 (2006).
“Biodiversity c onservation w ith c ultural pe rspectives i n a s acred grove a t
villupuram district of Tamil Nadu, India” Kadamban, D., Lalitha, R. and Balachandran,
N. J.Swamy Bot – Cl.21: 11 – 16 (2004)
SEMINARS and TRAININGS
“Genome m odifications i n Saccharum-Erianthus intergeneric h ybrids”Oral presentation and abstract publication in the national seminar ‘From chromosomes to
Genomes-Challenges and Prospects’, from 26th to 28th March, 2008 held at University of
Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram – 695 581, Kerala, India.
Participated in a tr aining p rogramme o n “Intercropping w ith s ugarcane’’ –
organized by Sugarcane Breeding Institute, Coimbatore-641 007, Tamil Nadu, India from
5th March to 7th March 2008.
Participated in a tr aining p rogramme o n “Sugarcane cultivation i n bi otic a nd
abiotic stress conditions’’ – organized by Sugarcane Breeding Institute, Coimbatore-641
007, Tamil Nadu, India from 20th February to 22nd February 2008.
“Utilization of wild Erianthus arundinaceus in Sugarcane Genetic improvement”–
Oral pr esentation a nd a bstract publ ication i n I nternational c onference on
Biotechnological approaches in Bioresource m anagement ( ICBABM-07), from 23 rd 26th
January, 200 7 he ld a t D epartment of B iotechnology, Bharthidasan U niversity,
Tiruchirapalli – 620 024, Tamil Nadu, India.
WORKSHOP
Attended a N ational w orkshop on m olecular c ytogenetics ( Rapid A neuploidy
Diagnosis) in the Department of Reproductive Biology, All India Institute of Medical
Sciences, New Delhi, India from August 23rd to 25th 2007.

MEMBERSHIP
Indian Journal of Genetics and Plant Breeding

REFEREES
1. Dr. M. N. Prema Chandran

2.Dr. Ramaswamy Nagarajan

Head & Principal Scientist

Assistant Professer

Division of Crop Improvement

Department of Plastic Engineering

Sugarcane Breeding Institute

Center for Green Chemistry

Coimbatore – 641 007

University of Massachusetts Lowell

Tamil Nadu

One University Avenue, Lowell MA 01854

India

Phone : (978) 934 3454

Phone : (0091) 0422 – 2471339.

Facsimile : (978) 458 4141

Email:

Email:

3. Dr. N. Subromaniam
Principal Scientist
Sugarcane Breeding Institute
Coimbatore – 641 007
Tamil Nadu
India
Email:

Personal Information
Name: LALITHA, R.
Father’s Name: S. R. RAGAVAN
Date of Birth: 14th May 1974
Nationality: Indian
Religion: Hindu
Marital status: Married
Address: No. 9, V. O. C. Street
Villupuram 605 602
Tamil Nadu
Passport Number:

(Republic of India)

I declare that the above stated informations are true according to my knowledge.
Yours sincerely,
(Lalitha, R.)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Schuerman, Peter L.
McCutchen, Bill; wlr@tamu.edu; Brummett, Robert G.
FW: proposal
Wednesday, September 23, 2009 7:07:16 PM

FYI
From: Schuerman, Peter L.
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 7:05 PM
To: 'Bob Harris'
Subject: proposal

Bob,
I am contacting you after some internal discussions about how we might go
forward. As you know, committing the output of our breeding program in an area is
something that we have had to consider very carefully, but there is a strong interest
here in working with NIC/Silver Palate.

Once you have had the opportunity to review and consider this, please feel free to
give me a call. Thanks in advance for your consideration.
Best regards,
-Peter
Peter Schuerman, Ph.D.               
Director, Licensing and Intellectual Property
Texas A&M University System http://otc.tamu.edu
Office of Technology Commercialization 979.845.0907

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Robert M. Harris
Bill Rooney
Peter Harris
FW: proposal
Wednesday, September 23, 2009 9:10:35 PM

Thanks, Bill. I received his email this evening. Bill, I can ask this question of you. What would we
be getting for this high guaranteed yearly commitment? Brandeis was happy to earn a royalty on
sales with no minimum, no fees and they made out just fine. I am still at that point I’m afraid.
Bob
------ Forwarded Message
From: "Robert M. Harris" <
>
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 2009 22:05:29 -0400
To: "Schuerman, Peter L." <PSchuerman@tamu.edu>
Cc: Peter Harris <
>, Jim Harris <
Conversation: proposal
Subject: Re: proposal

>

Received your email, Peter. I’m on my way to Boston for the Natural Food Show and
will discuss with Peter Harris. We shall get back to you next week. Having many years
in marketing food products, a majority under license,

Let us study your
new proposal and we shall be back to you. Thank you and best regards. Even if we do
not make a deal, we think a great deal of you and the people we have met at A&M.
Bob
On 9/23/09 8:04 PM, "Schuerman, Peter L." <PSchuerman@tamu.edu> wrote:

Bob,
I am contacting you after some internal discussions
about how we might go forward. As you know,
committing the output of our breeding program in an
area is something that we have had to consider very
carefully, but there is a strong interest here in
working with NIC/Silver Palate.

products incorporating the sorghum varieties would
occur in each year of the license, and we believe you
would have the same expectation.
Once you have had the opportunity to review and
consider this, please feel free to give me a call.
Thanks in advance for your consideration.
Best regards,
-Peter
Peter Schuerman, Ph.D.               
Director, Licensing and Intellectual Property
Texas A&M University System       http://otc.tamu.edu
<http://otc.tamu.edu/>
Office of Technology Commercialization   979.845.0907

------ End of Forwarded Message

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McCutchen, Bill
wlr@tamu.edu; Mullet, John E.; stelly@tamu.edu; ssearcy@tamu.edu; jwrichardson@tamu.edu; Avant, Bob
Slovacek, Jackie
Fw: Regina Dugan Tours
Wednesday, September 16, 2009 6:46:23 AM
Heilmeiers Catechism.pptx

All

From: Giroir, Brett
To: Junkins, John; David Shanahan
>; Terry Fossum
<TFossum@cvm.tamu.edu>; McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Pollard, Claudia; Seemann, Jeffrey; 'Theresa Maldonado' <maldonado@tamu.edu>
Sent: Tue Sep 15 20:07:16 2009
Subject: Regina Dugan Tours

Colleagues:
I greatly appreciate all the hard work in preparation for Dr Dugan. Please note that we will
religiously keep to her schedule. And I am the time keeper.
She is incredibly bright, already has your read aheads, and is an engineer both in brain and heart.
Keep it to the high points. Focus on the innovation, the next step that could be funded, and what it
really means for changing the future. Boldly assert and plausibly defend. DARPA is about high risk
and high payoff. Think big.
If you would like to run any potential points by me, I am at your service. Always think about the
catechism (attached) which can summarize a project in 5 minutes or less.
BTW – she is very personable and fun, and has turned the agency around in her first 40 days.
This will be good…
B

Brett P. Giroir, MD
Vice Chancellor for Research,
The Texas A&M University System;
Research Professor, Dwight Look College of Engineering;
Adjunct Professor, The Bush School of Government and Public Service;
200 Technology Way, Suite 2043
College Station, Texas 77845-3424
Phone: 979-458-6054
Fax: 979-458-6044

Heilmeier’s Catechism

 What are you trying to do?

– Articulate your objectives using no jargon

 How is it done today?

– What are the limitations of the current practice

George Heilmeier
DARPA Director
1975-1977

 What is new in your approach?

– Why do you think it will be successful

 Who cares?

– If you are successful, what difference will it make

 What are the risks and payoffs?
 How much will it cost? How long will it take?
 What are the midterm and final “exams” to check for
success?
Distribution Statement “A” (Approved for Public Release, Distribution Unlimited)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hale, Anna
George L Hodnett; Bill Rooney
FW: review attached
Wednesday, September 02, 2009 5:03:21 PM
rpvARS533 review for Hodnetetal..doc
Hodnett et al rpv2009 Sorghum-Saccharum - final (1) - without markup.doc

Hey Guys –
This is the last internal reviewer’s comments. I haven’t had a chance to incorporate any of them. We
are in the middle of seedling selection. Ed will have to sign off on this before I get credit. I just
thought you might like to see them sooner rather than later. I’ll try to work on it on Friday. Do we have
an updated working copy of the manuscript that I should work from, or is the latest the one that I sent
you?
I’ll be planting all day tomorrow, but should be in the office most of the day Friday.
Anna
From: Viator, Ryan
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 8:27 AM
To: Hale, Anna
Subject: review attached

Elimination of a reproductive barrier facilitates intergeneric hybridization of
Sorghum bicolor and Saccharum

George L. Hodnett1, Anna L. Hale2, Dan J. Packer1, David M. Stelly1, Jorge da Silva3
and William L. Rooney1

1

Dept. of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX.

2

United States Department of Agriculture – Agricultural Research Service - Sugarcane
Research Unit, Houma, LA.

3

Texas AgriLife Research and Extension Center, Weslaco, TX.

Abstract:
Growing i nterest in bioenergy production ha s i ncreased efforts to br eed for greater
biomass t hrough i ntra- and i nter-generic h ybridization.

Consequently, increasing

emphasis in both sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and sugarcane (Saccharum spp.) breeding
and g enetic r esearch is being pl aced on e nhancing both t he quantity and qua lity of
biomass. A nother pr imary breeding o bjective is and ensuring t he s ustainability o f t he
crop by minimizing input r equirements t hrough b reeding for biotic a nd a biotic s tress
tolerance.

The a bility to consistently hybridize t hese s pecies would facilitate the

transport of complementary traits that increase adaptability, biomass quality, yields, and
sustainability, from one crop to another. Previous efforts to h ybridize these crops have
had limited success, but the discovery of a specific mutant in sorghum has eliminated at
least o ne prezygotic b arrier to f ertilization. Techniques used to p roduce a significant
amount of seed from crosses between sorghum and sugarcane are described. Using these
methods, ou r programs have grown 1,371 intergeneric h ybrids.

Seed s et i n t he

intergeneric crosses was affected b y sugarcane p ollinators, implying that breeding a nd
selection of sugarcane pollen parents could further enhance successful hybridization. The
Sorghum x Saccharum hybrids described in this paper are being used for introgression of
traits i nto both s pecies. U nlike previous at tempts t o hybridize t hese t wo g enera,
sufficient quantities of seedlings were produced to impose selection criteria with the goal
of developing a new i ntergeneric cultivar w ith p otential to be us ed for sugar o r as a
biomass f eedstock. The long-term o bjective is to combine de sirable t raits of bo th
sorghum and sugarcane.

INTRODUCTION
Both sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and sugarcane (Saccharum sp.) have been identified
as potential ly dedicated bioenergy c rops. Consequently, i ncreasing e mphasis i n both
sorghum and sugarcane breeding and genetic research is being placed on enhancing both
the qua ntity and qua lity of b iomass, and while ensuring t he sustainability o f the c rop
through breeding f or b iotic a nd abiotic s tress t olerance. A n i deal b ioenergy c rop has
numerous characteristics including high biomass, low input requirements, sustainability,
and stress t olerance (Perlack e t a l., 2005 ). E ach potential f eedstock cr op possesses
certain w eaknesses that, i f a fforded t he opportunity, c ould be overcome by ge nes
introgressed from other crops. Biomass feedstocks have been explored in the past as a
source of renewable energy, and while information is limited, particularly in the United
States, there are increasing numbers of studies assessing the strengths and weaknesses of
potential energy crops (Lipinsky, 1978; Clark et al., 1981; Goldemberg, 2007; Burner et
al., 2009).

Comment [rpv1]: This should be developed into
an entire paragraph

Crop i mprovement t hrough breeding r elies o n genetic v ariation within the s pecies.
When t his v ariation does n ot exist, or is limite d, breeders turn t owarduse wide
hybridization or transgenic approaches to exploit genes from other sources. Transgenic
approaches are effective for traits influenced b y only a f ew genes and t ypically target a
very s pecific trait.

In a ddition, regulatory a pproval i s c ost prohibitive and publ ic

perception i s s ometimes a pr oblem.

For tr aits th at are quantitatively in herited,

introgression provides the most logical and effective approach to gene transfer, assuming
that interspecific o r intergeneric h ybridization ca n b e ac hieved.

The p robability of

successfully h ybridizing d ifferent crop s pecies increases w hen the s pecies ar e m ore
closely related.
Sorghum is considered one of the closest relatives of the Saccharum complex, having
diverged from a c ommon a ncestor a s li ttle a s five m illion years ag o ( Al-Janabi e t a l.,
1994). Guimaraes et al. (1997) illustrated this relationship by showing colinearity of 190
RFLP probes on genetic maps of Sorghum and S. officinarum. This close relationship has
been recognized for some time as Saccharum x Sorghum crosses have been reported with
limited success (Venkatraman and Thomas, 1932; Bourne, 1935; Moriya, 1940; De Wet
et al., 1976). Bourne (1935) attempted the same cross with sorghum as the female parent
but w as no t successful.

Only r ecently, N air ( 1999) r eported on t he production of

progeny from a Sorghum x Saccharum hybridization, but the frequency of viable progeny
was low. From 3,670 well-pollinated florets only five seedlings were recovered. While
there is obvious interest in creating and utilizing these hybrids between the two species,
progress could b e h astened b y increased s eed s et an d t he ability to m ake selections
among the resulting progeny.
The primary barrier to interspecific and intergeneric hybridization in sorghum is
prezygotic; pollen t ubes of a lien s pecies cease g rowth i n p istils of s orghum b efore
reaching the egg (Hodnett et al., 2005). Laurie and Bennett (1989) identified a sorghum
gene, Iap (Inhibition o f Alien Pollen), t hat permitted m aize pollen t ube gr owth t o
continue through the ovary to the micropyle when the sorghum female was homozygous
for iap, but the recovery of sorghum-maize hybrids was not reported. Price et al. (2006)
discovered that the same iap mutant removes the reproductive isolation between sorghum
and s everal c losely r elated wild t axa (S. angu stum, S. m acrospermum and S. ni tidum)
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allowing the r elatively eas y p roduction of new interspecific h ybrids.

Following th is

work, Kuhlman et al. (2008) documented the backcrossing of the previously described S.
macrospermum hybrid to cultivated sorghum through the derivation of stable inbred lines
with c onfirmed i ntrogression f rom S. m acrospermum. This i ntrogression proves t hat
large s egments o f c hromosomes c an be m oved a cross Poaceae s pecies, w hich can
facilitate the intergeneric transfer of important and quantitatively inherited traits.
Given t he potential benefits to sugarcane and s orghum c rops and t he renewed
interest in both crops as bioenergy feedstocks, there is a logical interest in hybridization
to c ombine their desirable c haracteristics. T hese c haracteristics i nclude, b ut ar e n ot
limited t o, drought t olerance a nd wide a daptation f rom s orghum along w ith sucrosegar
concentration and p erennial growth habit from s ugarcane. Another po tential benefit of
wide h ybridization b etween t he species i s t he possibility o f introducing t he s eed
production c apacity of s orghum i nto sugarcane and, in th e lo ng-term, developing a
sugarcane variety that can be planted from true botanical seed as opposed to the current
labor-intensive whole-stalk or billet planting methods. The objective of this study was to
determine if sorghum germplasm possessing the iap mutant can be used to increase the
frequency of s orghum/sugarcane hybrids and t o a ssess t he r elative effect of sugarcane
pollinators on seed set and progeny viability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Production of Sorghum/Sugarcane Hybrids: Seed of Tx3361, a line homozygous for
iap and segregating for male sterility (Kuhlman et al. in review), was planted in pots in
the greenhouse from mid-July through mid-September to ensure flower synchronization

between the sorghum and sugarcane plants. At the onset of anthesis, male sterile plants of
Tx3361 were identified based on anther phenotype and isolated from unknown pollen by
covering w ith a pa per ba g. S orghum/sugarcane po llinations were made at the U SDAARS Sugarcane R esearch U nit in H ouma, Louisiana between late September and early
November of 2007 and 2008. Additional pollinations were made in College Station, Tx
in January and February of 2009. Tx3361 was used as the female parent. A total of 67
basic and commercial sugarcane breeding lines were used as male parents (Table 1).
In 2007 pollinations made in Houma were completed by dusting the sorghum panicle
with freshly collected sugarcane pollen and by rubbing the sorghum panicle through the
sugarcane tassel. Male parents included one released commercial sugarcane variety, one
released en ergy-cane v ariety, t hree advanced commercial b reeding linesclones, fo ur S.
spontaneum accessions, a nd one Erianthus accession. Also included w ere six clones
resulting from wide hybridization (basic breeding lines). These included clones) resulting
from t he f ollowing c rosses: one S. s pontaneum x s ugarcane ( F1); one S. of ficinarum x
sugarcane (F1); one spont complex (S. spontaneum x S. spontaneum); two F 1 x sugarcane
(BC1); one BC1 x sugarcane (BC2). In addition, one cross was made using multiple male
parents (a p olycross).

In 2008, crosses w ere m ade by tapping t assels o f a single

sugarcane parent over the top of one to three sorghum panicles. To improve pollen load
on th e panicle, th is w as followed b y rubbing the sorghum p anicles into t he sugarcane
tassels. For a single c ross, pol linations were repeated f or 3 -4 c onsecutive d ays during
sugarcane an thesis. Males in cluded five commercially r eleased s ugarcane v arieties, 24
advanced co mmercial breeding c lonessugarcane b reeding lines, t wo Erianthus
accessions, one S. s pontaneum accession, and 13 b asic b reeding linesclones. T he ba sic

breeding cloneslines included 12 F 1 hybrids b etween S. s pontaneum and s ugarcane and
one B C2. One po lycross was a lso included in 2008 . Pollinated sorghum pl ants were
returned to C ollege Station for seed development a nd maturation.

The s orghum x

sugarcane c rosses m ade i n College Station w ere completed us ing sugarcane breeding
lines from t he T exas AgriLife sugarcane breeding pr ogram i n Weslaco, TX.

Each

sorghum panicle was pollinated only one time using the techniques developed in Houma
in 2008.
Seed Harvest and Germination: Seed was allowed to develop and mature for 46, 41,
and 27 days post pollination in 2007, 2008, and 2009, respectively. Seed from 2007 was
stored from 30 to 90 d prior to germination. A high frequency of vivipary was observed
in 2007 resulting in a loss of hybrids. To eliminate this problem in 2008 and 2009, seeds
were not stored b ut w ere immediately g erminated. Prior to g ermination seeds were
surface sterilized by soaking them in a liquid suspension of Captan and Apron (Syngenta)
for approximately at least half an hour30 min and then immersing them in a 30% solution
of Chlorox bleach for 20 minutes. Following surface sterilization, seeds were rinsed in
sterile water and placed placed with the embryo upwardside up in a petri dish containing
a culture medium of Murashige-Skoog b asal salts and vitamins (Murashige and Skoog,
1962) supplemented w ith 1 0 mg L-1 glycine, 10 m g L -1 L-arginine-HCl, 1 0 m g L -1 Ltyrosine, 100 mg L-1 inositol, and 30 g L-1 sucrose, solidified with 0.7% agar (plant tissue
culture grade, P hytotechnology Laboratories, S hawnee M ission, K S) ( Sharma, 1999).
Petri dishes were maintained between 27 and 30 C under Sylvania Gro-Lux flourescent
lights set to 14 hours per day. A ll seeds that showed good root and shoot development
were placed in 4” pots. Once established, they were transferred to the greenhouse.
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Confirmation of I ntergeneric H ybrid P lants: Intergeneric h ybrids w ere initially
classified by m orphology. A s t hey d eveloped, a ll hybrids exhibited num erous
characteristics of sugarcane (e.g. height, tillering, and maturity) that the maternal parent
did n ot p ossess. Plants a ssumed t o be h ybrids based on m orphology w ere c onfirmed
using somatic chromosome numbers. Chromosome spreads were prepared from root tips
using a

method de scribed b y Jewell a nd Islam-Faridi (1994) w ith t he f ollowing

modifications. Young actively growing root tips were pretreated with a saturated aqueous
solution of α-bromonaphthalene for 2. 75 h a t room temperature a nd f ixed overnight in
95% e thanol/glacial acet ic ac id ( 3:1 v/ v). Following f ixation, root t ips w ere r insed
several times with distilled water, hydrolyzed for 10 min in 0.2 M HCl and again rinsed
in distilled water for 10 min. Cell walls were digested for 35 to 60 minutes at 37 C with
an a queous s olution of 5% c ellulase ( Onozuka R-10, Y akult H onsha C o. Ltd., Tokyo)
and 1. 0% pe ctolyase Y -23 ( Seishin Corporation, T okyo) a t pH 4.5 and subsequently
rinsed three times with distilled water. Meristems were placed on a cl ean glass slide in
an e thanol/glacial a cetic a cid ( 3:1) s olution, macerated a nd s pread with fine-tipped
forceps, a ir-dried a t room temperature for 2 d, a nd stained w ith A zure B lue. Root t ip
spreads were examined using a Zeiss Universal II microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Gottingen,
Germany) with 63X and 100X a pochromat obj ectives. Images w ere c aptured w ith a n
Optronics VI-470 system (Optronics Inc., Goleta, CA) and digitally stored and processed
with Optimas (v. 6.1) image analysis software (Optimas Corp., Bothell, WA).
Effect of Sugarcane Pollinator on Hybrid Seed Set: For each cross made in Houma in
2008, the sugarcane p arent, da te of p ollination, location of po llination, pollen rating,
florets/panicle, seeds/panicle and seedlings produced were recorded. Pollen rating was a
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subjective measurement determined at the time hybrid seed was harvested by observing
the amount of pollen present on stigmas of the sorghum panicle. The amount of pollen
present on the stigmas was observed under a dissecting microscope and scored as 1, 2, or
3 with 1 being the least and 3 being the most. For each cross made in College Station in
2009 the sugarcane parent, seeds/panicle and seedlings produced were recorded.
To determine relative effect of location, date of pollination and sugarcane pollinator
on seed set and pollen rating, PROC GLM in SAS v9.1 was used. Only sugarcane males
that had been used in at least three pollinations were included in the analysis. All effects
were co nsidered f ixed an d only interactions involving th e p ollinator were included the
analysis of variance.

RESULTS
2007 Hybrid Seed Production, Confirmation and Growth: In the fall of 2007, a total
of 24 pollinations were made using 17 different pollinators (Table 1). Based on stigma
reaction, it w as apparent by two t o t hree days p ost pollination that fertilization h ad
occurred. Seed development was slower and seed the size was smaller when compared to
intraspecific h ybridization of s orghum. E mbryo l oss d uring s eed development, and
vivipary after development, became evident when the seed was prepared for germination.
Further analysis revealed that these were common problems with 39% of the seed having
no embryo, and 32% being viviparous. Seedlings were confirmed as intergeneric hybrids
through chromosome counts, and represented a wide range of phenotypes, ranging from
very poor in growth to highly vigorous.
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From these pollinations, 23 of the most vigorous hybrids were transplanted to pots
and placed i n t he gr eenhouse. Somatic c hromosome c ounts f or these h ybrids ranged
from 56 to 64 (Fig. 1). These hybrids displayed a wide range of phenotypes, but all had
numerous long n arrow leaves like sugarcane and most till ered p rofusely. M any o f t he
hybrids also had morphological traits unique to sorghum such as nodal brace roots and/or
excessive waxy bloom on leaf sheaths. Two hybrids, L07-9S (Tx3361 x HoCP04-838)
and L07-11S (Tx3361 x US06-9025) showed more vigorous growth than the others. In
seven months, stalks of hybrid L07-9S were 2.7 m in height and those of L07-11S were
3.1 m (Fig. 1 ). Unlike T x3361, both of t hese hybrids w ere photoperiod s ensitive l ike
sugarcane, and flowered from mid December through January in College Station whereas
Tx3361 flowers in approximately 65 d regardless of planting date. The panicles on these
two hybrids were s lightly m ore c ompact t han t hose of s ugarcane (Fig. 1 )., a nd a
Attempted backcrossing with t he s orghum parent suggested both m ale a nd female
sterility. In August, s everal stalks of each hybrid w ere cut to t est fo r the a bility to
vegetatively propagate and to assess the a ccumulation of s oluble s ugars a nd t heir
distribution. Vegetative propagation through nodal cuttings was successful and internode
Brix values r anged f rom 8. 5 t o 1 9% with c oncentrations in creasing with in ternode
maturity as is seen in sugarcane (Whittaker and Botha, 1997).
2008/2009 Hybrid Seed Production and Enhancement of Process: In 2008 a total of
155 sorghum panicles (totaling 74,300 florets) were pollinated. From these pollinations,
10,347 seed w ere r ecovered, resulting in an average seed set of 14 %. Percent s eed s et
was not m easured i n t he 2009 pollinations, but i t a ppeared s imilar t o t hat ob served i n
2008. Seed was harvested 40 d and 28 d post pollination in 2008 and 2009, respectively.
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Germination rates for the 2008 seed still suffered some from vivipary. In addition it was
discovered that many of the embryos could not grow through the seed coat, which further
limited germination rates in this year. In 2009 an additional decrease in maturation time
further r educed vivipary, a nd excising the p ericarp p rior to p lanting removed t he s eed
coat barrier. These minor mo difications s ignificantly imp roved g ermination rates f rom
2.5% in 2007, to 5.7% in 2008, and to a much improved 33% in 2009.
From th e combined 2008/2009 po llinations, a

total of 13 48 seedlings w ere

transplanted to the gr eenhouse. T he phe notypic va riation p resent i n t hese h ybrids was
extensive, but all were morphologically more like sugarcane than sorghum.
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These hybrids are expected to follow growth and development patterns observed in the
limited set of hybrids evaluated from the 2007 crosses.
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Effect o f Pollinator Parent o n Se ed Se t and Germination: Analysis of v ariance
detected a significant effect of pollinator parent on seed set (Table 2), indicating that the
source of s ugarcane pollen i s c ritical i n t he s uccess of t he production of i ntergeneric
hybrids with Tx3361. Tx3361 had good seed set when pollinated with sugarcane clones
L06-024, H oCP05-904, Ho06-562 and L 01-283 which h ad s eed s et r ates of 53.0%,
36.0%, 25.2%, and 24.9%, r espectively. These pollinators a re of particular interest for
the production of intergeneric hybrids, while other clones with poor seed set percentages
(i.e. <10%) should be avoided (Table 3).
Pollen rating in sugarcane (Table 2) is influenced by genotype and environment, with
the date of pollination having a significant effect on pollen shed (Moore and Nuss, 1987).
In our s tudy, c lones with a low mean pollen rating consistently pr oduced c rosses w ith
low seed set, but using clones with a high mean pollen rating did not necessarily produce
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high seed set. Six of the top seven sugarcane pollinators (defined by seed set percentage)
had an average or above average mean pollen rating, while mean pollen ratings in males
producing below average seed set varied (Table 3). These results imply that males must
not only produce high pollen ratings but that they must also have favorable genetic and/or
genomic compatibility with Tx3361.
Analysis o f v ariance of the 2009 d ata indicated t hat once t he seed w as set, neither
pollination environment nor sugarcane pollinator influenced percent germination. Based
on the current methods of managing seed production and germination, it is reasonable to
expect between 25-40% of seed to be vi able regardless of which pol linator i s u sed and
where the pollination is made.

DISCUSSION
Through three years of breeding efforts, the success of intergeneric hybrids between
sugarcane a nd s orghum w as i mproved.

An a verage s eed s et o f 53% when using

sugarcane pol linator L06-024 was unexpectedly h igh for an i ntergeneric c ross,
considering attempts by previous researchers resulted in no more than a few plants (Nair,
1999).

The high r ate of s eed pr oduction is attributed to th e elimination o f pre-

fertilization barriers through the use of Tx3361 as well as compatibility of this line with
particular sugarcane pollinators. Once produced, management of the hybrid seed prior to
germination was critical to maximize p roduction. M arked increases in v iable s eedlings
were observed in each successive crossing year as problems affecting germination were
identified. T hese i ncreases r esulted from t he elimination of v ivipary and p hysical
barriers through early harvest and the removal of the pericarp.

Eliminating hybridization ba rriers and improving th e germination rate h as
substantially increased the capacity to generate hybrids when compared to previous work.
Nair (1 999) “thoroughly po llinated” 3,670 fl orets and p roduced five seedlings for a
success rate of 0.13%. In 2008, 16,813 florets were pollinated using males with a high
pollen rating. Of these pollinations, 162 plants were produced for a success rate of 1%.
Assuming th at “thoroughly p ollinated” is e quivalent to a h igh pollen rating, th is
represents a 7 .7-fold i ncrease i n plant r ecovery between t he 2008 c rossing s eason over
results reported by Nair (1999). As modifications were made to the seed treatment, an
additional 6 -fold increase i n r ecoverable progeny w as achieved i n 2009. T hus, t he
combined i ncreases r esulted in approximately a 40 -fold i ncrease i n r ecovered progeny
when compared to the previous report.
A limited number of male parents were screened in the current study. Future research
may id entifyIt is lo gical t o a ssume t hat further s creening will uncover additional
compatible sugarcane pollinators that will expand production of intergeneric hybrids by
increasing seed se t and by improving seed q uality. Therefore c ontinued screening of
Saccharum pollinators will be necessary to identify the best males for intergeneric hybrid
production.

The capacity t o p roduce large-scale q uantities o f intergeneric

Sorghum/Saccharum hybrids should r esultopens a w ide range of po ssibilities for in
genetic improvement o f sugar a nd bioenergy c rops. While s uccessful hybridization
between sorghum a nd s ugarcane, S. s pontaneum, and e arly ge neration Saccharum
hybrids, are described in this study, there is a need to determine the range of germplasm
that can be h ybridized using the developed lines and techniques. It may be po ssible to

hybridize sorghum with other grasses of the Poaceae (e.g. Miscanthus, Erianthus, etc.) to
facilitate introgression of positive traits among the genera/species.
The genetic a nd p henotypic variation coupled w ith a l arge number of
Sorghum/Saccharum

hybrids pr oducedpresent a

mong t he

newly d

eveloped

Sorghum/Saccharum hybrids presents significant oppo rtunities. Given t he a mount of
variation present and the large numbers of hybrids produced, sSegregation is expected to
allow for the selection of elite hybrids.

Even in 2007 , the lowest of the three reported

years for seedling production, there was enough variation among the 23 viable seedlings
to select two that were visually superior to the others based on agronomic type. Further
characterization of these two selected seedlings, as well as characterization of of future
selections is necessary to determine unique strengths and weaknesses of the hybrids.
Selected hybrids can be used to introgress large genomic regions that control valuable
quantitative traits f rom one s pecies t o t he ot her. For ex ample, t he p otential to t ransfer
drought tolerance from sorghum to sugarcane or to introgress enhanced sugar production
from sugarcane into sorghum could significantly influence energy and sugar production
throughout the world.
Further us e of t he Sorghum/Saccharum hybrids in br eeding pr ograms will ha ve
certain challenges and opportunities. Because tThe initial F1 hybrids appear to be sterile
when crossed t o s orghum, , so cytological ma nipulations w ill likely be needed, but
established pr ocedures provide approaches to mitigate t his obstacle ( Kuhlman e t a l.,
2008).
If t he F 1 hybrids possess unique a nd desirable a gronomic c haracteristics and they
perform w ell i n a gronomic tr ials, there i s the po tential t o de velop a ne w intergeneric

hybrid c rop.

For e xample, a Sorghum/Saccharum hybrid by Saccharum “sorcane”

hybridcross could result in with high sugar accumulating capacity, and enhanced wateruse e fficiency, and po ssible p ropagation from may b e valuable as either a seed o r stalk
(vegetatively). propagated crop. Additional research and development on sorghum seed
parents and sugarcane p ollinators must b e completed to maximize seed p roduction a nd
development to m ake s eed propagation a vi able op tion. However, t he germplasm a nd
techniques described w ill p roduce s eed quantities s uitable for i ntrogression, s election,
and testing purposes.
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Table 1. Sugarcane parents used in the sorghum x sugarcane crosses listed by year and
location of cross. Number of panicles pollinated, number of seed produced and number
of seedlings grown are listed by pollinator. Male parents are described by generation as
released energy cane (REC), commercial breeding line (CBL), released sugarcane (RSC),
S. spontaneum (spontaneum), Erianthus, F1, BC1, BC2, or polycross. Total florets were
counted in 2008.
Male
Ho 00-961
HoCP 01-517
HoCP 04-838
HoCP 96-540
MPTH 97-003
MPTH 97-107
MPTH 97-194
MPTH 97-218
MPTH 98-388
Polycross
US 03-145
US 03-165
US 03-177
Ho 06-9014
Ho 06-9017
Ho 06-9025
US 72-114
Total

Erianthus
HB03-364
HB03-403
Ho 01-564
Ho 05-961
Ho 06-525
Ho 06-530

Generation

Panicles Florets
Houma 2007
REC
1
CBL
1
CBL
1
RSC
1
spontaneum
1
spontaneum
1
Erianthus
2
spontaneum
1
spontaneum
1
Polycross
3
spontaneum
complex
1
F1
2
F1
2
BC2
2
BC1
1
CBL
1
BC1
2
24
Houma 2008
1
F1
1
F1
5
CBL
5
CBL
23
CBL
6
CBL
1

544
329
2,025
3,275
8,976
2,765
975

Seed

Seedlings
4
8
59
46
29
0
8
13
0
69

0
525
210
359
1
152
21
1504

0
63
256
334
1,691
301
0

1
1
2
2

3
1
1

12
23

0
0
0
16
160
19
0

Ho 06-543
Ho 06-552
Ho 06-562
Ho 06-563
Ho 06-565
Ho 07-613
Ho 95-988
HoCP 01-517
HoCP 04-803
HoCP 04-810
HoCP 04-838
HoCP 05-903
HoCP 05-904
HoCP 05-923
HoCP 06-502
HoCP 96-540
HoL 05-953
L 01-283
L 06-001
L 06-024
L 06-38
L 99-226
L 99-266
LCP 85-384
MPTH 97-209
MPTH 97-260
NG 77-214
Polycross
US 02-840
Ho 07-9002
Ho 07-9005
Ho 07-9014
Ho 07-9016
Ho 07-9017
Ho 07-9018
Ho 07-9019
Ho 07-9020
Ho 07-9023
Ho 07-9025
Ho 07-9026
Total

CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
RSC
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
RSC
CBL
RSC
CBL
CBL
CBL
RSC
CBL
RSC
spontaneum
Erianthus
Erianthus
Polycross
CBL
F1
BC2
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

2
2
4
1
2
2
1
5
1
2
8
2
3
3
1
11
1
9
1
3
2
2
1
3
5
2
1
2
1
1
2
7
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
7
155

592
978
1,725
281
408
1,131
760
2,506
393
1,120
5,152
894
2,074
951
159
6,934
240
4,972
795
1,260
872
592
475
1,937
2,401
1,049
433
125
557
532
1,029
3,761
588
516
253
742
1,030
1,713
1,160
2,764
74,743

9
10
480
85
199
316
43
217
19
10
603
72
581
4
13
929
22
1,301
31
669
32
5
90
145
195
6
0
93
2
156
391
204
0
1
1
271
108
359
9
21
10,347

1
0
13
3
0
1
0
14
1
0
91
0
34
2
0
86
0
36
3
40
0
1
21
11
3
0
0
1
0
2
2
25
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
2
592

TCP 00-4521
TCP 01-4535
TCP 02-4622
TCP 03-4636
TCP 03-4645
Total
Grand Total

CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL
CBL

Texas 2009
16
7
11
30
9
73
252

74,743

28
66
362
1,651
203
2,310

9
32
128
519
68
756

14,161

1371

Table 2. A nalysis of variance f or seed set a nd p ollen rating for seventeen s ugarcane
pollinators used to pollinate Tx3361 in Houma, La in the fall of 2008.

Source
Location
Date(Location)
Male
Male*Location
Male*Date(Location)
Error

df
3
14
16
10
8

Seed Set
MS
0.031
0.025
0.047
0.022
0.031

Pr>F
0.216
0.283
0.010
0.381
0.167

Pollen Rating
df
MS
Pr>F
3
0.655 0.093
15
0.631 0.019
16
0.877 0.001
10
0.285 0.474
9
0.739 0.016

Table 3. Number of pollinations, Percent seed set on Tx3361 and mean pollinator pollen
rating for 17 di fferent sugarcane c ultivars and/or breeding lines in t he f all o f 2 008 in
Houma, La. Only pollinators that were used in at least three pollinations were included
in this analysis. Pollen rating for each panicle was 1 (low), 2 (medium) or 3 (high).
Saccharum
Pollinator
L 06-024
HoCP 05-904
Ho 06-562
L 01-283
Ho 05-961
HB03-403
HoCP 04-838
HoCP 96-540
HoCP 01-517
Ho 01-564
Ho 06-525
MPTH97-209
LCP85-384
Ho 07-9014
Ho 07-9026
Ho 07-9025
HoCP 05-923
Mean
L.S.D.

Pollinations
-----no.----3
3
4
9
23
5
8
11
5
5
5
4
3
7
7
3
3

Seed
set
---%--53.0
36.0
25.2
24.9
18.2
15.6
15.3
13.6
10.1
8.9
8.6
8.2
7.5
5.7
0.7
0.6
0.4
14.8
18.5

Pollen
Rating
2.33
2.67
2.50
2.00
1.65
1.80
2.10
1.64
1.40
1.40
1.80
2.00
3.00
1.86
1.00
1.67
1.00
1.80
0.70

Figure 1 . P hotographs of s orghum x s ugarcane i ntergeneric hybrids gr own i n College
Station, T exas. ( A) T wo s even m onth old s orghum x s ugarcane hybrids; ( B) An
inflorescence of a sorghum x sugarcane hybrid; and (C) mitotic chromosome spread from
a sorghum x sugarcane hybrid. Scale bar = 10 µm.

10 µm
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brummett, Robert G.
Hurley, Janie C.; Bill Rooney
Brummett, Robert G.
FW: Seed Request for Chromatin
Monday, November 09, 2009 1:36:55 PM

See email stream below

Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

From: Hurley, Janie C.
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2009 11:06 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Cc: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: FW: Seed Request for Chromatin

Hi Dr. Rooney,
Please see the list of materials requested by Chromatin. It seems that several of these lines
are the same as those committed to Ceres. Obviously
available to them. Can
you help me to clarify regarding these sweet A/B pairs? In particular, they list
); aren’t these part of those
being held for Ceres?
I understand that Bill Lyles has contacted Robert regarding the Chromatin interest and that
they will meet on Monday. Maybe you could help Bill be prepared to separate out the
Ceres-committed materials that we need to remove from the list in order to determine
what may be provided in an MTA to Chromatin. As usual, we will need a disclosure form on
those materials to be transferred that have not been previously disclosed.
Thanks again in advance for your help here.
-Janie

Janie C. Hurley, MBA
Sr. Licensing Manager
Office of Technology Commercialization
The Texas A&M University System
3369 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-3369
Ph: 979-845-6337
Fx: 979-845-1402

http://otc.tamu.edu

From: Ken Davenport
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 4:59 PM
To: Hurley, Janie C.
Cc: Nelson, Michelle; Avant, Bob;
Subject: FW: Seed Request for Chromatin

]
Greg Zinkl;

Hello Janie,
Subsequent to our visit to Texas A&M last month to meet with Bill Rooney, you and
your AgriLife colleagues, Larry has made a determination on behalf of Chromatin as to
specific sorghum germplasm we would like to access. You will note the e-mail
message he sent to Messrs. Lyles and Rooney earlier today.
I am writing to request that the appropriate Material Transfer Agreement be sent to me
with copy to our corporate counsel, Greg Zinkl, with whom you have been in contact
regarding the Mutual Non-Discosure Agreement. I am assuming that there will be an
access fee and that any commercial terms would be conveyed for our consideration
were Chromatin to advance any or all of the germplasm it receives.
Since we intend to increase and evaluate this material in our winter nursery, time is
somewhat of the essence. If you have any questions, please give me a call. I will be
in the Chicago office tomorrow morning, but then heading for O'Hare to return home to
Dallas for the weekend.
Best regards,
Ken

Kenneth G. Davenport, Ph. D.
Strategic Development

Chromatin Inc.
3440 S. Dearborn St., Suite 280
Chicago, IL 60616
+1.312.235.3619 (O)
+1.312.235.3611 (F)

+1.214.215.2984 (M)

From: Larry Lambright
Sent: Thu 10/15/2009 3:37 PM
To:
; wlr@tamu.edu
Cc: Ken Davenport
Subject: Seed Request for Chromatin

Bill & Bill,
Based on the sweet sorghum and forage sorghum data you supplied as well as my
visit to your trial site at Halfway, I would like to request the following inbreds for
Chromatin:

When documents are in order and you are ready to dispatch the seed, please send
this request to the following address:
Chromatin, Inc.
Rt.1, Box 63-2
951 FM 2301
Lockney, TX. 79241
Thanks in advance for your help.
Best regards,
Larry
____________
Larry Lambright
Lambright Consulting, LLC
5423 80 th Street

Lubbock, TX 79424
806.773.1328

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Bahree, Megha
Bill Rooney
FW: Sorghum
Thursday, August 13, 2009 4:01:57 PM
sb10067820at-001.jpg
High

Hi Bill,
Could you pls help identify if this is sweet sorghum or grain? My photo
editor picked up this pic that we want to use but we'd like to identify it
accurately.
Do let me know. Thanks!
Megha
------ Forwarded Message
From: "Hadlow, Michele" <
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 2009 16:57:36 -0400
To: "Bahree, Megha" <
Conversation: Sorgrum
Subject: Sorgrum

------ End of Forwarded Message

>
>

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Davenport
Daphne Preuss; Shawn Carlson; Song Luo; Piero Barone; Jeff Scheib
wlr@tamu.edu; Brad Schwartz
FW: Thanks
Thursday, September 17, 2009 8:07:47 AM

Colleagues,
Please note the attached message from Dr. Bill Rooney (Texas A&M University) regarding his
impending visit to the U of I. As I mentioned in an earlier message, Bill would be pleased to visit
Chromatin and speak to us on sorghum and his research interests. He will be at the U of I on 12
November and could meet with us on either the 11th or 13th. Since he wishes to make travel plans in
advance of the visit, would you please let me know your preferred dates so I can get back to Bill
ASAP. The plan would be for those of us in Chicago to drive down to Champaign for the day.
Thanks kindly,
Ken
Kenneth G. Davenport, Ph. D.
Strategic Development

Chromatin Inc.
3440 S. Dearborn St., Suite 280
Chicago, IL 60616
+1.312.235.3619 (O)
+1.312.235.3611 (F)
+1.214.215.2984 (M)

From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Thu 9/17/2009 8:58 AM
To: Ken Davenport
Subject: RE: Thanks
Ken:
I'm scheduled to be in Champaign on November 12. I expect that day to be devoted to activities at U
of Illinois.
Looking at schedules, I'm open to visit either the afternoon of November 11 or the morning of
November 13. I'll make my travel arrangements around your preference.
regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151

-----Original Message----From: Ken Davenport [
]
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2009 10:58 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu
Cc:
; Daphne Preuss; JHurley@tamu.edu; Greg Zinkl; m_nelson@tamu.edu
Subject: Thanks
Bill,
I just wanted to drop you a brief note and thank you for taking the time to walk Larry and me
through your nursery and then discuss opportunities for collaboration as well as possible
licensing of certain sorghum germplasm. Just to recap...
Janie will forward a Mutual Non-Disclosure Agreement to our IP counsel (Greg Zinkl) and me for
our review. Once reviewed and executed we will proceed with due diligence related to a
possible license to
. We were certainly surprised and impressed with what we saw in
the field as well as the FISH images you presented.
Larry will follow-up with Bill Lisles (sp?) regarding the
as well
as grains and forages that could be of interest to us. Once decided upon, I will circle back to
OTC regarding R&D and commercial licenses.
I will come back to you regarding a possible collaboration as it pertains to
remain involved could be
I am thinking that having
valuable to all. Might there be another group that we should consider as part of such a
collaboration?
As for your visit to the University of Illinois in November, please let us know the date so we
might have you visit our operations in Champaign either the day before or after your visit. The
"Chicago gang" would drive down to Champaign for the day. We would be pleased to have you
give a seminar and then discuss possible collaboration opportunities in detail.
While Chromatin is assessing opportunities in the bio-energy space, particularly with regard to
feedstocks such as cane, sorghum, sugarbeets, etc., we still wish to remain somewhat
anonymous for the time being. We do not wish to draw the attention of potential competitors at
this point in time, which I am sure you can appreciate.
Again, thanks kindly for your time yesterday and we look forward to following up with you and
the OTC staff.
Best regards,
Ken

Kenneth G. Davenport, Ph. D.
VP, Strategic Development

Chromatin Inc.
3440 S. Dearborn St., Suite 280
Chicago, IL 60616
+1.312.235.3619 (O)
+1.312.235.3611 (F)
+1.214.215.2984 (M)

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John M Yohe
Lowenberg-Deboer, James M.; Fred Cholick; DTopliff@mail.wtamu.edu; slack.36@osu.edu; oardc@osu.edu;
GCunningham2@unl.edu; Bill Payne; Baduguma@usaid.gov; Baduguma@usaid.gov; gejeta@purdue.edu; Mark
Erbaugh; hamakerb@purdue.edu; djackson1@unl.edu; Curtis L Weller; Larson.4@osu.edu; jfl@ksu.edu; gpeterson1@tamu.edu; gpeterso@ag.tamu.edu; P.V.V.Prasad; lrooney@tamu.edu; wlr@tamu.edu;
jsander1@purdue.edu; sstaggen@ksu.edu; drmitch@purdue.edu; cwortmann2@unl.edu; jhancock@ksu.edu;
jeff.wilson@ars.usda.gov; bpendleton@mail.wtamu.edu; eheinric@vt.edu
Joan Frederick; Kimberly Christiansen; Diane Sullivan; The Tanzanite Lady
Fw: This Time for Real: Congressional Letter to President Obama re USAID
Friday, September 25, 2009 10:34:46 AM
09-18-09 JK RL to Obama re foreign aid.pdf

All: Check out this letter from Senators Lugar and Kerry to President Obama on Foreign AID and
USAID.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brummett, Robert G.
Bill Rooney
Brummett, Robert G.
FW: Tr : My visit in College Station
Monday, November 09, 2009 1:59:06 PM

Sud Cereales request below. I've sent them the material request form, but haven't got it back.
-RB
Robert Brummett,
Licensing Associate
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
(979) 862-3002 direct
(979) 204-0766 cell
(979) 847-8682 office
(979) 845-1402 fax
brummettr@tamu.edu
http://technology.tamu.edu

-----Original Message----From: Hurley, Janie C.
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 11:41 AM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: FW: Tr : My visit in College Station
Robert,
Can you take care of this request, please?
Thanks,
Janie
-----Original Message----From:
[
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 11:56 AM
To: Hurley, Janie C.
Subject: Tr : My visit in College Station
Dear Janie ,
I wonder if you received my mail , the address was not good .
Regards
Serge
----- Réacheminé par Serge CLAMENS/GROUPSUD le 28/10/2009 17:52 ----                                                                          
             Serge                                                        

]

             CLAMENS/GROUPSUD                                             
                                                                        A
             29/08/2009 16:25          JHurley@tamu                       
                                                                       cc
                                       wlr@tamu.edu                       
                                                                    Objet
                                       My visit in College Station        
                                                                          
                                                                          
                                                                          
                                                                          
                                                                          
                                                                          

Dear Janie ,
On Monday 17 th of august , I had the pleasure to visit Bill Rooney sorghum
nursery .
Bill showed me his advanced line nursery block where I have selected the
earliest line to check their adaptation in french environment ( my
blooming maturity limit is for A/B line TX3042 + 4 days and for R line
earlier than RTX7000 )
Following the list of the lines selected that I would like to receive from
Bill , please could you prepare the MTA and fee conditions to receive this
germplasm .

Thanks for your help
Serge Clamens
Sud Céréales
Ferme de Loudes
11400 Castelnaudary
France

From:
To:
Subject:

Bill Rooney
"Karen L Prihoda"

Date:
Attachments:

Wednesday, September 09, 2009 10:27:00 AM
TAMC004asg.pdf
TAMC004USDec.pdf
TAMC005USAsg.pdf
TAMC005USDec.pdf
TAMC006USP1Asg.pdf
High

Importance:

Please print so I can sign this pm.
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Jones, Brenda A. [mailto:Brenda-J@tamu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2009 9:30 AM
To:
; Bill Rooney
Cc: Jones, Brenda A.
Subject:

Respectfully,
Brenda Jones
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-3369
979-862-4547 direct
979-845-1402 fax

From: Jones, Brenda A.
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 10:44 AM

To: Bill Rooney; 'George L Hodnett'; 'Stelly_David'; 'Keerti Rathore';
Cc: Jones, Brenda A.
Subject:
Importance: High

Respectfully,
Brenda Jones
The Texas A&M University System
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-3369
979-862-4547 direct
979-845-1402 fax

From: Hanson, Robert E. [
Sent: Tuesday, August 18, 2009 1:47 PM
To: Jones, Brenda A.
Cc: Schmitt, Brian C.; Hurley, Janie C.; Toney, Charlotte; Bailey, Patricia
Subject:

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Schmitt, Brian C.
Hanson, Robert E.; Baltensperger, David; RJessup@ag.tamu.edu; nmelhout@tamu.edu; jmgould@ag.tamu.edu;
Stelly David; George L Hodnett; Bill Rooney; McCutchen, Bill; Mullet, John E.; Erik Mirkov; emirkov@tamu.edu; Keerti Rathore; Avant, Bob
Zak, Kendra; Schuerman, Peter L.
FW: Wide Hybridization Progress Meeting-Confidential
Wednesday, September 02, 2009 10:10:50 AM
AGENDA-Wide Hybridization 9-3-09.docx
TAMC006USP1App.pdf
High

All:
If anyone has substantive comments regarding the contents of the email I sent just prior to
this one, please contact me by phone. Just use your best judgment when putting things in
writing regarding this project.
For non-substantive comments, feel free to email or call.
Regards,
Brian Schmitt
Brian Schmitt, J.D.
Intellectual Property Manager
Registered Patent Attorney
Office of Technology Commercialization
Texas A&M University System
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
979-862-6832
bschmitt@tamu.edu

From: Schmitt, Brian C.
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 10:05 AM
To: 'Hanson, Robert E.'; Baltensperger, David; 'RJessup@ag.tamu.edu'; 'nmelhout@tamu.edu';
'jmgould@ag.tamu.edu'; 'Stelly_David'; 'George L Hodnett'; 'Bill Rooney'; McCutchen, Bill;
Mullet, John E.; 'Erik Mirkov'; 'e-mirkov@tamu.edu'; 'Keerti Rathore'; Avant, Bob
Cc: Zak, Kendra; Schuerman, Peter L.
Subject: Wide Hybridization Progress Meeting-Confidential
Importance: High

All:
I have attached the Wide Hybridization Progress Meeting Agenda for tomorrow’s
meeting, as a Microsoft Word Document. Please feel free to suggest changes or make
comments.
Lunch will be provided at this meeting.

Let me know if there are any questions regarding the meeting. Again, feel free to
make comments on the proposed agenda.
Regards,
Brian Schmitt
Brian Schmitt, J.D.
Intellectual Property Manager
Registered Patent Attorney
Office of Technology Commercialization
Texas A&M University System
800 Raymond Stotzer Parkway
College Station, TX 77845
979-862-6832
bschmitt@tamu.edu

AGENDA
Texas A&M AgriLife Wide Hybridization Progress Meeting
September 3, 2009
11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Centeq Building, Suite 100, College Station, TX
Meeting called by:

Brian Schmitt

Team Members:

Dial in:

Dial in: 888-296-6500; Pass-code: 801464#

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kimberly Christiansen
Joan Frederick; wlr@tamu.edu
Fw: Wire Transfer for PCCMCA Meeting
Thursday, August 27, 2009 1:33:35 PM
centa.pdf
centa2.pdf

Attached is a copy of the wire transfer for the following individuals travel expenses
to the PCCMCA meeting. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Maximo Hernandez $1,025
Salvador Zeledon $1,025
Vilma Rugh Calderon $1,025
Mario Parada Jaco $1,025
Total $4,100

GlobalPay Alliance - Order Details

Order Details

Help

Order Date: 26-AUG-2009 16:48:10
Base Currency: USD
Status: Processed
Authorized By: Mary Lagrange

Client: University of Nebraska Lincoln
Order ID: 2776746
Initiated By: James Treat
Dir Product Ccy
Buy

WIRE

FX
Fee
Rate
Amt
USD 4100.00 10.00 1.000000

Base
Beneficiary
Notes to
Notes to
Dealer
Amt
Beneficiary Travelex Comment
CENTA/
Travel
4100.00
INTSORMIL

Totals

4100.00 10.0

expenses for
PCCMCA
visiting
scientists

4100.00

Overall Base Ccy Total : 4110
Sequence ID

Foreign Currency

1

USD

Foreign Amount
4100.00
Total :

Legend:

Rejected Line Item

Append to Current Order

https://order.fx4business.com/servlet/VTDController [8/26/2009 3:59:28 PM]

4100.00

Download Receipt
Back

GlobalPay Alliance - Beneficiary Details

Beneficiary Details
CENTA/INTSORMIL
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Product:
Country:

Bank Name:

Eva Bass
James Treat
WIRE

Created On:
Last Updated On:
Currency:
Email:

07-SEP-2001
28-JUN-2007
USD
jfrederick1@unl.edu

Banking Information
Bank Code:
Cuscatlan

Account Number:

Swift Code:

Street Address:
City:
Country:

Santa Tecla
SLV

Prov/State:
Postal/Zip Code:

Beneficiary Address Information
Street Address:
City:
Country:

Correspondent Bank Name:
Account Number:

Prov/State:
Postal/Zip Code:
Correspondent Bank Information
ABA Number:
Remitter:
Update
Close

Note: Banking and address information is often removed from the system to ensure security. Travelex maintains all data internally, even if it is
not shown here.

https://order.fx4business.com/servlet/DisplayBenInfo?ben=502484 [8/26/2009 3:59:57 PM]

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kimberly Christiansen
wlr@tamu.edu
Fw: Your MEDEX ID Card(s), Policy Number: 1005766
Wednesday, September 30, 2009 3:35:48 PM
idCard 1005766.pdf
USAID PLUS program description.pdf

Bill: Attached is your Medex card. Medex will send a paper version of this which I'll
forward to you, but for now you can use the attached version.
Kim

Thank you for using MEDEX. Attached are the ID card(s) and program descriptions
for the traveler(s) listed below:
William Rooney
10/1/2009 - 9/30/2010
If you have any questions regarding your MEDEX policy, please contact us at 1800-586-0743, or visit www.medexassist.com

Here is your MEDEX Identification Card
WORLDWIDE 24-HOURS A DAY
When traveling, you can now feel confident that you are in safe hands if an emergency
arises. MEDEX provides medical, security and travel-related assistance services.
Always carry your MEDEX identification card with you. Listed on the back of the card are
the telephone numbers for the worldwide MEDEX network. When you call MEDEX, be
prepared to provide your MEDEX ID number, organization’s name, your name and
a description of the situation.
MEDEX PORTFOLIO OF SERVICES:

MEDICAL EVACUATION AND REPATRIATION SERVICES

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES

Emergency Medical Evacuations
Transportation to Join a Hospitalized Member
Return of Dependent Children
Transportation After Stabilization
Repatriation of Mortal Remains

Worldwide Medical and Dental Referrals
Monitoring of Treatment
Facilitation of Hospital Payments
Transfer of Insurance Information to Medical Providers
Medica ion, Vaccine and Blood Transfers
Dispatch of Doctors and Specialists
Transfer of Medical Records
Continuous Updates to Family, Employer and Home
Physician
Hotel Arrangements for Convalescence
Replacement Corrective Lenses and Medical Devices

TRAVEL ASSISTANCE SERVICES
Replacement of Lost or Stolen Travel Documents
Emergency Travel Arrangements
Transfer of Funds
Legal Referrals
Translation Services
Message Transmittals
Emergency Pet Housing and/or Pet Return

WORLDWIDE DESTINATION INTELLIGENCE
Pre-Travel Information
Travel and Health Information
Real-Time Security Intelligence

PERSONAL SECURITY SERVICES
Political Evacuation Services
Security Evacuation Services
Transportation After Political or Security Evacuation

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
WHO IS MEDEX? Since 1977, MEDEX has been assisting travelers worldwide by utilizing highly trained,
multilingual coordinators in conjunction with an extensive informa ion and communication system to
provide medical and travel-related assistance.
WHEN SHOULD I CONTACT MEDEX? Coordinators are available 24-hours a day, every day of the
year. Many times people assume that the services are to be used only in serious cases. Be assured that
MEDEX is there to help you with any type of problem regardless of the severity.
WHAT IF LOCAL MEDICAL FACILITIES ARE INADEQUATE? If, through its medical management,
MEDEX determines that local medical providers are inappropriate for treatment, MEDEX will arrange for
a medically safe evacuation to a facility capable of providing the necessary care.
WHAT HAPPENS IF I AM HOSPITALIZED? It is important to no ify MEDEX as soon as possible.
MEDEX will immediately contact your treating physician to assess your condition and treatment plans to
ensure your safe recovery. MEDEX will then update your family, employer/organization and personal
physician as appropriate. MEDEX will assist you until you have returned home or have received final
treatment.

Detach and carry with you at all times.

MEDEX ID:
Name: William Rooney
Valid Dates: 10/01/2009 - 09/30/2010
Excludes Afghanistan and Iraq

MEDEX Assistance Program Features
International Evacuation/Repatriation
If while traveling outside your home country, you are involved
in an accid ent o r suffer a sudden illn ess requi ring Em ergency
Medical S ervices, and in th e event th at ad equate m edical
facilities are not available, MEDEX will arrange and pay for an
evacuation to the nearest f acility capable of providing
appropriate care, as determined by MEDEX.
Medical consid erations including the opinion o f the tr eating
physician, the Regional Medical Advisor an d the Covered
Individual’s condition and ab ility to tr avel, will determine the
method and appropriate time of evacuation. After evacu ation
to the near est appropriat e facility and th e subsequent
stabilization of the Covered I ndividual, MEDEX shall
determine in its sole discretion if it is m edically advisable and
necessary for t he Covered I ndividual to be transported at
MEDEX’s expens e to a f
acility ne arer t he Covered
Individual’s permanent residence. This return includes, but is
not limited to, a need for
long-term rehabilitation or
recuperation an d does not invo lve th e r eturn for the sake of
convenience.
Services and Benefits
MEDEX will provide th e as sistance serv ices, which ar e
reasonably requ ired b y a Covered I ndividual, outside th e
Covered I ndividual’s ho me countr y, state or territor y as a
direct result of the Covered I ndividual requiring Emergency
Medical Services, or suffering death during the period of
coverage. All evacua tions, re turns to residenc
e aft er
stabilization and repatr
iations of mortal remains are
coordinated b y and SUBJECT TO THE PRIOR APPR OVAL
of MEDEX and its Regional Medica l Advisor and are p aid
directly by MEDEX.

Assistance Services Include:
• Worldwide 24-Hour Toll-Free Telephone Access (or collect

• Repatriation of Morta l Remains – MEDE X will assist in
obtaining the ne cessary clear ances for the r eturn of a
Covered
Individual’s mortal r emains and arr ange and pay fo r the expenses
associated with the preparation and transportation.
• Emergency Medication, Vaccine, and Blood Transfers – If

legally per missible, M EDEX wi ll coordinate the tr ansfer of
medications, vaccines or blood u pon the pr escribing phy sician’s
authorization. Covered Individuals are responsible for the cost of any
medication, vaccine or blood and the transportation costs.

• Legal Referral Assistance – Sho uld a Covered Individual
require legal assistance, MEDEX will direct the Covered Individual to
a qualified attorney as well as rende r assistance in securing bail bonds
or other legal instr uments. Covered Individuals ar e responsible f or
any contracted legal fees.
• Translation S ervices – MED EX multilingual Assistance
Coordinators are available to pr ovide i mmediate t ranslation assistance
or can provide referrals to local interpreter services.
• Hospital Deposit and Eme rgency Cash Advance – Upo n
securing paym ent fr om the Covered Individual or obtaining the
Covered Individual’s guarantee to rei mburse, M EDEX will eithe r
wire funds or g uarantee required ho spital ad mittance deposits, or will
assist in ar ranging em ergency cash tr ansfers of Covered Individual
funds. M EDEX is not r esponsible for the paym ent of the cost o f
Emergency Medical Services.

• Transportation to Join Dis abled Covered Individual – If a
Covered Individual is traveling alone and is hospit alized for more
than 7 days, economy round-trip air fare to the place of hospitalization
will be provided to a single
person desi gnated by the Covered
Individual.
• Re turn of Dependent C hildren – Depend ent childr en left

unattended as a r esult of a Covered Individual’s accident or illness
will be provided one-way economy airfare to their place of residence. If
required, MEDEX will pay for the se rvices and transportation expenses
for a qualified escort.

calls) to assistanc e in locating appropriate medical care. M EDEX
Regional Medical Advisors provide consultative and advisory services
to MED EX, including review and a nalysis of quality of medical ca re
being received by the Covered Individual.

• Return to P oint of Origin – After em ergency evacuation and

• Emergen cy Medical Evacu ation - In the e vent a Covered
Individual is involved in an acci
dent or s uffers a sudden illness
requiring Emergency Medical Services, and adequate m edical facilities
are not available, ME DEX will co ordinate and pay for a medically
supervised evacua tion to the near est facility capabl e of providing
appropriate care.

FAILURE TO CALL MEDEX IN A TIMELY
MANNER MAY INVALIDATE YOUR SERVICE
BENEFITS.

• Medically Supervised Return/Transportation after Initial
Evacuation - If
medically advisable and necess ary under the
circumstances of care and treat ment, ME DEX will transport the
Covered I ndividual dir ectly to the Covered Individual’s per manent
residence or, if appropriate, to a facility nearer t heir perm anent
residence, following initial e mergency evacuation and subsequent
stabilization.

stabilization, ME DEX w ill arrange and pay for one-way econo
airfare to the point of origin.

my

ANY BILLS INCURRED BY A COVERED
INDIVIDUAL RELATING TO ASSISTANCE
SERVICES AUTHORIZED BY MEDEX MUST BE
RECEIVED WITHIN 90 DAYS OF THE DATE OF
SERVICE IN ORDER TO RECEIVE PAYMENT
CONSIDERATION.

PROGRAM DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply:
(1) Covered Ind ividual is t hat person n amed on t he Identification card for
whom the appropriate enrollment fees have been paid.
(2) Dependents s hall mean spouse; children (in cluding s tep and adop ted
children) who are unmarried and under 21 years of age or, regardless of age,
are in capable of sel f s upport; parents (i ncluding st ep an d legally ad aptive
parents), of the covered individual or of the spouse, when such parents are at
least 51 p ercent d ependent on the employee for su pport; and s isters and
brothers (including step and adoptive sisters or brothers) of the employee, or
of the s pouse, whe n s uch sis ters and brothers are a t lea st 51 per cent
dependent of the employee for support, unmarried and under 21 years of age,
or regardless of age, are incapable of self support.
(3) Regional Me dical A dvisors are licensed phy sicians re tained by ME DEX
Assistance Corporation.
(4) Emergency Medical Services are urgent medical services and care
rendered by a health care provider for the treatment of sudden, accidental
injuries sustained by a Covered Individual or due to an unforeseen
illness requiring immediate medical attention.

EXPENSES NOT COVERED
MEDEX shall not be responsible for the cost of evacuation services
or expenses arising from:
(1) A Covered Individual’s willful self-inflicted injury, or the abuse of drugs.
(2) AIDS, if known to exist prior to departure.
(3) A Covered Individual’s taking part in military or police service operations.
(4) The commission of, or attempting to commit, an unlawful act.
(5) Participation in an act of war, invasion, civil war or insurrection.
(6) Medical e xpenses of any k ind or na ture whatsoever. I n a ddition, ME DEX
will not ev acuate a Covered Ind ividual t o a fac ility un less the Covered
Individual has agreed to pay the medical expenses of the destination facility.
(7) Non-emergency ex penses fo r r outine or minor m edical problems, te sts and
exams where there is no clear or significant risk of death or imminent serious
injury or harm to a Covered Individual.
(8) A condition which would allow for treatment at a fu ture date convenient to
the Covered Ind ividual and wh ich do es no t require em ergency medical
evacuation.
(9) Services rendered without the intervention of MEDEX.
(10) Local t ransportation exp enses, including g round am bulance fees, fo r the
Covered Individual’s initial transportation to local facilities.
(11) Incidental expenses, including but not limited to, accommodations and meals
incurred in connection with an emergency evacuation.

Reimbursement to MEDEX/Rights of Subrogation
The Covered Individual shall e ither pay the cost of Emergency Medica l Services
directly or s hall r eimburse MEDEX up on dem and f or a ll such co sts a nd expenses
which m ay be imposed upon ME DEX by heal th c are providers f or t he cost of
Emergency Medical Services or re lated assistance services either authorized by the
Covered Ind ividual or deemed t o be advisable a nd ne cessary b y ME DEX under
urgent m edical circumstances. Such re imbursement sh all b e wi thout regard to t he
specific terms, con ditions a nd limitations of any ins urance p olicies or benefits of
Covered I ndividual. F urthermore, M EDEX shal l be fu lly an d c ompletely
subrogated to th e rights of th e Covered Ind ividual a gainst parties w ho m ay be
liable fo r th e p ayment o f, or a cont ribution to ward the payment of the cos ts and
expenses of assi stance services provided b y MEDEX o r E mergency Med ical
Services in the event that MEDEX p ays or contributes to the payment of same. The
Covered Ind ividual her eby as signs t o MEDEX any rig hts of r ecovery un der any
such insurance plans, inc luding a ny occu pational benefit plan, hea lth i nsurance or
other insurance plan or public assistance program, up to and including the extent of
any payment by MEDEX of costs or expenses for medical care or treatment covered
thereunder. The legal representative of a Covered Individual shall have the right to
act for a Covered Individual who is incapacitated or deceased.
NOTICE: MEDEX As sistance Co rporation sh all not be resp onsible fo r the
availability, quality, or results of any medical care, or failure to provide such service,
caused by conditions beyond its control, including failure of a Covered Individual to
obtain m edical trea tment, or w here th e ren dering of s uch ser vice is prohibited by
local laws or regulatory agencies.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program Coverage is valid d uring the dates shown on the
MEDEX enrollment record for each Covered Individual.
MEDEX Assistance Centers are strategically located to provide
access to a network of cooperating physicians and other service
providers aroun d the world . In a medical emergency, go to a
local physician, clinic or hospita l without delay . Then con tact
the ne arest M EDEX As sistance Cen ter and advis e th e
Assistance Coordinator of your situation.
On a 24-hou
r basis, train
ed m ultilingual Assistance
Coordinators are availab le to assist you with medical problems
and help coord inate the necessar y arrangements. B e prep ared
to give your name, I.D. num ber, group number and a brief
description of your problem. MEDEX will immediately take
appropriate action to assist you and monitor your care until the
situation is resolved.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DOCUMENT KEEP IT
WITH YOUR VALUABLE PAPERS

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
FW: BTx623
Sunday, October 18, 2009 5:24:52 PM
seed import permit 2.jpg
seed import permit 1.jpg

This is to go with the seed of BTx623 destined for Israel.
Bill
-----Original Message----From: Imri Ben-Israel [mailto:bisrael@agri.huji.ac.il]
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 7:04 AM
To: delroy@tamu.edu
Cc: wlr@tamu.edu; 'Eyal Fridman'
Subject: FW: BTx623
Dear Delroy:
See attachment for seed import permit.
Regards
    Imri. I
-----Original Message----From: Eyal Fridman [mailto:fridmane@agri.huji.ac.il]
Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2009 7:55 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Cc: Delroy Collins; dustin borden; imri ben israel
Subject: Re: BTx623
Dear Bill,
Thank you for your prompt reply- you are right, no problem in delivering.
Imri will send you/Delroy a scan of a license we obtained from PIPS, just
in case.
Please add it to the envelope in case it will be opened on the way.
Best regards,
Eyal
Dr. Eyal Fridman
The RH Smith Institute for Plant Sciences and Genetics in Agriculture
Faculty of Agriculture The Hebrew University, Rehovot
Tel: +972-8-9489513
Fax: +972-8-9468265
eMail: fridmane@agri.huji.ac.il

On Oct 15, 2009, at 10:44 PM, Bill Rooney wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dustin/Delroy:
Please pull 10 gm of the following source (03CS482 BTx623) and make
arrangements to ship to the Israeli address listed below. Eyal can
correct me, but I don't think any import permits are required to ship
to Israel.
You can put a copy of the growout report in the mailing.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Eyal, this seed is derivative of the material used for mapping
purposes.
However, it is always subject of genetic drift because we increase
under field conditions.
Best of luck,
Bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics Chair, Plant Release
Committee Texas A&M University College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Eyal Fridman [mailto:fridmane@agri.huji.ac.il]
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2009 12:18 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu
Subject: BTx623
Dear Dr. Rooney,
Recently we obtained seeds from the USDA (GRIN) of the reference line
BTx623 and SSR-genotyped them and several other accessions from the
Israeli Gene Bank.
Surprisingly, two independent seed bags gave different SSR pattern,
including some inconsistency with the expected allele length based on
the released sequence in Pytozome.
I asked Andy Paterson for the SSD seeds of the original accession used
for the genome sequencing, and he directed me to you. Could you please
provide us with some SSD seeds of BTx623.
Kind regards,
Eyal
Dr. Eyal Fridman
The RH Smith Institute for Plant Sciences and Genetics in Agriculture
Faculty of Agriculture The Hebrew University, Rehovot
Tel: +972-8-9489513
Fax: +972-8-9468265
eMail: fridmane@agri.huji.ac.il

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Karen L Prihoda"
FW: CV
Tuesday, September 01, 2009 7:02:00 AM
CV.docx

keep this on file for Pam Benton - we may need it for the applications you are working through.
Also, I assume you saw my note to Scott - please contact him directly and confirm that he is working
on the parts. I know it is the same problem - screen is exactly the same and computer is functional
with another monitor. So, I went and bought a monitor that I'm using now.  
regards,

bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Miss Pamela Benton [mailto:pamela.benton@uqconnect.edu.au]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 2:14 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Subject: RE: CV
Sorry Bill,
Got it this time!
Cheers, Pam
From: Bill Rooney [wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 4:39 AM
To: Miss Pamela Benton
Cc: 'Karen L Prihoda'
Subject: RE: CV
Pam
We got the information and Karen is working it now.
I didn't see a C.V. attached?
regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Miss Pamela Benton [mailto:pamela.benton@uqconnect.edu.au]
Sent: Sunday, August 30, 2009 7:36 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu
Subject: CV
Hi Bill,
Just checking in to make sure that everything is moving along according to plan. I sent all that
paperwork off a few weeks ago; I trust it got to you ok?
I've attached a copy of my CV, it's breif, but if there's anything else you wanted to know,
feel free to ask.
Cheers, Pammy Benton  

Pamela Jane Benton
10/19/1987
33 Robert St
Forest Hill 4345
QLD
Australia
0407992141
pamela.benton@uqconnect.edu.au
To Whom It May Concern:
I am in my second year of studies in a Bachelor of Applied Science with The
University of Queensland, majoring in agronomy.
During my schooling I was actively involved in representative sport as
well as community activities, displaying my ability and willingness to cooperate
and work well within a team environment. A Rotary citizenship award, numerous
commendations and community awards are testament to this.
Subsequent to completing my Higher School Certificate I worked two
years full-time as a stationhand, whilst at the same time studying to complete two
Certificate IV qualifications, demonstrating both my commitment, and my ability
to manage numerous responsibilities.
I am currently a board member of the The University of Quseensland
(Gatton Campus) Student Association, in addition to holding positions of
responsibility for a number of sporting clubs and competitions.

The Scots PGC College, QLD

Pamela Jane Benton

2001
Completed years 7 and 8

Holy Trinity School, NSW
2003
Completed year 9 and School Certificate

Glen Innes High School, NSW
2005
Completed year 11 and Higher School Certificate

TAFE, Glen Innes, NSW
2007
Certificate IV in Woolclassing
Certificate IV in Agriculture

The University of Queensland
2008-current
Bachelor of Applied Science (Agronomy)

EMPLOYMENT
Stationhand (trainee)
2005 – 2007
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Pamela Jane Benton

Shearing shed hand
2006- 2007 (casual)

Assistant vet nurse
2003- 2006

QUALIFICATIONS
 Certificate IV in Agriculture (Beef Production)
 Certificate IV in Woolclassing
 Senior First Aid Certificate
 Chainsaw Operation (Level II)
 Farm Chemical Accreditation
 Forklift Operator Ticket
 Front-end Loader Operator Ticket
 Australian Drivers’ License

R E F E REES
Mrs Sandy Fitzgerald
Teacher- Glen Innes High School
Phone: 0267321322

Mr Bart Trott
Teacher- TAFE Inverell
Phone: 0267219042
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Janowitz,Barbara J
dgillila@ag.tamu.edu; sknoble@ag.tamu.edu
wlr@tamu.edu
FW: Extension of End Date to sub Award # IFAS-00078123
Thursday, August 13, 2009 10:09:43 AM
Vermerris sub mod to Texas AgriLife 00078123 UFPJ#00069202.doc
High

All:
Please see the email sent to your attention on August 3, 2009. This modification is to extend the
subcontract until 08/14/10 as this subcontract end date is currently 08/14/09. Please have the
modification signed and PDF back to me where I will obtain UF’s signature and send you a fully
executed agreement back for your records.
Thanks> Barbara
From: Janowitz,Barbara J
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 11:06 AM
To: 'sknoble@ag.tamu.edu'; 'wlr@ag.tamu.edu'
Cc: 'dgillila@ag.tamu.edu'
Subject: Extension of End Date to sub Award # IFAS-00078123
Importance: High

Ms. Noble:
Please find attached amendment 1 to the sub award number IFAS-00078123. Please have this
amendment signed and PDF back to me. I will obtain signature for UF and then PDF you a fully
executed copy back for your records.
Thanks> Barbara

Advance Notice:
Barbara Janowitz
Assistant Director, Pre-Award
University of Florida
IFAS Sponsored Programs - ISP
G018-D McCarty Hall
P. O. Box 110110
Gainesville, FL 32611
352-273-3484 NEW Office Phone Number
352-392-8479 Fax
barbj@ufl.edu
www.isp.ifas.ufl.edu

FDP Sub award Modification 1
Institution/Organization ("UNIVERSITY")

Institution/Organization ("COLLABORATOR")

Name:
Address:

Name:
Texas AgriLife Research
Address: 2147 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2147

University of Florida
Division of Sponsored Research
219 Grinter Hall
P.O. Box 115500
Gainesville, FL 32611-5500

EIN No.:74-60000541
Subaward No.

Prime Award No.

DE-FG02-07ER64458

UF-IFAS 00078123

Awarding Agency

CFDA No.

U. S. Department of Energy
Subaward Period of Performance

81.049
Amount Funded this Action Amount Funded this Action

September 1, 2008 to August 14, 2010
$0

$0

Project Title
Genetic Dissection of Brown Midrib Sweet Sorghum, A Dual-Source Feedstock for Ethanol Productions

Amendment to Original Terms and Conditions

1) Sub award Period of Performance: Extended to August 14, 2010.
2) All other terms and conditions remain the same

By an Authorized Official of UNIVERSITY:
___________________________________
Brandi Boniface

By an Authorized Official of COLLABORATOR:
_______________
Date

______________________________________

_______________
Date

Assistant Director of Research

Version June 2003

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Janowitz,Barbara J
wlr@tamu.edu
FW: Extension of End Date to sub Award # IFAS-00078123
Monday, August 03, 2009 10:08:03 AM
Vermerris sub mod to Texas AgriLife 00078123 UFPJ#00069202.doc
High

Please see the email below. Thanks> Barbara
From: Janowitz,Barbara J
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 11:06 AM
To: 'sknoble@ag.tamu.edu'; 'wlr@ag.tamu.edu'
Cc: 'dgillila@ag.tamu.edu'
Subject: Extension of End Date to sub Award # IFAS-00078123
Importance: High

Ms. Noble:
Please find attached amendment 1 to the sub award number IFAS-00078123. Please have this
amendment signed and PDF back to me. I will obtain signature for UF and then PDF you a fully
executed copy back for your records.
Thanks> Barbara

Advance Notice:
Barbara Janowitz
Assistant Director, Pre-Award
University of Florida
IFAS Sponsored Programs - ISP
G018-D McCarty Hall
P. O. Box 110110
Gainesville, FL 32611
352-273-3484 NEW Office Phone Number
352-392-8479 Fax
barbj@ufl.edu
www.isp.ifas.ufl.edu

FDP Sub award Modification 1
Institution/Organization ("UNIVERSITY")

Institution/Organization ("COLLABORATOR")

Name:
Address:

Name:
Texas AgriLife Research
Address: 2147 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2147

University of Florida
Division of Sponsored Research
219 Grinter Hall
P.O. Box 115500
Gainesville, FL 32611-5500

EIN No.:74-60000541
Subaward No.

Prime Award No.

DE-FG02-07ER64458

UF-IFAS 00078123

Awarding Agency

CFDA No.

U. S. Department of Energy
Subaward Period of Performance

81.049
Amount Funded this Action Amount Funded this Action

September 1, 2008 to August 14, 2010
$0

$0

Project Title
Genetic Dissection of Brown Midrib Sweet Sorghum, A Dual-Source Feedstock for Ethanol Productions

Amendment to Original Terms and Conditions

1) Sub award Period of Performance: Extended to August 14, 2010.
2) All other terms and conditions remain the same

By an Authorized Official of UNIVERSITY:
___________________________________
Brandi Boniface

By an Authorized Official of COLLABORATOR:
_______________
Date

______________________________________

_______________
Date

Assistant Director of Research

Version June 2003

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McCutchen, Bill
Bridges, Brenda
Avant, Bob; Zak, Kendra; lrooney@tamu.edu; Turner, Nancy; Bill L Rooney
FW: Fw: Proposed Conference Call
Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:06:34 AM
Sorghumblurbssuperhealthfoods..doc

Brenda,
Can you work with Lloyd and Bill Rooney and Nancye Turner on completing this one-pager? Lloyd
and/or Bill Rooney should also have some nice pictures.
Thanks,
Bill

--

Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Texas AgriLife Research
Texas A&M University System
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU College Station, TX 77843-2142
979-845-8488 Tel
979-458-4765 Fax
bmccutchen@tamu.edu
From: Lloyd Rooney [mailto:lrooney@tamu.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 2:23 PM
To: Avant, Bob; McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Baltensperger, David; Dugas, William; Bill L Rooney
Subject: Re: Fw: Proposed Conference Call

Draft of Sorghum Benefits as a SUPERHEALTHFOOD. These are a starting point for the one page
summary we talked about . They are a starting point for consideration. Best Lloyd R
>>> "McCutchen, Bill" <bmccutchen@tamu.edu> 8/31/2009 7:23 PM >>>
Bob,
Per our call, the saga continues...

From: McCutchen, Bill
To:
<
Cc: 'wlr@tamu.edu' <wlr@tamu.edu>;
Jackie
Sent: Mon Aug 31 19:08:20 2009
Subject: Re: Proposed Conference Call

>

Slovacek,

I would like to elaborate and propose topic for any telecon discussion...
I see the goal as a teaming agreement, which will express that we (TXAM, SilverPalate, MD?) are
working towards obtaining funding to support research in the area of developing phytochemical-rich

(antioxidants and anti-cancer cmpds) sorghums - quantify the health (e.g. potential preventive cancer)
benefits thereof.
Under the agreement, the parties would agree that if funding is obtained, SP would receive a license to
any lines that are the subject of research as well as any novel discoveries from "extracts" used in tissue
culture, animal (and/or clinical trials vis-à-vis MDA) RD. Also, any new sorghum lines and corresponding
future RD would be included in the same license to SP.
Again and bottom-line, is that we need a significant level of sponsored RD to help cover match by the
state and by internal funding by AM and NSP - not extraordinary levels, but enough to show commitment
to our faculty, State of TX, and TXAM over 4 year period.
I have little IF ANY doubt that such a commitment and collaboration would pay huge dividends for all.
Let us know.
Thanks,
Bill

From: McCutchen, Bill
To:
Cc: 'wlr@tamu.edu' <wlr@tamu.edu>;
Jackie
Sent: Mon Aug 31 18:17:34 2009
Subject: Proposed Conference Call

>

<

>; Slovacek,

Bob and Peter,
I think it would be prudent for the 4 of us to have a telecon sometime this week (the earlier the better) to
discuss several items - opportunities and previous issues. This way we can hopefully align thoughts and
expectations on how we might proceed, and make sure we are not wasting anyone's valuable time or
resources.
Does this sound reasonable? If so I will ask Jackie to arrange the timing/logistics.
Thanks,
Bill

>
From: Robert M. Harris
To: McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Bill Rooney <wlr@tamu.edu>; Lloyd Rooney <lrooney@tamu.edu>; Turner, Nancy; Peter Harris
>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 17:56:50 2009
Subject: Re: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC
We always believed that and that is why we want to be associated with you. I finally realized that
there is a point of difference in our basic plan of action. That explains why you are wanting
“significant” funding from a corporate partner (and we want you to avoid that and allow us to do a
major clinical study (FDA accepts no animal studies). My feeling is that MDA should pay its own way
if they get funding while we supply product and pay for consumer support. Our idea, Bill, is to not
expect a miracle cure from sorghum of any type but to include it in a dietary approach of “balanced”
ANTIOXIDANTS. This is the only grain to offer that benefit and to create a dietary program for
patients and non-patients alike involving high levels of fruit, vegetables, whole grains and sorghum
bran. I proposed to Anderson that we use each current drug trial and feed half the patients on the

antioxidants (the other half normal diet) and then switch halves.
Yes, you are right it is worth finding out if sorghum is a miracle cure or miracle prevention therapy
but chances are, the antioxidant total diet is a better bet to win the competition and the testing
procedure. Thanks for your understanding.
Bob
On 8/31/09 6:27 PM, "McCutchen, Bill" <bmccutchen@tamu.edu> wrote:
Bob,
The other factors are many, but having and RD Alliance (and PR) with Texas AM, National Sorghum Producers
and perhaps MD Anderson might be significant to marketing as well - especially if we secured the Cancer Grant.
Let me assure you and Peter and based on most recent history, we will be true collaborators to include setting
objectives, milestones, etc as well as protecting IP. We now have a very good track record.
Bill
From: McCutchen, Bill
To: Robert Harris <
>
Cc: Peter B. Harris <
>; Bill Rooney (wlr@tamu.edu) <wlr@tamu.edu>; Slovacek, Jackie
Sent: Mon Aug 31 15:46:50 2009
Subject: RE: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC

Bob,
We can discuss, and yes let’s try to set a meeting. I would like to include Bill and Lloyd Rooney in these
discussions, and we are also trying to make contact with MD Anderson through our other collaborator
Nancye Turner – who will be conducting cell line and animal studies at A&M. Would like her to attend
as well; so that we are all on same page.
I have cc:d Jackie to see if we can arrange a time to talk and/or set up a meeting as you propose.
Bill
--

Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Texas AgriLife Research
Texas A&M University System
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU College Station, TX 77843-2142
979-845-8488 Tel
979-458-4765 Fax
bmccutchen@tamu.edu
]
From: Robert Harris
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 1:19 PM
To: McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Peter B. Harris
Subject: Re: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC

Keep in mind, Bill that MDACC also wants us to help them sponsor clinical testing. With the pressure to
launch the advertising and marketing of a new line to the consumer and research that may or may not

relate to that research activity, my thought would be for you to meet with MD Anderson on the 8th of
September with us and, perhaps, meet with us beforehand in Houston to negotiate how best we can
work together and make important contributions to the state as well as the nation.

Much of the research that could have great credibility with the world at large would be MD Anderson
medical research - or at least to consider that possibility. Although cancer therapy and prevention is not
directly related to our project, we are interested in helping make gains in that area. Since MDACC would
possibly be a major partner with both you and us, is that not something that should be considered by the
University?

This morning, a research oncologist stated that he believes a 3-way partnership can jointly get more
funding from the state (with whom they also have been in contact) for a clinical cancer study - or at
least to explore it. I'm willing if you are.Let us talk.

Bob

----- Original Message ----From: McCutchen, Bill <mailto:bmccutchen@tamu.edu>
To: Robert Harris <
Cc: Peter B. Harris <

>
>

Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 1:53 PM
Subject: RE: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC

Robert,
With the recent TX Cancer Initiative, we are indeed looking for a potential corporate
partner to sponsor R&D especially as it relates to the characterization of different sorghum
extracts and their potential anti-cancer – therapeutic and/or preventative components. This
proposed R&D would also look at other health factors. At this time there are 3 primary PIs
that will conduct characterization to include cell-culture and animal studies here at A&M. I
think we are clear on the sorghum lines. The bottom-line is that we are seeking significant
sponsored RD (funding) to leverage as a match to RFP, which will also include matching $
from Texas A&M. If you and SilverPalate sponsored this R&D you would more than double
your investment and have first rights to any IP property developed.
Thanks,
Bill
--

Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Texas AgriLife Research
Texas A&M University System

113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU College Station, TX 77843-2142
979-845-8488 Tel
979-458-4765 Fax
bmccutchen@tamu.edu
From: Robert Harris [
]
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 11:31 AM
To: McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Peter B. Harris
Subject: meeting on September 8 at 4 PM at MDACC

I will call you but wanted to give you time to think about the issues. When Peter called me
on a trip to Washington to say you would not be continuing the discussions with us since
you were looking for a corporate partner to go after state funding, we regretted that
decision but went on about our business. That included:

1. Completing our product and market plan development.

2. Introducing our Grain Berry line in test markets. (Kroger approved all seven SKUs) for
test marketing as well as other retailers.

3. Discussion with MDACC for testing our products - with no particular motivation about
state funding at that time. However, MDACC was very aware of that program and was
intending to pursue it.We have a meeting set up for September 8 and I would like to invite
your attendance to explore the opportunity without making a final determination.

4. Discussion with Dr. Kenneth Hayes of Brandeis University to do animal testing of our
products with no final decision at this time.

I'm attaching one of the latter discussions we had with Peter with his comments in blue
and ours in red. Since we could not seem to get together based on our successful
experience with licensing in the past, we finally proposed a straight royalty program with
minimum guarantee to allow the Rooney's to hire help in their endeavors. That is more
than we had with Brandeis who earned major royalties on Smart Balance sales with no
guarantees on volume or level of royalty.

Be assured, we have no argument about your owning the sorghum lines you develop and
have developed. Quite the contrary is the case.

I will call you.

Bob

Sorghum Functionality as a SUPERFOOD or SUPERHEALTHFOOD:
Black sorghums are the only known common source of unique 3deoxyanthocyanins that are stable food colorants which induce strong
chemoprotective and anti-inflammatory response in human cell cultures.
High levels of FLAVANONES and FLAVONES are found in sorghums which make
them an excellent source of rare anti-inflammatory compounds.
Sorghum non-grain tissues have very high levels of unique flavanoids which are
potential co-products of biomass conversion to alcohol.
Sorghums contain large quantities of condensed tannins that bind proteins and
carbohydrates and reduce the digestion of foods which provides relief to type II diabetics
and overweight humans.
The condensed tannins provide anti-cancer activities as measured by in vivo and in vitro
tests in several laboratories around the world especially for colon cancer.
These special sorghums are easily grown, processed into a wide variety of foods and are
inexpensive sources of antioxidants with reduced starch hydrolysis .
The black and tannin sorghums have large quantities of pigments that are extremely
stable and could be used as natural pigments and anti-imflammatory treatments.
Sorghum is a popular food choice among Celiacs. It provides an inexpensive healthy
ingredient for a wide variety of foods enjoyed by gluten intolerant people. Flavor varies
from bland for white sorghums to a strong whole grain flavor for the pigmented
sorghums.
Unique sorghums can be produced, stored and processed into a wide array of food
products and extracts for SUPERHEALTHFOODS . They may prevent type II diabetes,
gastro intestinal and inflammatory diseases
Special sorghums produce natural, stable pigments that compete with synthetic colorants.
Sorghum can be processed to concentrate the phenols effectively by abrasive milling
procedures as used in rice polishing/ This causes a 4-5 fold increase in tannins and
antioxidants depending on the sorghum.
Sorghum can be easily produced, stored and processed into a wide array of extracts and
milled fractions for various applications to enhance antioxidants in food systems ranging
from granola bars to extruded RTEBC, snacks etc etc.
Special hybrids are available or are being developed to provide high levels of different
active components. They can be protected via plant variety protection.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Collins, Stephen D"
FW: FW: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
Friday, August 07, 2009 6:35:00 PM
TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS (91.3 KB).msg

We need a trailer? Pretty cheap, might could use it in Weslaco?
Bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: David D Baltensperger [mailto:DBaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu]
Sent: Friday, August 07, 2009 6:15 PM
To: Carol Rhodes
Cc: David D Baltensperger
Subject: Fwd: FW: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
fyi
David D. Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Phone 979-845-3041
Fax 979-845-0456
Email dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dugas, William
Ari Michelsen; Charles Long; Don Cawthon; Frank Gilstrap; Holloway, Bill; Jaroy Moore; John Sweeten; John
Walker; Juan Landivar; Michael Gould; Ted Wilson; Tom Gerik; Acuff, Gary R.; Baltensperger, David; Bazer,
Fuller; Castiglioni, Evelyn; Davis, Tim; Dennis Gross; Garry Adams; Gary Ellis; Glen Laine; Green, Eleanor;
Gregory Reinhart; Heinz, Kevin; Jack Elliot; jkeeton@tamu.edu; John Carey; Nichols, John P; Riskowski,
Gerald; Steve Whisenant; Tom Lacher; William Moyer; Bill Harris; Clark, Neville; Ed Price; Martin B. Dickman;
Neal Wilkins; Peter Murano; Tim Herrman
FW: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
Thursday, August 06, 2009 11:19:59 AM
pic31760.gif
MOBILE TRAILER.jpg
MOBILE TRL2.jpg
MOBILE TRL3.jpg
MOBILE TRL.jpg

Some of you may be interested in a trailer.
Bill
Wm. A. Dugas
Associate Vice Chancellor for Agriculture and Life Sciences
Associate Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Interim Director, Texas AgriLife Research
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2142
979 862 6712
-----Original Message----From: Dana.Reininger@tfc.state.tx.us
[mailto:Dana.Reininger@tfc.state.tx.us]
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 8:56 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
(Embedded image moved to file: pic31760.gif)
                            2103 Ackerman Road
                              San Antonio, TX
                              (210) 661-2381
Texas Facilities Commission Federal Surplus Property Program currently
has FEMA mobile trailers available . Possible uses for these trailers
would be for office space, storage space, mobile command posts, training
classrooms, etc. Please contact Stuart Hamm, District Manager at (210)
661-2381 if your organization is interested in acquiring a trailer(s).
* * * Your organization will be required to make arrangements to pick up
the trailer(s) on-site in BON WIER, TEXAS. * * *          $3000/each
Make: T.L. Industries
Park Model
Year: 2008 and 2009
width/length: 12 x 38
3 axle
sample pics of the trailers:
(See attached file: MOBILE TRAILER.jpg)(See attached file: MOBILE
TRL2.jpg) (See attached file: MOBILE TRL3.jpg)(See attached file: MOBILE

TRL.jpg)

                                DO YOU KNOW
YOU AGREED TO USE THE SURPLUS PROPERTY ONLY IN THE OFFICIAL PROGRAM
WHICH YOU REPRESENT, AND YOU AGREED TO PUT THE SURPLUS PROPERTY INTO USE
WITHIN ONE YEAR AND TO USE IT FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR, AND YOU AGREED TO
USE CERTAIN ITEMS FOR EIGHTEEN (18) MONTHS OR LONGER, AND YOU AGREED
THAT YOU WOULD NOT SELL THE PROPERTY, LOAN IT, TRADE IT, OR TEAR IT DOWN
FOR PARTS UNLESS WE GIVE YOU PERMISSION BEFORE YOU DO IT, AND YOU AGREED
TO PAY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IF YOU DO NOT USE THE PROPERTY ACCORDING TO
YOUR AGREEMENT.
PERSONAL USE OF FEDERAL SURPLUS PROPERTY IS PROHIBITED UNDER STATE AND
                               FEDERAL LAW.
                           visit our website at:
http://www.tfc.state.tx.us/communities/supportserv/prog/fedsurplus/index
html
Dana Reininger - SOUTH District
Texas Facilities Commission
Surplus Property Programs
2103 Ackerman Road
San Antonio, TX 78219-3017
210/661-2381 - - 210/662-8316 fax
visit our website at: www.tfc.state.tx.us/surplus
dana.reininger@tfc.state.tx.us

* * * The Texas Facilities Commission values customer service * * *
Please Tell Us What You Think. To provide feedback, please go to the
following Website: http://portal.tfc.state.tx.us/survey/
We appreciate and value your input.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dugas, William
Ari Michelsen; Charles Long; Don Cawthon; Frank Gilstrap; Holloway, Bill; Jaroy Moore; John Sweeten; John
Walker; Juan Landivar; Michael Gould; Ted Wilson; Tom Gerik; Acuff, Gary R.; Baltensperger, David; Bazer,
Fuller; Castiglioni, Evelyn; Davis, Tim; Dennis Gross; Garry Adams; Gary Ellis; Glen Laine; Green, Eleanor;
Gregory Reinhart; Heinz, Kevin; Jack Elliot; jkeeton@tamu.edu; John Carey; Nichols, John P; Riskowski,
Gerald; Steve Whisenant; Tom Lacher; William Moyer; Bill Harris; Clark, Neville; Ed Price; Martin B. Dickman;
Neal Wilkins; Peter Murano; Tim Herrman
FW: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
Thursday, August 06, 2009 11:19:59 AM
pic31760.gif
MOBILE TRAILER.jpg
MOBILE TRL2.jpg
MOBILE TRL3.jpg
MOBILE TRL.jpg

Some of you may be interested in a trailer.
Bill
Wm. A. Dugas
Associate Vice Chancellor for Agriculture and Life Sciences
Associate Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Interim Director, Texas AgriLife Research
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2142
979 862 6712
-----Original Message----From: Dana.Reininger@tfc.state.tx.us
[mailto:Dana.Reininger@tfc.state.tx.us]
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 8:56 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients
Subject: TFC Federal Surplus Property - MOBILE TRAILERS
(Embedded image moved to file: pic31760.gif)
                            2103 Ackerman Road
                              San Antonio, TX
                              (210) 661-2381
Texas Facilities Commission Federal Surplus Property Program currently
has FEMA mobile trailers available . Possible uses for these trailers
would be for office space, storage space, mobile command posts, training
classrooms, etc. Please contact Stuart Hamm, District Manager at (210)
661-2381 if your organization is interested in acquiring a trailer(s).
* * * Your organization will be required to make arrangements to pick up
the trailer(s) on-site in BON WIER, TEXAS. * * *          $3000/each
Make: T.L. Industries
Park Model
Year: 2008 and 2009
width/length: 12 x 38
3 axle
sample pics of the trailers:
(See attached file: MOBILE TRAILER.jpg)(See attached file: MOBILE
TRL2.jpg) (See attached file: MOBILE TRL3.jpg)(See attached file: MOBILE

TRL.jpg)

                                DO YOU KNOW
YOU AGREED TO USE THE SURPLUS PROPERTY ONLY IN THE OFFICIAL PROGRAM
WHICH YOU REPRESENT, AND YOU AGREED TO PUT THE SURPLUS PROPERTY INTO USE
WITHIN ONE YEAR AND TO USE IT FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR, AND YOU AGREED TO
USE CERTAIN ITEMS FOR EIGHTEEN (18) MONTHS OR LONGER, AND YOU AGREED
THAT YOU WOULD NOT SELL THE PROPERTY, LOAN IT, TRADE IT, OR TEAR IT DOWN
FOR PARTS UNLESS WE GIVE YOU PERMISSION BEFORE YOU DO IT, AND YOU AGREED
TO PAY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IF YOU DO NOT USE THE PROPERTY ACCORDING TO
YOUR AGREEMENT.
PERSONAL USE OF FEDERAL SURPLUS PROPERTY IS PROHIBITED UNDER STATE AND
                               FEDERAL LAW.
                           visit our website at:
http://www.tfc.state.tx.us/communities/supportserv/prog/fedsurplus/index
html
Dana Reininger - SOUTH District
Texas Facilities Commission
Surplus Property Programs
2103 Ackerman Road
San Antonio, TX 78219-3017
210/661-2381 - - 210/662-8316 fax
visit our website at: www.tfc.state.tx.us/surplus
dana.reininger@tfc.state.tx.us

* * * The Texas Facilities Commission values customer service * * *
Please Tell Us What You Think. To provide feedback, please go to the
following Website: http://portal.tfc.state.tx.us/survey/
We appreciate and value your input.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Importance:

Helms, Adam
Russell Jessup
Bill Rooney
FW: Highest Priority: DARPA Energy Crops
Tuesday, September 29, 2009 2:42:54 PM
DARPA Energy Crops Assigned Tasks.doc
TIGM DTRA Milestones and Deliverables.pdf
Budget Instructions.doc
RR FedNonFed Budget 2010.xls
High

Russ,
Below is the email to the group sent yesterday afternoon. Give me a call if you have any further
questions.
Best,
Adam
Adam Helms
AgriLife Research Corporate Relations
979-255-0752 (mobile)
979-458-2677 (office)
From: Helms, Adam
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 2:58 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu; stelly@tamu.edu; Mullet, John E.; ssearcy@tamu.edu; jwrichardson@tamu.edu;
jmgould@ag.tamu.edu; pklein@tamu.edu
Cc: Simpson, Shay; Spurlin, Shayna; Nelson, Michelle; Bridges, Brenda; Giroir, Brett; Avant, Bob;
McCutchen, Bill
Subject: Highest Priority: DARPA Energy Crops
Importance: High
Good Afternoon:
Please find attached the proposal for the DARPA Energy Crops proposal. I have updated each
objective to include assigned PI’s. There are several things we need to accomplish to submit this
proposal to DARPA by October 9 th .
1. Please submit your budgets by close of business October 1 to myself and Shayna Spurlin.
Shayna prepared the budget template (attached) with instructions for entering information
– if you have any questions, please refer them to her ( sfspurlin@tamu.edu ). If you have
any capital equipment or lab supplies, we will need a detailed list of items to be purchased
as well as a quote for the expenses. We will send an example budget justification out
ASAP.
2. Timelines for Gantt Chart development – The example we were given for the latest
DARPA proposal from Engineering showed a Gantt Chart developed on the weekly level. I
do not know if we can honestly justify developing a Gantt Chart to that level of detail and
defend it (specifically due to unknown weather concerns, start time, etc). We are aiming
for a quarterly Gantt Chart timeline to begin this project, and if need be, refine the chart to
DARPA’s specific needs (Dr. Giroir – do you know reporting format is preferred?).
a. For each Objective you are assigned, please submit a numbered Milestones and
Metrics/Deliverables/Total Cost breakdown (example attached)
3. PowerPoint – John Mullet will send me a PPT which I will distribute to the group. This
PPT will be presented to the DARPA team and can be thought of as the “defense” for this
project. Please add no more than a slide or two summarizing your assigned task with
budget in the spirit and theme of the original PPT.

4.

Drs. Gould, Rooney & Searcy – please forward this note on to Dr. El-Hout, Dr.
Blumenthal, Dr. Peterson and Dr. Thomasson once you have updated them to the
situation.

If you have any questions, please contact me at your earliest convenience.
Best,
Adam
Adam Helms
AgriLife Research Corporate Relations
979-255-0752 (mobile)
979-458-2677 (office)
From: Avant, Bob [mailto:bavant@tamu.edu]
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2009 12:54 PM
To: McCutchen, Bill; wlr@tamu.edu; stelly@tamu.edu; Mullet, John E.; ssearcy@tamu.edu;
jwrichardson@tamu.edu; jmgould@ag.tamu.edu; pklein@tamu.edu
Cc: Simpson, Shay; ahelms@tamu.edu; Spurlin, Shayna; Nelson, Michelle; Bridges, Brenda; Gilliland,
Diane M.; Giroir, Brett; Slovacek, Jackie
Subject: RE: Highest Priority: DARPA

Bill (and Brett can correct me), we do not need to add much more to the scope of work, but we do
need to provide the detailed forms that include budget outlays, budget justification, Gantt chart,
etc. This takes a lot of work and we must have direct input from all involved PI’s (which is the
critical path). In the morning, Shayna will be in contact with the PI’s to develop this information
unless you or Brett advise me otherwise.
Bob Avant
Program Director
Texas AgriLife Research
979/845-2908
512/422-6171 (Cell)
bavant@tamu.edu
http://agbioenergy.tamu.edu
From: McCutchen, Bill
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2009 12:45 PM
To: 'wlr@tamu.edu'; 'stelly@tamu.edu'; Mullet, John E.; 'ssearcy@tamu.edu'; 'jwrichardson@tamu.edu';
'jmgould@ag.tamu.edu'; 'pklein@tamu.edu'
Cc: Avant, Bob; Simpson, Shay; 'ahelms@tamu.edu'; Spurlin, Shayna; Nelson, Michelle; Bridges,
Brenda; Gilliland, Diane M.; Giroir, Brett; Slovacek, Jackie
Subject: Highest Priority: DARPA
All,
Please read Brett's email below.
Timing is of critical importance for completing the DARPA package, but we do not have to be as
stringent as the example the Bob has (or will) provided.
We need to shoot for having a final package ready for submission by October 9th. Therefore we need

to get started immediately, and I believe we have most of the RD components outlined. There maybe a
little flex in the budget (+/- 5percent) starting in year 2 but especially year 3-5. We also need to ask
Ceres for their input for Hawaii, TX and any other RD/plots that they may oversee.
I have asked Bob and his group to make this project their top priority, and I would suggest we meet as
team or small groups periodically to facilitate. Now I am asking all of you to make this your top priority.
We have a great opportunity to advance our bioenergy programs to the next level.
Thanks and please call with any questions.
Bill

From: Giroir, Brett
To: McCutchen, Bill
Cc: Pollard, Claudia
Sent: Sun Sep 27 08:28:24 2009
Subject: RE: DARPA UPDATE

I don’t think you need that detailed of a statement of work as we did for DTRA. But it gives you
some idea. I would not sit too long on this.
I will be happy to meet multiple times in the next 2 weeks to get this done
Brett P. Giroir, MD
Vice Chancellor for Research,
The Texas A&M University System;
Research Professor, Dwight Look College of Engineering;
Adjunct Professor, The Bush School of Government and Public Service;
200 Technology Way, Suite 2043
College Station, Texas 77845-3424
Phone: 979-458-6054
Fax: 979-458-6044
From: McCutchen, Bill
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2009 5:33 PM
To: Schuerman, Peter L.; Ellison, Mark M.; Howell, Bill; Diedrich, Guy
Cc: Giroir, Brett; Avant, Bob
Subject: Fw: DARPA UPDATE
We are starting to round 3rd base with DARPA per dedicated energy crop proposal.
Bill

From: McCutchen, Bill
To: Rooney Bill <wlr@tamu.edu>; John Mullet (jmullet@tamu.edu) <jmullet@tamu.edu>;
stelly@tamu.edu <stelly@tamu.edu>; James Richardson (jwrichardson@tamu.edu)
<jwrichardson@tamu.edu>; 'Gould Mike' <jmgould@tamu.edu>; Steve Searcy
(ssearcy@tamu.edu) <ssearcy@tamu.edu>; (pklein@tamu.edu) <pklein@tamu.edu>
Cc: Avant, Bob; Dugas, William; Hussey, Mark; Giroir, Brett; Lunt, David; Baltensperger, David;
Reinhart, Gregory; Riskowski, Gerald; Nichols, John P; Davis, Tim; Simpson, Shay; Gilliland,
Diane M.; Adam Helms <ahelms@tamu.edu>; Spurlin, Shayna; Nelson, Michelle; Bridges,
Brenda

Sent: Fri Sep 25 13:51:48 2009
Subject: DARPA UPDATE
All,
I just wanted to provide an update on progress with DARPA per
Dedicated Bioenergy Crops proposal.
DARPA is now asking for a detailed technical brief (detailed task,
work plan, schedule, and budget) inclusive of the recent proposal that
we submitted. We will be receiving an example for you to work from in
the near future. We will ask all of you to cooridate with Bob Avant’s
Corporate Relations and Diane Gilliland’s Contracts and Grants groups
to make this happen as soon as feasible.
Thanks again for all of your hard work and dedication, and no doubt
that this request from DARPA is very positive news – no guarantees
yet, but good news.
Thanks,
Bill
--

Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D.
Associate Director
Texas AgriLife Research
Texas A&M University System
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU College Station, TX 77843-2142
979-845-8488 Tel
979-458-4765 Fax
bmccutchen@tamu.edu

Attached is a sample format to use for the budget justification. If everyone formats the justification
for their tasks in this format, Jean Ann Bowman will assist us by combining them all into one
overall project justification for submission.
Also attached is the AgriLife C&G budget template for FY10. It is already populated with the
correct figures for FY10 fringe and insurance rates and built with formulas to correctly calculate
the indirect costs based on our modified total direct cost method (if you have a subcontract on
your project, let us know so we can re-calculate the IDC as appropriate for subs).
Notes/Helpful Hints to make the Budget Sheet work for you:
Entering Faculty/Staff:
Enter the exact monthly salary (for named personnel) or the salary you wish to pay (for to-bedetermined personnel) in the “Salary” column for year 1, then enter the number of full-time person
months that person will be working on the project in year 1 under the column labeled “Person
Months Request.” The spreadsheet will auto-calculate the total salary to be paid for year 1 and
the correct insurance/fringe for that position. The spreadsheet will also automatically fill in the
salary for years 2-5 for you with a 3% inflation rate built in. For years 2-5, all you need to do is
enter the number of full-time person months for those years for each position to complete the
salary.
REMINDER: If any of the personnel will be less than 100% time for the number of full-time
person months entered in the budget, please indicate their percent effort for those months
next to the position title or named person. See the graduate research assistant entry as an
example.
Graduate Research Assistants:
By definition, GRAs can only be 50% time to be considered full-time and the spreadsheet is built
to accommodate that. For GRAs, enter the monthly salary you want to pay them and then for the
“Person Months Request” remember to enter FULL-TIME PERSON months. For example, if you
are budgeting for one GRA to be on the project the entire 12-month year, then that is equal to 6
full-time person months and you would enter 6 under the “Person Months Requested” column.
REMINDER: If you budget a GRA on your project, you MUST include tuition for each GRA
at a minimum of $5352 for the year.
For Undergraduate Student Labor, there are no salary/month formulas built in since this is wage
labor. You can just manually enter the total you want to spend on undergrad labor in the Fed
Salary column for that line and then the spreadsheet will calculate the appropriate fringe required
for your undergrad labor. It is helpful for us if you enter the hourly rate you are going to pay under
the “Salary” column.
Equipment: Must be $5000 or more per piece of equipment (or if you are buying all the parts to
manufacture a specific piece of equipment yourself and the sum is more $5000 or more) and
have a useful life of one year or more; otherwise, it goes under materials and supplies or other
direct costs.
Participant Support Costs are very rare and you shouldn’t have any of these.
If you have any other questions, please let us know.
Thanks,

Shayna Spurlin
Contract Manager
Texas AgriLife Research, Corporate Relations
100-G Centeq Building A
1500 Research Parkway
College Station, Texas 77843-2583

979.845.2364 office
979.575.2070 mobile
979.458.2155 fax
sfspurlin@tamu.edu
http://AgriLifeResearch.tamu.edu

RR Budget Fed/NonFed
Category
A. Sr. Personnel
PI:
Fringe Benefits

B. Other Personnel
Research Associate:
Fringe Benefits
Graduate Research Assistant (50%)
Fringe Benefits

Year 1
Person Months
Fed
Request
0 $
$
-

Salary

Total
Salary
$
$

-

0

Year 2
Person Months
Fed
Request
0 $
$
-

Total
Salary
$
$

-

Year 3
Person Months
Fed
Request
0
0 $
$
-

Total
Salary
$
$

-

Year 4
Person Months
Fed
Request
0
0 $
$
-

Total
Salary
$
$

-

Year 5
Person Months
Fed
Request
0
0 $
$
-

0

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0

0 $
$

0

0

0

0

0

-

Total Project
Fed
Total

Total
$
$

-

$
$

-

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

0 $
$

-

$
$

-

Undergraduate Student Labor
Fringe Benefits

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-
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F. Other Direct Costs
1. Materials and Supplies
2. Publication Costs
3. Consultant Services
4. ADP/Computer Services
5. Subawards/Consortium/Contractual Costs
6. Equipment or Facility Rental/User Fees
7. Alterations and Renovations
8. Other Costs
Tuition (GRA)
Itemize
Itemize
Itemize
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H. Indirect Costs/F&A
@ 46.5% MTDC
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Note
1) Fringe Benefits are estimated per the FY 10 procedures:
Faculty/Staff: 17.1% of salary plus group health benefits of $494/month/FTE
GRA: 9.7% of salary plus group health benefits of $199/month
Undergrad/Wage Labor: 9.7% of salary only
2) If Subcontracts are involved calculation must be modified to exempt each subcontract in excess of $25K

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
; delroy@tamu.edu
FW: Import permit
Sunday, October 18, 2009 5:44:17 PM
Permiso.jpg
Permiso 2.jpg

We need to get some seed ready for El Salvador. Please print out this import permit and hold until
I return. We’ll get it ready then and take it to them in early December.
Regards,
Bill
From: Rene Clara [
Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 9:09 AM
To: Bill Rooney
Cc: Joan Frederick
Subject: Import permit

]

Dear Dr. Bill,
Attached you will find the permission of import on two pages.
The germoplasma of interest is:
- R Lines, white grain, a little higher than 86 EO 361, with good combinatorial aptitude and
that do not complement genes for height of plant.
- Lines of sudan grass sweet with genes bmr.
- A and B Lines wuth bmr genes.
- Other that you recommend to us.
We already deliver the funds to Vilma, Salvador and Max, to be supported in PCCMCA and
to Jaco we deliver for buy of tickets of plane and to be supported in PCCMCA. To the return
they will present receipts of his expenses to the CENTA and we will send them to Joan with
copy to you.
René

¡Obtén la mejor experiencia en la web!
Descarga gratis el nuevo Internet Explorer 8
http://downloads.yahoo.com/ieak8/?l=e1

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Brant Bullard"
"Karen L Prihoda"
FW: INTSORMIL BUDGET AWARD 2010
Wednesday, August 19, 2009 11:46:00 AM
2009 10 BUDGET GUIDELINES.doc
2009-11 Budget Template.xls
TAM101 Years 4 and 5 Budget.xls
TAM101 Yr 4 and 5 Budget Objs.xls
TAM101 POW Year 4 and 5.doc

Brant:
The work plan and budgets for Years 4 and 5 of my INTSORMIL grant are due in the management
entities offices by Friday, August 21.
So, first, I apologize in getting this to you folks on short notice, but that is the situation. I was able to
use previous budget work ups from the RF, so hopefully my calculations/adjustments are correct but
they should be checked. We are required to submit one work plan and a separate budget for each of
Year 4 and 5.
My budget for TAM101 is $105,000/year for each year (see below and disregard the regional budget that stays in Nebraska). Attached you will find the guidelines for submission that came from the
management entity.
Could move the budget through the RF and make sure the numbers match and are correct? I don't
remember if RF sent this forward or if I did that last year, but I'll do it either way, depending on your
preferences.
Thanks for you help on this again.
regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Joan Frederick [mailto:jfrederi@unlnotes.unl.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2009 10:07 AM
To: wlr@tamu.edu
Cc: jyohe1@unl.edu
Subject: INTSORMIL BUDGET AWARD 2010

July 22, 2009
To: William Rooney
Project: TAM 101

Award: $105,000 each year (2009-2010 and 2010-2011)
Project: Central America Regional Program
Award: $100,000 each year (2009-2010 and 2010-2011)
The INTSORMIL ME was given additional time to submit the Annual Workplans
for U.S. Projects and Regional Programs for FY 2010 and FY 2011 (October 1,
2009 – September 2011). The funds allocated for the U.S. and Regional programs
have received an increase.
The due date is now Friday, August 21, 2009. Please submit your documents
(workplan and budget) to Joan Frederick (jfrederick1@unl.edu). The forms are
also on the INTSORMIL website ( http://intsormil.org). If you have any questions
on the attached documents, please let us know.
Best regards,
Joan Frederick
(See attached file: 2009_10 BUDGET GUIDELINES.doc)(See attached file:
Work Plans 2009_2011.doc)
(See attached file: 2009-11 Budget Template.xls) (See attached file:
2009-11 Budget Objectives.xls)
=========================
Joan Frederick
INTSORMIL
University of Nebraska
114 BCH
Lincoln NE 68583-0748
402-472-7058
jfrederick1@unl.edu

INTSORMIL Budget Guidelines
Budget Template
A separate budget should be developed for each fiscal year
The following definitions should be helpful in completing the attached budget
forms:
Collaborating Countries: List the country(ies) you work “in”, “for”, or “on behalf
of” in the column heading spaces provided on the form.
Collaborating Country expenditures are defined as funds expended
exclusively “in”, “for”, or “on behalf of” collaborating country, i.e., LDC graduate
student stipend, computer for an LDC, salaries for staff or labor working in the
LDC, research expenses, etc.
Domestic expenditures are defined as funds “in” the U.S. “for” general sorghum
and/or millet improvement, i.e., a computer for a U.S. lab, a U.S. graduate
student stipend, technicians, research supplies, etc. working in the U.S.
Academic Scientist Staff defined as U.S. university faculty in permanent or
temporary positions working in the U.S.
Other Salaries: Clerical or any hourly labor, i.e., work-study students or field
workers
Supplies: paper, tags, bags, computers, etc. (under $5,000)
Equipment: vehicle, CO2 analyzer, etc. (any one item over $5,000)
Travel: All travel, which is done exclusively in the U.S., will be listed under U.S.
International: for example travel to Mali and back, airfare will be listed under Mali;
travel to Mali and
Niger on the same trip, then one-half of your airfare will be listed under Mali, and
the other one-half listed under Niger.
Budget Objectives: Indicate the percentage of your budget allocated to the
seven objectives of the INTSORMIL CRSP Budget Objectives as appropriate to
your project
In addition to the budget breakdown by expense, item, and country, please
gives a good estimate, in percent, of funds spent on sorghum, millet or
other grains, s requested on the budget form.

Pass thru funds
If there are funds you want to have held at the Management Entity for direct
transfer to one of our collaborating sites, you should list it in a separate
column and mark it as “pass through funds” and list which site. These
funds will then be held from your budget and passed directly to the site
from the Management Entity.
For each pass thru list amount, organization, and scientist receiving funds
and a short (paragraph) narrative work plan.
Matching Requirements
The Grantee will provide a minimum of 25% matching per CRSP
guidelines. The following costs in a CRSP effort are excluded from the matching
requirements: a) “Funds committed under the terms of a formal CRSP host
country sub-agreement, including funds for facilities, host country personnel
services, and equipment and commodity purchases by a participating U.S.
institution for use by a host country entity or by the U.S. institution in a host
country. Funds for these costs may be held apart in research by the participating
U.S. institution until expended directly to a vendor for the goods and services
described. Also, the funds may be passed to the host country for its purchases
and use in accordance with the agreement. b) Costs for training of participan6ts
as defined in ADS 253. Provisions for such training normally would be made in
the formal sub-agreement. c) Hospital and medical costs of U.S. personnel of
the CRSP while serving overseas.
All USAID financed costs borne by USAID that are associated with the
performance of employees of participating U.S. institutions, working in the U.S.
and in the developing countries on both short and long-term assignments, where
federally funded under the CRSP, are program costs of the CRSP and must be
matched.”

Sorghum, Millet and Other Grains CRSP Research Project Budget
September 30, 20__ to September 29, 20__
Project Title:
Principal Investigator:

Project No.
Pass Through Funds Should be Indicated
List Host Countries and Funds Spent on/or in Behalf of Each Country

Budget Line Items

U.S.

Totals

I. Personnel
1. Academic Staff Salaries
2. Academic Staff Fringe Benefits
3. Post-Doc/Technical Salaries
4. Other Salaries, Clerical/hourly
5. Fringe Benefits on #3 and #4
6. Graduate Stipend and Fringe

II. Operating Expenses
7. Supplies
8. Equipment
9. Travel
10. Other Direct Operating Expenses

Sub-totals

III. Institutional Overhead (

%)

IV. Totals
V. Institutional Match
and Non-Matching Funds
Total Crop Allocations should equal 100%

Sorghum

Millet

Other Grains

%

%

%

IEHA Countries: Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Senegal, Uganda, and Zambia

TAM101: BREEDING SORGHUM FOR IMPROVED GRAIN, FORAGE QUALITY,
AND YIELD FOR CENTRAL AMERICA
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Dr. William L. Rooney, Plant Breeding and Genetics, Texas A&M University, Department of Soil
and Crop Sciences, College Station, TX, 77843-2474, USA.
COLLABORATORS
Ing. Reneé Clará Valencia, Plant Breeder, Centro Nacional, de Technologia, Agricola (CENTA) de El
Salvador, San Salvador, EL SALVADOR.
Ing. Rafael Obando Solis, Agronomist, CNIA/INTA, Apdo 1247, Managua, Nicaragua
Dr. Javier Bueso-Ucles, Associate Professor, Escuela Agricola Panamericano, Zamarano, Honduras
Dr. Lloyd W. Rooney, Food Science and Technology, Texas A&M University, Department of Soil
and Crop Sciences, College Station, TX 77843-2474, USA.
Dr. Gary C. Peterson, Plant Breeding and Genetics, Texas A&M Research & Extension Center, Route
3, Box 219, Lubbock, Texas 79401-9757, USA.
Dr. Gary N. Odvody, Sorghum and Corn Plant Pathology, Texas A&M Research & Extension Center,
Corpus Christi, Texas, USA.
Dr. John E. Mullet, Molecular Biology, Department of Biochemistry, Department of Biochemistry &
Biophysics, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2128, USA.
Dr. Patricia G. Klein, Molecular Geneticist, Dep. of Horticultural Sciences, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas 77843
Dr. Jurg Blumenthal, Sorghum Cropping System Specialist, Texas A&M University, College Station,
Tx 77845.
Dr. Dirk B. Hays, Texas A&M University, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, College Station,
TX, 77843-2474, USA
Dr. Tom Isakeit, Dep of Plant Pathology, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843
Dr. Medson Chisi, Sorghum Breeding, Private Bag 7, Mt. Makulu Research Station, Chilanga,
ZAMBIA.
Dr. Joe D. Hancock, Department of Animal Science, Kansas State University, Maniatan, KS
Executive Summary
Sorghum is an important feed grain, food grain and forage in Central America. In this region it is produced by a
range of groups, from subsistence farmers who consider sorghum as a food security crop to commercial producers,
who consider it a cash grain or forage crop. There is substantial need to improve the yield and quality of this
germplasm and to incorporate tolerance traits to minimize losses due to drought, disease and insect pests. The
overall goal of this proposal is to enhance the genetic yield and quality potential of sorghum genotypes adapted to
Central America for use as a feed grain, food grain and forage crop. To meet this goal, previously established
linkages with collaborators in the Central American region will be used (i) to coordinate in-country research studies
and breeding evaluations, (ii) to identify quality students for training through involvement in ongoing projects at
Texas A&M University, and (iii) to enhance technology transfer for sorghum in the Central American region. The
specific objectives are: (1) to develop high-yielding, locally-adapted sorghum varieties and hybrids with improved
grain and/or forage quality and stress resistance for both Maicillo Criollos-type cultivars and photoperiod insensitive
sorghums, (2) to identify disease resistance genes for important diseases in Central America and utilize these sources
in breeding, (3) to identify genes related to grain quality and utilize them in breeding, and (4) to provide technology
transfer to promote the use of improved sorghums in Central America. To accomplish these objectives, germplasm
will be developed at Texas A&M and by collaborators in El Salvador and evaluated across the region to document
improvements. Genetic characterization results will be applied to the improvement process when feasible. The
success of this project will be measured by the productivity of cultivars and hybrids in Central America that were
developed in this project. While the efforts of this project are targeted to Central America, the technology and
personnel developed in this project will be useful to sorghum programs around the world. This project will address
directly or indirectly all seven major goals of the Sorghum, Millet and Other Grains CRSP.

Introduction and Justification
Throughout Central America, (defined as the countries of Guatamala, Belize, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench)was grown and harvested for grain on
approximately 250,000 hectares in 2005 (FAO, 2006). The majority of this production is located in the countries of
El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras and Guatamala. The crop is typically grown in the dry season due to its enhanced
drought tolerance and ability to produce a crop under limited water availability. Average yields in the region vary
dramatically and are dependent on the production systems, environment and types of sorghums that are being
produced. Depending on the situation, the crop is grown as a feed grain, animal forage and in many situations as a
food grain when supplies of corn are limited.
Within the region, there are two distinct sorghum production systems. The first is a traditional hillside sorghum
production system that uses landrace and/or improved sorghum cultivars known as Maicillos Criollos. These
sorghums are a very distinct and unique group because they are very photoperiod sensitive, meaning that they
require short daylengths to induce reproductive growth. In fact, Maicillos require even shorter daylengths to initiate
flowering than most photoperiod sensitive sorghum from other regions of the world (Rosenow, 1988). They are
primarily grown in intercropping systems with maize on small, steeply sloping farms where the maize matures
before the Maicillos begin to flower. Because they are drought tolerant, they are grown primarily as food security
crop where the grain is used extensively primarily to produce tortillas. The forage and excess grain produced by
these crops are valued as animal feed. Traditional landrace Maicillos Criollos varieties are typically low yielding
with relatively low grain quality. Previous research has resulted in the release and distribution of several improved
Maicillos Criollos cultivars with higher yield potential and better grain quality (Rosenow, 1988). In addition to
Maicillos Criollos, hillside production systems also utilize earlier maturing sorghum (ie, photoperiod insensitive) for
food and forage. Significant research has also been devoted to their improvement, resulting in the release release of
cultivars such as Sureno and Tortillero that are now commonly grown throughout the region (Meckenstock et al.,
1993). These cultivars have been adopted and used in the region as a food grain on small farms as well as a dual
purpose crop (grain, forage) in mid-size commercial farms.
In addition to small farm production, sorghum is also grown in significant quantities on commercial farms in the
Central American region. While some of these producers utilize cultivars for this production, most have adopted
hybrids and are growing the crop as a feed grain for use in poultry, livestock and dairy production. More recently,
there is significant growth of the crop in the region for grazing, hay and silage. This interest in sorghum forage has
been increasing due to the increased dairy and beef production in the region, combined with the inherent drought
tolerance of the crop, especially in the second, drier cropping season. In both grain and forage, the hybrids that
Central American producers use are usually sold by commercial seed companies. In most cases, research and
development for sorghum improvement in the region is relatively minimal. Hybrids grown in this region usually
rely on improved germplasm from national programs as well as U.S. based sorghum improvement programs.
While the two production regions differ for types of germplasm, the constraints to productivity and profitability
are similar. First, there is a continual need to enhance yield of both grain and biomass. The Maicillos Criollos
cultivars have low but stable yield potential. Small farmers place a high value on stable yields as they grown to
provide food security. Thus, they will adopt higher yield varieties only if they provide stability of yield as well. As
feed grain demand continues to increase, yield increases are also needed in commercial hybrid production as well to
make their production more economically profitable. Sufficient genetic variation is present in both germplasm pools
to enhance yield potential, provided that effective evaluation, screening and selection can be completed in the region
(Santos and Clara, 1988).
Improvement in grain and forage quality are also continually in demand. Most of the grain sorghum grown in
the region is acceptable as a feed grain, but would not be acceptable as a food grain. The changes needed to make
an acceptable food grain (plant color and grain color) are relatively simple and highly heritable traits that are easily
manipulated. If adopted, these changes will facilitate to opportunity to partially substitute domestically produced
sorghum flour for more expensive imported wheat flour (INTSORMIL report #6, 2006, www.intsormil.org).
However, food quality sorghum must possess resistance to grain mold and weathering to protect the quality of the
grain prior to harvest. For forage, there has been relatively little improvement in the forage quality of sorghum
grown in Central America. The development and adoption of brown midrib forage sorghums in the U.S. indicate
that high quality forage sorghums can be produced (Oliver et al., 2005). The challenge is to introduce these
characteristics into forage sorghum adapted to the Central American region.
As improvements in yield and quality are made, these must be protected from biotic stresses that are commonly
present in the region. Biotic stresses also pose a significant threat to yield and quality in sorghum production.
Insect damage due to an early season lepidopterous pest complex known as the langosta by Honduran farmers is

major problem for both maize and sorghum producers (Pitre, 1988). For the past twenty years, sorghum downy
mildew (SDM) is a significant disease in Maicillos Criollos production. In Central America, the predominant SDM
pathotype is P5 and this pathotype is known to cause significant yield reductions in areas of the region where
environmental conditions are conducive to disease development (Frederiksen, 1988). While chemical control is a
possibility, the most logical and reliable control mechanism is the incorporation of genetic resistance. Another
disease of importance is anthracnose (caused by Colletotrichum graminicola), a fungal pathogen that is capable of
infecting all above ground tissues of the plant that is endemic throughout the region. Because it can infect all above
ground parts of the plant, it can cause significant reductions in both forage and grain yield and quality. Again,
genetic resistance provides the only effective mean of managing this disease. Finally, grain mold (caused by a
complex of fungi) is a common problem throughout the region and it reduces the quality of the grain as both a feed
and food grain. In all of these abiotic and biotic stresses, sorghum germplasm has sufficient diversity to enable
breeding programs to identify and select for tolerance and/or resistance to the specific stress or pathogen.
As with biotic stresses, abiotic stresses will also reduce the yield and quality of sorghum in the region. Drought
stress likely has the greatest effect on yield potential, and given where and how sorghum is typically produced,
drought tolerance is always an important trait for sorghum (Boyer, 1982). The impact of drought on the evolution of
sorghum is obvious; the plant has evolved many different mechanisms to manage water stress, resulting in a crop
that is highly water use efficient compared to other cereal grains (Rosenow and Clark, 1981). Given this natural
selection pressure, there is significant variation among sorghum genotypes for a wide array of different drought
resistance mechanisms. Over the past twenty years, the genetic control of some of these drought tolerance traits
have been dissected and we are now on the verge of being able to use marker-assisted breeding and even
transformation to move these resistance genes within and across species (Mullet et al., personal communication).
All of these technologies should be used to further improve this important trait.

Objectives and Implementation

Given the goals of the Sorghum, Millet and Other Grains CRSP and the needs of the Central American region,
the overall goal of this proposal is to enhance the genetic yield and quality potential of sorghum genotypes adapted
to Central America for use as a feed grain, food grain and forage crop. To meet this goal, we will use previously
established linkages with collaborators in the Central American region (i) to coordinate in-country research studies
and breeding evaluations, (ii) to identify quality students for training through involvement in ongoing projects at
Texas A&M University, and (iii) to enhance technology transfer for sorghum in the Central American region.
The objectives, the location of the research, and the collaborators include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

DEVELOP HIGH-YIELDING, LOCALLY-ADAPTED SORGHUM VARIETIES AND HYBRIDS WITH IMPROVED GRAIN
AND/OR FORAGE QUALITY, DROUGHT TOLERANCE, AND DISEASE RESISTANCE USING BOTH CONVENTIONAL
BREEDING TECHNIQUES AND MARKER-ASSISTED SELECTION TECHNOLOGY. Populations pertinent to this objective
will be created and then distributed segregating populations to the international collaborators (Clara, Obando)
for selection and cultivar development.
IDENTIFY AND CHARACTERIZE GENES RELATED TO DISEASE RESISTANCE IN SORGHUM WITH SPECIFIC EMPHASIS IN
DOWNY MILDEW, ANTHRACNOSE AND GRAIN MOLD. UTILIZE THESE SOURCES OF RESISTANCE IN BREEDING
IMPROVED CULTIVARS AND HYBRIDS FOR CENTRAL AMERICA. Our program has screened numerous accessions
and identified specific sources of resistance to anthracnose, downy mildew and grain mold. These lines and
populations derived from them will be evaluated in domestic and Central American sites to determine which
sources will provide the most stable resistance. Populations of these will be evaluated to determine heritability
and to transfer the resistance to locally adapted sorghum. Phenotypic evaluation of these lines and populations
will occur in the appropriate domestic (Texas with C. Magill, G. Odvody and T. Isakeit) and international
locations (Clara in Central America and Chisi in Southern Africa).
IDENTIFY AND MAP GENES RELATED TO GRAIN QUALITY SUCH PROTEIN DIGESTABILITY, NUTRACEUTICAL
POTENTIAL AND GRAIN QUALITY PARAMETERS PER SE. Variants that possess unique grain traits such as
increased protein digestibility and enhanced antioxidant characters have been identified and characterized in our
program. The purpose of this project is to assess the feasibility of producing cultivars that possess these
characteristics. In collaboration with the TAMU grain quality program (L. Rooney, D. Hays), we are assessing
the feasibility of combining both grain mold resistance and enhanced digestibility. Phenotypic evaluation of
this material will occur in Texas and international locations (Central America and Southern Africa) in
cooperation with the domestic (Peterson) and international (Clara, Obando, Chisi) collaborators.
PROVIDE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN PROMOTING THE USE OF IMPROVED SORGHUMS
AS A FEED GRAIN, FOOD GRAIN AND A FORAGE CROP IN CENTRAL AMERICA. The purpose of this objective is to

transfer the technology and knowledge needed to effectively produce and utilize the forage and/or grain
produced from the improved sorghum cultivars (Maicillos Criollos, lines and hybrids). As appropriate, our
program will coordinate these workshops with collaborating scientists in the specific area of expertise, such as
animal feeding (J. Hancock) grain quality and utilization for human food (L Rooney), and agronomy and forage
quality (J. Blumenthal). The technical assistance efforts will focus on industry and academic leaders in El
Salvador and Nicaragua.
These objectives merge together to provide a project that will have both short-term and long-term results.
Ultimately, the success of this program will be measured by the productivity of cultivars and hybrids developed in
this project and how effectively they are utilized throughout Central America. For objectives 1 through 4, training
of students from cooperating countries will be an integral part of the projects and potential students will be identified
based on recommendations from researchers in the region and the in-country interaction of the PI with potential
candidates. Finally, objective 5 is crucial because if the first four objectives are successful, additional sorghum
(both forage and grain) with improved quality will be produced. It is imperative that there be the infrastructure
(both technological and scientific) to utilize this grain. The efforts of this project are targeted to Central America,
but the technology, basic knowledge, and personnel developed in this project will also be useful to sorghum and
millet improvement programs around the world. Because of these factors and their interrelationships, this project
will address directly or indirectly all seven major goals of the Sorghum, Millet and Other Grains CRSP.

Approach

In year 4, research trials will be planted in Texas and in cooperation with collaborators in El Salvador and
Nicaragua. Other locations will be used as appropriate. Agronomic and Quality research projects in El Salvador
and Nicaragua will be complemented by the addition of germplasm developed from this project. For disease
resistance and quality components, germplasm is being selected in Texas in Year 4; plans are to test this material in
the region in Years 4 and 5. In collaboration with Rene Clara and Rafael Obando, we will used demonstration plots
and field days to promote the varieties and hybrids (both grain and forage) released by El Salvadoran and
Nicaraguan national programs (with funding from INTSORMIL). In collaboration with Vilma Ruth Calderon, we
will utilize improved quality grain sorghums (including varieties, macios, and hybrids) as a substitute for some
wheat flour in baked goods.
Collaboration between sorghum, millet and other grain PIs, scientists in the target area as well as existing
collaborations with U.S. scientists are critical to the success of this project. The U.S. collaborators described in this
proposal will provide technical assistance for addressing questions related to cereal chemistry, plant pathology, and
molecular biology. These scientists represent some of the world’s leading sorghum experts in their respective
research fields. The international collaborators identified in this proposal have been carefully selected as they are
the experts in sorghum in Central America. Our program has over ten years of collaboration history with these
scientists. Based on this history, we fully expect to be able to complete the described research in an efficient and
effective manner. In addition, these international linkages will ensure rapid deployment of improved varieties and
hybrids in these regions.

Benchmarks and Indicators, Throughputs
Objectives

Targets

1. Supply
chain/market
development

- Increased yields
and incomes
- Increased grain
sorghum quality
-Increased use of
sorghum as a feed
source
-Higher grain quality
cultivars
-New cultivar
acceptance
- Increased nutrition
of food and feed
products

2. Nutrition,
health and grain
quality

Benchmarks and
Indicators
- Increased farmer
incomes
- Increase in
production area
- Elimination of
tannin in feed–type
cultivars
- High digestibility
cultivars selected
- Widespread
adoption of cultivars

Throughputs
- Farmer incomes
increased by 30%
- Farmer incomes
increased by 20%
- 200% increase in
markets for sorghum
as a feed source
- 4 high grain quality
varieties developed
- 30% of farmers
accept new cultivars

Milestones
- 15% increase by Yr 4
and 30% by Yr 5
- 5% increase by Yr 4
and 20% by Yr 5
- 60% increase by Yr 4
and 200% by Yr 5
- 4 varieties released by
Yr 4 and 10 by Yr 5
- 20% of farmers accept
new cultivars by Yr 4
and 60% by Yr 5
- 10% decrease by Yr 4
and 25% by Yr 5

3. ICSM

- Increased and
stable grain yields
- Improved crop, soil
and water
management
-Increased grain and
forage yield and
quality
- Efficient pest
management tactics

- Integration of
ICSM components
into packages

- 30% yield increase
due to ICSM adoption
- 70% of farmers using
ICSM practices

- Tolerance or
resistance to grain
insects, pathogens
- IPM packages
developed

- 20% decrease in
pest damaged grain
and forage
- 2 lines/hybrids or
varieties with disease
resistance released

5. Genetic
enhancement

-Stable yielding
genotypes
-More efficient water
use by genotypes

- 3 stable yielding
genotypes released
- 5 drought tolerant
genotypes released

6. Genetic
resources and
biodiversity

- Germplasm with
unique genes for
valuable traits.

7. Partnerships
and networking

- Increased joint
programs with
partners

- Genotypes with
less variation in
yields
- Decrease in
drought damage
- Screening and
selection of sorghum
to identify unique
variants.
- Decrease in rate of
loss of biodiversity
sensitive areas
- Networks
established involving
all stakeholders
(private industry,
NGOs, farmers,
international
agencies, CG
centers, research
and technology
transfer
agencies )

4. IPM

- 10% increase by Yr 4
and 30% by Yr 5
- 25% using ICSM
practices by Yr 4 and
70% by Yr 5
- 5% decrease by Yr 4
and 20% by Yr 5
- 1 variety released by
Yr 3 and 2 released by
Yr 5
- 20% decrease by Yr 4
and 50% by Yr 5
- 2 genotypes released
by Yr 4 and 3 by Yr 5
- 3 genotypes released
by Yr 4 and 2 by Yr 5

- 10 new lines with
biotic or abiotic stress
resistance

- Completed by Yr 5

- High research
throughputs and high
level of technology
transfer activity

- 20% increase in grain
production and 50% of
farmers using best
management practices
by Yr 5

Description of Proposed Training
Capacity Building Programs
Degree Education
Visiting Scientists and Post-Doctoral
Fellows

Short-Term Training

Internet – Distance Education

Benchmarks
1 M.S. Graduate by 2010
1 Ph.D. Graduate by 2010, each partially funded by INTSORMIL
2 Visiting Scientist
1 PostDoctoral Scientist
15 - Number of Participants in Workshops, Seminars, Conferences
30 - Number of Participants Who Adopt the New Technologies and
Methodologies
10 - Number of Participants Who Transfer Information Learned to
Other Professionals, Scientists, and Entrepreneurs
0 - Functioning Interactive Internet Site
0 - Number of Participants in Distance-education Programs

Texas A&M Research Foundation
RF# 0801751

Project Dates: 09/30/2010 - 09/29/2011
on behalf
DIRECT COSTS
Salaries
William Rooney
PI
11% Time, 12 Months
To be named
Student Workers
Hourly as needed
To Be Named
Graduate Student
50% Time, 9 Months
Subtotal
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Personnel Costs
Materials & Supplies
Travel
Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDC)
Tuition
Total Direct Costs
INDIRECT COSTS
Indirect Costs MTDC *45.5%
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

US

on behalf

El Salvador Nicaragua

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

5,654

0

0

5,654

0

10,000

10,000

20,000

_________ _________ _________ _________
5,654
10,000
10,000
25,654
_________ _________ _________ _________
5,654
10,000
10,000
25,654
571
4,286
4,286
9,143
_________ _________ _________ _________
6,225
14,286
14,286
34,797
15,000

2,500

2,500

20,000

5,000
0
0
5,000
_________ _________ _________ _________
26,225
16,786
16,786
59,797
9,000
4,500
4,500
18,000
_________ _________ _________ _________
35,225
21,286
21,286
77,797

11,930
7,636
7,637
27,203
_________ _________ _________ _________
$47,155
$28,922
$28,923 105,000

Texas A&M Research Foundation
RF# 0801751

Project Dates: 09/30/2009 - 09/29/2010
on behalf
DIRECT COSTS
Salaries
William Rooney
PI
11% Time, 12 Months
To be named
Student Workers
Hourly as needed
To Be Named
Graduate Student
50% Time, 9 Months
Subtotal
Total Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Total Personnel Costs
Materials & Supplies
Travel
Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDC)
Tuition
Total Direct Costs
INDIRECT COSTS
Indirect Costs MTDC *45.5%
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

US

on behalf

El Salvador Nicaragua

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

5,654

0

0

5,654

0

10,000

10,000

20,000

_________ _________ _________ _________
5,654
10,000
10,000
25,654
_________ _________ _________ _________
5,654
10,000
10,000
25,654
571
4,286
4,286
9,143
_________ _________ _________ _________
6,225
14,286
14,286
34,797
15,000

2,500

2,500

20,000

5,000
0
0
5,000
_________ _________ _________ _________
26,225
16,786
16,786
59,797
9,000
4,500
4,500
18,000
_________ _________ _________ _________
35,225
21,286
21,286
77,797

11,930
7,636
7,637
27,203
_________ _________ _________ _________
$47,155
$28,922
$28,923 105,000

Medical & Fringe Calculations

Monthly FTE Salary Mon. Ins

Actual %

Months

Name

Fringe Benefi
Year 2
Year 3

Year 1

_
_

_

_

_

_

0.00

$0

0

0%

0

Rooney

0

0

0

0.00

$0

0

0%

0

Grad Stude

571

0

0

0.00

$0

364

50%

9

Grad Stude

0

4286

4286

ts
Total
0

571

8572

INTSORMIL CRSP Budget Objectives: Page 2

Percent of Project Effort

Objectives of the INTSORMIL CRSP Program

%
15

1

Facilitate the growth of the rapidly expanding markets for sorghum and millet

20

2

Improve the food and nutritional quality of sorghum and pearl millet to enhance

20

3

marketability and consumer health.
Increae the stability and yield level of sorghum and pearl millet through crop, soil
and water management while maintaining or improving the natural resources of
soil (land) and water
10

4

Develop and disseminate information on management of biotic stresses in an

20

5

Enhance the stability and yield of sorghum and pearl millet through use of genetic

5

6

Enhance global sorghum and pearl millet genetic resources and the conservation

10

7

integrated system to increase grain yield and quality
technologies
of bio-diversity
Develop effective partnerships with national and international agencies engaged in
the improvement of sorghum and pearl millet production and the betterment
of people dependent on these crops for their livelihoods.
100%

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Karen L Prihoda"
FW: Inventory
Tuesday, August 04, 2009 5:09:00 PM
inventory.doc
wlrooney.pdf

I assume that you and Kim can handle this.
Bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Kim W Labar [mailto:KLabar@ag.tamu.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2009 2:44 PM
To: Karen L Prihoda; Bill L Rooney
Subject: Inventory
Please see attached

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND LIFE SCIENCES
Department of Soil and Crop Sciences

August 4, 2009
MEMO TO: Soil & Crop Sciences Faculty
FROM: Judy Young
SUBJECT: Inventory
Attached is your inventory list. Please review the list and locate all items listed. The State Comptroller
states that the inventory is to be VERIFIED BY TWO people and one of these has to be someone other
than the person responsible for the equipment, which means no responsible person and his/her tech can do
the inventory together. It is encouraged that lab inventories be certified by someone other than the
responsible person and his/her technicians. Both must sign the inventory sheet at the end of the
numerical, group, or building listing and return it to me. Please note that accuracy of your equipment is
of great importance with emphasis on LOCATION CODES & ROOM NUMBERS being correct.
Kristen Richardson and Kim Labar will be coming by to verify your inventory with you. Please call to
arrange a time for either of them to come by. It must be completed, corrected, signed, and returned to me
by August 21, 2009. If you do not call to make an appointment, one will be assigned to you.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Attachments
Cc: David Baltensperger

Heep Center, 370 Olsen Boulevard
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Tel. 979.845.3041
Fax. 979.845.0456
http://soilcrop.tamu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"dustin borden"
FW: Networking Opportunity at Monsanto
Monday, August 17, 2009 3:45:00 PM
Networking Opportunity at Monsanto (26.7 KB).msg
C. Wayne Smith1.vcf

FYI
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: C. Wayne Smith [mailto:cwsmith@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 11:48 AM
To: Dave Byrne; Steve Hague; Seth C Murray; dirk hays; Dave Stelly; Bill L Rooney
Cc: Mark H Hall
Subject: Fwd: Networking Opportunity at Monsanto
FYI especially for MS students.
Wayne
C. Wayne Smith
Professor and Associate Head
Department of Soil and Crop Sciences
2474 TAMU
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-2474
979.845.3450
cwsmith@tamu.edu
>>> David Baltensperger 8/17/2009 11:05 AM >>>
Mark,
Please share this with students. Thanks.
David D. Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Phone 979-845-3041
Fax 979-845-0456
Email dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

GOMEZ, CARLOS [AG-Contractor/1005]
dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu
Networking Opportunity at Monsanto
Monday, August 10, 2009 2:28:19 PM
Research Associate Bates.docx

Good Afternoon David,
            I appreciate your time and attention to this email. I am a Biotech Recruiter for Monsanto.
Monsanto is a world leader in the agriculture/biotechnology industry. We are a stable, large, and fast
growing organization that uses the most current cutting edge technologies to apply scientific research. I
was hoping to connect with you and network on behalf of some opportunities that I am recruiting for.
Please review the job description and let me know if anyone comes to mind that may be a good fit. I look
forward to the opportunity to network with you.   If you have any questions, feel free to contact me
directly. My contact information is listed below.
Best Wishes,
Carlos

Carlos Gomez
Biotech Recruiter- Talent Acquisition

Monsanto
700 Chesterfield Pkwy West - GG3K
Chesterfield , MO 63017
636-737-7642-Office
858-692-0551- Cell
636-737-6768- Fax

www.monsanto.com/careers/

This e-mail message may contain privileged and/or confidential information, and is intended to be
received only by persons entitled to receive such information. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender immediately. Please delete it and all attachments from any servers, hard
drives or any other media. Other use of this e-mail by you is strictly prohibited.
All e-mails and attachments sent and received are subject to monitoring, reading and archival by
Monsanto, including its subsidiaries. The recipient of this e-mail is solely responsible for checking for
the presence of "Viruses" or other "Malware". Monsanto, along with its subsidiaries, accepts no liability
for any damage caused by any such code transmitted by or accompanying this e-mail or any
attachment.

Monsanto values diversity and is an equal opportunity affirmative action employer.

Monsanto is seeking a highly motivated individual to work within a multi-disciplinary team to
develop future transgenic traits in corn. Main responsibilities will be to assist the station
manager and the field testing lead with the preparation, planting, maintenance, field observation
data collection, and harvest of regulated corn field trials. In addition, the successful candidate
should possess good mechanical skills including experience with planting, spraying, irrigation
design and setup, drip irrigation, and harvest equipment. The successful candidate should have a
working knowledge of the biology of plant growth, development, and yield. Other major
responsibilities are periodical supervision of temporary labor crews and becoming proficient at
data entry. Excellent communication skills, interpersonal abilities and attention to detail will be
required to effectively function in the high-performance team-based organization. The
individual must follow and support company safety policies and will be assigned roles within the
Monsanto Environmental Safety and Health (ESH) program and participate in the world class
driver safety program. The position is based in Davis, CA with moderate day travel to research
fields, and will require some long hours during the field season (planting preparation to post
harvest activities). Overnight travel may be required for company meetings or functions.
The position requires a M.S. or B.S. (with agricultural research experience) in agronomy, soil
science, plant pathology, mechanical agricultural or a related discipline. Effective maintenance,
repair, and operation of farm equipment are required. The applicant should demonstrate
leadership and verbal communication skills and the ability to supervise small groups of
temporary labor. In addition, the candidate should have satisfactory organizational, record
keeping and computer skills including hand held data devices or demonstrate the potential to
learn these skills. The individual should have a pesticide applicator license or have the ability to
obtain one. The individual is required to have a valid driver's license and the ability to obtain a
commercial driver's license (CDL). The individual must be able to understand and follow
regulatory compliance guidelines relating to regulated testing and also those regulations imposed
by agencies such as OSHA, DOT and the EPA. During the field season, the applicant must be
able and willing to work weekends and long hours as necessary.
Desired skills/education/experience/attributes (ideal candidate): Farm Equipment Operation
Experience, Mechanical Experience, Field Research Experience, Irrigation Experience (drip), BS
with field research experience or MS in agronomy.
Other Information (travel, relocation benefits, hours etc.) Field Season - daily travel,
Company meetings 1-2 times a year (3-4 nights), Expect long hours during seed preparation and
pre-planting field activities, planting, harvest, and post harvest activities. During the growing
season expect to work 9 plus hour days. Otherwise an 8 hour day is expected.
Relocation benefits will be provided.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McCutchen, Bill
Schuerman, Peter L.; rsbrown@ag.tamu.edu; wlr@tamu.edu; Hurley, Janie C.
Slovacek, Jackie; ahelms@tamu.edu; Avant, Bob
Fw: Observation Nursery for Darrell Rosenow
Saturday, August 01, 2009 12:52:24 PM
09Rel Dist Obs.xls
DTR Nursery.PDF

Should we discuss this? Probably so?
Bill

From: Dugas, William
To: McCutchen, Bill; Lunt, David
Cc: Jaroy Moore <jmoore@ag.tamu.edu>; Schuerman, Peter L.
Sent: Sat Aug 01 06:53:03 2009
Subject: FW: Observation Nursery for Darrell Rosenow

Dave and Bill,
FYI.
Note following comment: “ It is my sincere hope that the Distribution terms will not be

overly restrictive, and will allow for a good flow of germplasm”
Bill
Wm. A. Dugas
Associate Vice Chancellor for Agriculture and Life Sciences
Associate Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Interim Director, Texas AgriLife Research
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2142
979 862 6712
From: Jeff Dahlberg [
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 3:21 PM
To: Aaron Schuchart; Andrew H. Paterson; Angela Thompson McClure; B. Rogers Leonard; Barney
Gordon; Barry Miller; Dugas, William; Bill Payne; Bill Rooney; Billy Williams; Bob Hutmacher; Bob Klein;
Bob Sis; Bob Stewart; Bonnie Pendleton; Brent Bean; Brent Rockers; Brian Arnall; Brian Olson; Bruce
Hamaker; Bruce Maunder; Buddhi P. Lamsal; Calvin L. Trostle; Cassandra McDonough; Charles Miller;
Charlie Rush; Charlie Woodfin; Chris Bailey; Chris Little; Clarence E. Watson; Cleve Franks; Magill, Clint;
Cole, Andy; Curtis L. Weller; Curtis Wiltse; Dale L. Fjell; Dan Mandel; Daniel G. Peterson; Darrell T.
Rosenow; Dave Ellis; Baltensperger, David; David J. Boethel; David L. Miller; David Mengel; David R.
Porter; David S. Jackson; David Thomas; David W. Laird; Deanna Funnell; Dennis Ray; Diane K. Hartle;
Dirk Maier; Don Vietor; Don Wysocki; Donghai Wang; Donnie Swink; Doug Heatwole; Douglas Jardine;
Fadi M. Aramouni; Fangneg Huang; Fred R. Miller; Gary A. Pederson; Gary C. Peterson; Gary N.
Odvody; Gary Pierzynski; Gebisa Ejeta; Gene Kronberg; Gerson Santos-Leon; Glen Art Barnaby, Jr.;
Gloria Burow; Graig Bednarz; Greg Crohnolm; Gregory Glenn; Hugo Zorilla; Ismail Dweikat; Jaime E.
Malaga; James A. Radtke; James N. Osborne; James P. Stack; James Zhang; Jason Kelley; Jeff Dilbeck;
Jeff F. Pedersen; Jeffrey Bennetzen; Jeffrey D. Miano; Jens Walter; Jerry O'Rear; Jess Reed; Jianming
Yu; Joe D. Hancock; John Yohe; John B. Howe; John Brethour; John Burke; John C. Reese; John D.
Burd; John Erickson; John Erpelding; John F. Rajewski; John H. Ashworth; John H. Sanders; John Jaster;

John Leslie; Mullet, John E.; John Russin; Joseph M. Awika; Julie Miller Jones; Julious L. Willet; Jurg M.
Blumenthal; K.C. Das; Karl Wardlow; Kassim Al-Khatib; Kay Porter; Ken Kofoid; Kenneth Zimmerhanzel;
Kevin Larson; Kraig Roozeboom; Larry D. Earnest; Larry Lambright; Larry McDowell; Larry Richardson;
Larry Seitz; Lee Tarpley; Len Marquart; Leon Clement; Lisa Kelly; Lloyd W. Rooney; Louis Prom; Maria
Balota; Mark A. Marsalis; Mark McCaslin; Martin B. Dickman; Matt Veal; Maureen Whalen; Mike Lenz;
Mike Northcutt; Mike Ottman; Mike Williams; Mitch Tuinstra; Najeeb Siddiqui; Turner, Nancy; Neal
Gutterson; Nick Bajjalieh; Nolan Clark; Patricia E. Klein; Paul C. Hay; Paul Tooley; Paxton Payton; Peggy
G. Lemaux; Peter Goldsbrough; R. Dewey Lee; R. L. Vanderlip; Ray Huhnke; Reggie Underwood; Rex
DeLong; Rick Kochenower; Rick Mascagni; Rob Meyer; Robert Gillen; Robert M. Aiken; Avant, Bob;
Roger Gribble; Roger Monk; Ron Gardner; Ron L. Madl; Ronald L. Prior; Ronald Levy; Sangu Angadi;
Scott Bean; Scott Staggenborg; Shankar Podduturi; Spencer Swayze; Stephen C. Mason; Steve
Amosson; Steve Kresovich; Stewart Duncan; Susan O'Shaughnessy; Susana Goggi; McCollum, Foris;
Terry A. Howell; Terry Klopfenstein; Tesfaye Tesso; Thomas H. Ulrich; Tilman Schober; Tom Isakeit;
Tom Royer; Tom. J. Gerik; Tony Davis; Troy Weeks; Wickersham, Tryon A.; Vincent M. Russo; Wesley
Rosenthal; Wilfred Vermerris; Wolfrum, Ed; X. Susan Sun; Xin, Zhanguo; Yilma Kebede; Yinghua Huang;
Thomas J. Herald; Mark Haub; Yong-Cheng Shi
Subject: Observation Nursery for Darrell Rosenow

Folks:
Darrell Rosenow asked me to forward the following to everyone. I’ve also attached an
excel sheet and pdf file that contains information on what is in the nurseries in
College Station and Lubbock. Here is the message he sent.
Please find attached an Excel file of my Distribution/Release/Observation Nursery
planted this year at College Station and at the AgriLife Research Center at Lubbock
for both public and private sorghum workers to view and evaluate regarding obtaining
seed for their research use. To obtain seed , they must make a seed request, either
to me at Lubbock, or at College Station to either Bill Rooney or Bill Lyles, and then
the terms regarding distribution of seed, such as licensing, MOA, MTA's etc. will be
negotiated with appropriate Technology Transfer personnal at TAMU. It is my sincere
hope that the Distribution terms will not be overly restrictive, and will allow for a good
flow of germplasm.
   This material contains all the best breeding lines and material developed in my
sorghum breeding progran over the years and is material which I feel should be
useful to other sorghum researchers. Much of the material may be too tall, late, or
otherwise not useful directly as parental lines in hybrid production, but they contain
many very useful sources of very useful traits that make them very useful lines as
breeding lines for breeding crosses to improve sorghum. These traits include Downy
Mildew Resistance to both the seed treatment chemical (Apron), and the new
physiological race of downy mildew in South Texas, Grain Mold/ Grain Weathering
Resistance,Wide Adaptation, High Yield, Tan Plant, Food Types, Drought
Resistance/Tolerance including both specific drought traits, Pre- and Post Flowering(Stay-Green) Drought Resistance and overall good drought tolerance, and
Lodging Resistance, including resistance to premature senescence, stalk collapse,
and charcoal rot at the post flowering stage stress related to severe moisture stress
during the grain development stage of growth, as well as overall stalk strength ,
including pre and post freeze stalk and weakneck lodging. Also included is resistance
to many other diseases such as Head Smut, Grain Mold, Charcoal Rot,
Anthracnose, Rust, Leaf Blight, Fusarium Head Blight and other leaf diseases such
as Gray Leaf Spot, and Zonate. Much of the material has excellent adaptation to

tropical conditions, and has been evaluated at numerous international locations, but
also performes well at temperate locations in the U.S.
The material also contains a wide range of genetically diverse germplasm, and
involves many internationally elite cultivars and breeding lines.The material does not
include the 700+ released Converted Lnes released in the Cooperative TAES/ ARSUSDA Sorghum Conversion Program, except for a few specific lines with specific
unique traits. The Converted lines continue to be freely available for distribution.
There are 380 items at College Station, and 411 items at Lubbock. The 380 at
College Station are duplicated at Lubbock, with an additional 31 items at Lubbock.
I do not have the entire list with complete pedigrees, traits, etc. put into a computer
file as yet(7/31/09), but have the first 161 completed. I am sending a FAX of the
complete hand-written plan to attach along with the Excel file of 161 items, so those
wanting to look at the material at College Station can use that to look at the complete
set. I will be working on completing the entire set in an Excel file form for use by those
viewing the College Station nursery, and for use by those looking at the Lubbock
nursery.
   At College Station, the nursery is now at a good stage good for viewing. Those
desiring to look at College Station should contact Bill Rooney( C-979-220-1951 or
office - 979-845-2151, or e-mail at wlr @ tamu.edu) or Bill Lyles or Delroy Collins at
979-845-2151, and they can show you the plots, and will also have the plans as of
7/31/099(or updated version as available).
   At Lubbock the material is now flowering (7/31/09), and should be good for viewing
and evaluation from early September thru probably the middle of October. To view
the material at Lubbock, people can contact me ( C 806-778-9081),and I would be
glad to go thru nursery with them, or contact Gary Peterson (806-746-6101) and he
can direct them to the nursery location.
   Also there will be a 100 Year Centennial Celebration of the Lubbock Experiment
Station/ Research Center/now Texas AgriLife Research Center on Thursday,
September 17, from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm, and some may want to combine that with a
viewing of the 411 plot nursery.
   People can contact me for additional information at my cell phone or e-mail at
   Jeff could you please send this to both public and private sorghum workers , both
explaining what the material is, and where, and the attached Excel file and scanned
hand writted comlete list with pedigrees , traits, etc.
If you are coming to the Amarillo Sorghum meeting and have time to get to Lubbock,
you can view the nursery, but understand that it will not be mature.
Regards, Darrell
Dr. Jeff Dahlberg
USCP
4201 N. Interstate 27
Lubbock, TX 79403
Office: 806-687-8727
Cell: 806-438-8501
E-mail:

DTR 2009 Distributions/Release Observation Nursery

PLOT SOURCE
1 08LTx3301
2 06L2
3 08LTx3303
4 06L4
5 06L5
6 08LTx3306
7 06L7
8 06L8
9 06L9
10 06L10
11 Tx08L3112
12 06LTx3312
13 06L13
14 08L3114
15 06L15
16 07L1906
17 06L17
18 06L18
19 07L2225
20 06L20
21 06L21
22 06L22
23 07L2227
24 06L24
25 06L25
26 06L26
27 07L2228
28 06L28
29 06L29
30 06L30
31 06L31
32 06L32
33 06L33
34 06L34
35 06L35
36 06L36
37 06L37
38 06L38
39 06L39
40 06L40
41 06L41
42 06L42
43 08L3115
44 06L44
45 08L3116
46 07L2229
47 06L47
48 08L3117
49 06L49

DESIG/NAME
Tx3301 / 88BDM499
Tx3302 / PL2120
Tx3303 / 95ED509
TX3304
Tx3305 / 82BDM1982-4
Tx3306 / 90CW8147
Tx3307 / 91BD1319
Tx3308 / 90EON328
Tx3309 / 96CD635
Tx3310 / 98CD187
Tx3311 / 96CD677
Tx3312
Tx3313
Tx3314 / 03L-B/R905
Tx3315 / 03L-BR918
Tx3316
Tx3317
Tx3318
Tx3319
Tx3320
Tx3321
Tx3322
Tx3323
Tx3324
Tx3325
Tx3326
Tx3327
Tx3328
Tx3329
Tx3330
Tx3331
Tx3332
Tx3333
Tx3334
Tx3335
Tx3336
Tx3337
Tx3338
Tx3339
Tx3340
Tx3341
Tx3342
Tx3343
Tx3344
Tx3345
Tx3346
Tx3347
Tx3348
Tx3349

PEDIGREE
(SC173*SC414)
((SC748*SC650)*SC414)
(86PL2120*87BH8606)-BD19
(86PL2120*87BH8606)-BD5
(86PL2120*87EON366)-BD6
(92BDM499*87EON366)-HF8
(SURENO*82BDM499)-BD18
(SURENO*82BDM499)-HD5
(SRN39*90EON328)-HF4
(87EON366*90EON328)-HF6
(87EON366*90EON328)-HF3
(SC173*SC414)
(SC414*SC428)
(TAM428*SC502)
(TAM428*SC502)
(SC23*QL3(I))
(R4317*SC425)
(Tx432*SC38)
(BTx625*SC33)-BD5
(TP24R*SC33)-BD4
(R4317*SC418)
(82BDM499*SC574)-WE6
( ?? * ETHIOP. DUR DOC)
(SRN39*90EON328)-HF3
(87EON366*90EON328)-HF6-ED5
(87EON366*90EON328)-HF6-ED6
(87EON366*90EON328)-HD14-BD1
(87EON366*90EON328)-HD14-BD2
(87EON366*90EON328)-LD30
(87EON366*90EON328)-LD31
(87EON366*90EON328)-HD8
(87EON366*(SURENO*BDM499))-HD40
(87EON366*Tx2891)-BD2
(SURENO*Tx2891-HF17-BE5
(SURENO*82BDM499)-HD9
(SURENO*82BDM499)-14B
(MALISOR 84-7*90EON328)-HF14
(MALISOR 84-7*90EON328)-HF9
(CE151*BDM499)-LD17
(90EON328*CE151)-LD11
(90EON328*CE151)-BD15
(90EON328*CE151)--BD18
(90EON328*CE151)-LA37
(90EON328*CE151)-LA45
(90EON328*CE151)-LA49
(90EON328*CE151)-LA59
(86PL2120*M50069)
(88BE2668*BDM499)-HD14
(90EON328*KUYUMA)-BE7

TRAITS
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES
DM RES

TRAITS TRAITS TRAITS
DT/PR/G LDG/S/W WA
LDG/S/W
DT/PR/PO WR/GM
WR/GM
LDR
WR/GM
DT/G

TRAITS
G BR LN

WR/GM

G BR LN
G BR LN
G BR LN

DT/G

LDG/S/W

WA
WA
WA

OTHER
START DM P5 REL SET (60)
(PLOTS1 - 60)
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50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

06L50
06L51
06L52
06L53
06L54
06L55
06L56
06L57
06L58
06L59
06L60
03L4020
06L8
06L61
08Lo84op
08BE87op
06L273
06L274
06L278
06L280
O6L282
06L283
08Lo109op
08BE110op
08Lo112op
08Lo115op
08BE117op
08BE120op
08Lo121op
08Lo122op
ICSV
08BE124op
08BE126op
08BE127op
08Lo128op
08Lo129op
08BE130op
08Lo133op
08Lo135op
08Lo138op
08Lo139op
08BE142op
08BE143op
08BE144op
08Lo146op
08BE151op
08Lo154op
08Lo156op
08BE157op
08BE159op

Tx3350
Tx3351
Tx3352
Tx3353
Tx3354
Tx3355
Tx3356
Tx3357
Tx3358
Tx3359
Tx3360
SC414-12E/IS2508DER
Tx3308 / 90EON328
SURENO
95ED508
92BD1016
03L-B/R906

R968-CD5

R968-CD2

(90EON328*ICSV1089BF)-BE9
DM RES
(90EO328*90CC549(SURENO*VG153)-BE6-BD2 DM RES SomeWR
(90EO328*90CC549(Sureno*VG153)-BE10-BD1 DM RES SomeWR
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF13)-HL3
DM RES
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF13)-HL7
DM RES
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF13)-HL15
DM RES
(BTx623*QL3(I))*(BTx643*B9501))-HL14
DM RES
(BTx623*QL3(I))*(BTx643*B9501))-HL30
DM RES
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF14)-HL13--PR3
DM RES
LDG/S/W
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF14)-HL13--PR2
DM RES
LDG/S/W
(BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF14)-HL13--PR7
DM RES
LDG/S/W
BC3 CK/CK CHECK
DM RES
WA
CHECK
DM RES
CHECK
WR/GM
WA
(86PL2120*87BH8606)-BD19
DMRES
(R5647*(SC414*SC326-6))
DMRES
((BTx623*QL3(I))*BHF13)-HL14-BD2
DMRES
(TAM428*SC502)
DMRES
X-CCBRON221-1-CD3
DMRES
(90EON328*CE151)-LA42
DMRES
(90EON328*CE151)-LA36
DMRES
((BTx623*QL3(I))*((B1*B9501)/BON125)-HL14
DMRES
(SURENO*Tx2891)-HF17-BE5
DMRES
(WSV387*(CE151*BDM499)-LD17/-LA1--LB/
DMRES
(90EON328*90CC549)-BD16---BD3
DMRES
WR/GM
(BDM499*87EON366)-HF31---CD3-BD2
DMRES
(98CD192*KUYUMA)-BE1-BD3-DMRES
(SRN39*90EON328)-HF44
DMRES
(90EON328*CE151)-LD11-BD5
DMRES
(90EON328*CE151)-BD6-BD2
DMRES
(90EON328*(S35*ICSV401)-1-3/7IOB179
DMRES
(98CD192*KUYUMA)-BE3-BD2-HD1
DMRES
(90EON328*98CA4598)/(EO361*EO343)/-BE18
(90EON328*KUYUMA)-BE17-HD1-BD1
DMRES
(96CD635*MACIA)-HF14
DMRES
(96CD635*99GWO92)-HF5-HD1-BD2
DMRES
(96CD635*99GWO92)-HF56-HD1-BD1
DMRES
(96CD635*MACIA)-HF15-HD1-BD2
DMRES
(WSV387*(CE151*BDM499)-LD17)-LA1-LB/
DMRES
(90EOM328*90CC549)-BE6
DMRES
(90EOM328*90CC549)-BE16
DMRES
(90EON328*(S35*ICSV401)-1-3/7IOB179)-BE7 DMRES
(90EON328*(S35*ICSV401)-1-3/7IOB179)-BE9
(90EON328*CE151)-LD11
DMRES
(90EON328*90CC549)-BE16---BD4
DMRES
(96CD635*90E0N343)-HF12-HF12-BD2-BD1
DMRES
(90E0N328*ICSV1089BF)-HF28
DMRES
(87EON366*CE151)-HD30
DMRES
(87EON366*90EON328)-HF6
DMRES
(LG70*90EON328)-BD47
DMRES

B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
B-LINE
Good Breeding Line
Good Breeding Line
Other DM res lines not in Rel set
( 65 - 110)

B-LINE

SUS-?

SUS-?
2HS

Adv Gen(97-109)
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100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

08Lo161op
08Lo162op
08Lo162op
08BE165op
08BE169op
08Lo170op
08BE171op
08Lo172op
08Lo176op
08BE177op
06L275
08LWR201
08LWR202
08LWR203
06L61
06L62
08L3111
07L1957
08LWR208
07L1959
06L68
07L1961
06L70
06L71
06L87
06L95
06L72
06L75
06L73
06L76
06L77
06L80
06L78
06L79
06L81
06L82
07L1976
06L83
06L93
07L1979
06L88
06L89
07L1982
06L91
07L1984
07L1985
07L1986
07L1987
07L1988
07L1989

90CD192-4
Tx430
Tx2536
SC170-6-17
SURENO
Tx3361 / 90EON343
Tx3362 / 99GWO92
Tx3363 / 80B2892
Tx3364 / 88BH8606-6
Tx3365 / TP-?-5?sh3
Tx3366 / R4317
Tx3367 / R6078
Tx3368 / R6078TM
Tx3369 / 92BE6335
Tx3370 / 97BR030
Tx3371
Tx3372 / 90L19178
Tx3373 / 90L19037
Tx3374 / 90CC549
Tx3375 / 19178/OC
Tx3376
Tx3377 / 00CA4051
Tx3378 / 96CA5986
Tx3379 / OOCA4879
Tx3380 / 01BD5546
Tx3381
Tx3382 / 89B5544
Tx3383 / 5CA1765
Tx3384
Tx3385
Tx3386
Tx3387
Tx3388
Tx3389
Tx3390
Tx3391
Tx3392
Tx3393
Tx3394
Tx3395

(90EO328*(S35*ICSV401)-1-3/7IOB179)--BE7-(90EON328*90CC549)-BE10
(90EON328*98CA4598(EO361*EO343))-BE18
(96CD635*90EON343)-HD10
(96CD635*MACIA)-HF2
(96CD635*MACIA)-HF10
(90EON328*(EO361*EO343))-HF27
(96CD635*MACIA)-HF13
(WSV387*CE151*BDM499)-LD17)-LAI-----LB2
(WSV387*CE151*BDM499)-LD17)-LAI-----LB3
Sis of 98CD187/(87EON366*90EON328)
WTHR SUS CHECK
WTHR SUS CHECK
MOD RES WTHR CHECK
WTHR/GR MOLD RES CHECK
(Tx2895*(SC170*MR4-4671))
(86EON361*90EON343)
(SC748-5*SC630-11E)
(TX433*(SC748-5*SC630-11E))
TP 4 Pop Der
(SC170-6-17*MR4-4671)LEC
(SC170-6-17*MR4-4671)-HL15
(SC170-6-17*MR4-4671)-HL15/TM
(Tx2891*R4317)-BD1
(R4317*SC748-5)-C2
(SURENO*(SC170*MR4-4671))-HD7
(M84-7*VG153)-LBK-PR7
(M84-7*VG153)-L6-LBK
SURENO*VG153)-HF41
(M84-7*VG153)-LBK-PR7/OUTCROSS
(VG153*(TAM428*San Barn.III)-23)-BE2
(M84-7*88BH8606)-BE4
(SURENO*87EON366)-CW3
(87EON366*(CS3541*SC630))
(87EON366*(M84-7*SURENO)-Tx2)-BE7
(CE151*LG70)-LA10
(SC719*SC650)
(BTx643*SC650-11E)
(Tx2907*90EON343)-HL15
(86EON361*88BH8606-6)-HL13
(ICSV1089BF*MACIA)-HF2
(MACIA*SURENO)-HF11
(MACIA*SURENO)-HF9
(SURENO*KUYUMA)-BE32
(ICSV4OO*90L19178)-HF22
(90EON328(Tx3308)*90CC549)-BE16
(86EON361*90CC549)-HF25
(90EON328*(86E0N361*90EON343))-BE18
(90EON328*(86E0N361*90EON343))-BE19
(DORADO*(86EON361*90EON343))-HF46

DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES
DMRES

wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res DT/PRE
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res SproutRes
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res

2HS
WR/GM

LG Seed

WthrRes(WR)/GrMold(GM)Res.
Set(45)Plots115-159)-Tx No's
are pre-release designations.

DK Red,No UC
Waxy Endosperm
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150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

07L1990
07L1991
07L1992
07L1993
07L1994
06L65
06L85
08L3092
06L74
06L98
06L61
06L8

Tx3396
Tx3397
Tx3398
Tx3399
Tx3400
Tx3401
Tx3402
Tx3403
Tx3404
Tx3405
SURENO
Tx3308 / 90EON328

(90EON328*ICSV1089BF)-BE9
(90EON328*KUYUMA)-HF27
(98CD192*KUYUMA)-BE1
(B.DLO357*B.LD6wx)-BD24
(B.HL9*B.DLO357)-BE3
SC748-5 / IS3552 Der / BC1
SC630-11E(II) / IS1269 Der / BC3
SC650-11E(t) / IS2868 Der / BC3
VG153 / (Wa1-1*IS9327-1) / M62676
ICSV1089BF / ICRISAT Line
CHECK
(SURENO*82BDM499)-HD5

wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res SproutRes
wr/gm res SproutRes
wr/gm res
wr/gm res
wr/gm res REPEAT
DMRES WR/GM REPEAT

Sis of Plot 50(Tx3350)
Sis of Plot 76
B-Line
B-Line
B-Line
B-Line

InternationalType/So.Africa Br
Material/Lines(Plots161-240)
Looked very good in Southern
Africa region,& Cent. Amer, good
yield pot. in W. Africa, good yld.
pot. over US including S. Tx &
Puerto Rico. Most as breeding
Material/Lines.
Plots241-297 are Drought Res/
Tol. mostly R-Lines--Pre and/or
Post flowering Dt. Res plus Ldg
Res(stalkand/or weak neck)&
many with overall good Dt. Toler.
Plots 298-320 are useful miscellanous materials with such as
Wide Adapt.,Yield, Dt Res, Ldg
Res, Disease Res
Plots 320-380 areB/A lines,many
with DtRes(Pre?/orPost)plusLDG
Res(stalk/weak neck),TanPlant,
R&W seed, WaxyEndo
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200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
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250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
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300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
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350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
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400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Schmitt, Brian C.
Bill Rooney; George L Hodnett
McCutchen, Bill; Schuerman, Peter L.
FW: paper
Wednesday, August 05, 2009 12:00:25 PM
Redline.pdf

Regards,
Brian Schmitt
Brian Schmitt, J.D.
Intellectual Property Manager
Registered Patent Attorney
Office of Technology Commercialization
Texas A&M University System
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
College Station, TX 77845
979-862-6832
bschmitt@tamu.edu
-----Original Message----From: Hanson, Robert E. [
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2009 11:29 AM
To: Schmitt, Brian C.
Subject: RE: paper

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

]

-----Original Message----From: Schmitt, Brian C. [mailto:Brian.Schmitt@tamu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2009 8:23 AM
To: Hanson, Robert E.
Subject: FW: paper

Brian Schmitt
Brian Schmitt, J.D.
Intellectual Property Manager
Registered Patent Attorney
Office of Technology Commercialization
Texas A&M University System
1700 Research Parkway, Suite 250
College Station, TX 77845
979-862-6832
bschmitt@tamu.edu
-----Original Message----From: George L Hodnett [mailto:ghodnett@ag.tamu.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2009 5:47 PM
To: Schmitt, Brian C.
Cc: wlr@tamu.edu
Subject: RE: paper

>>> "Schmitt, Brian C." <Brian.Schmitt@tamu.edu> 7/29/2009 1:58 PM >>>
Bill:

Regards,

Brian Schmitt

From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 3:41 PM
To: Schmitt, Brian C.; Schuerman, Peter L.
Cc: 'George L Hodnett'
Subject: paper

bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151

From:
To:

Bill Rooney

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: PLBR -GC Seminar - September 4
Wednesday, September 02, 2009 6:30:00 PM
Sept 4 Flyer pdf

I'm sure you got this, but if you can attend, please do so.
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Anna J Fox [mailto:AFox@ag.tamu.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 4:15 PM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: PLBR -GC Seminar - September 4

PLANT BREEDING/GENETICS CIRCLE
“Improving Food Quality in Crops –
An End Use Perspective”
Presented By

Dr. Joseph M. Awika
Assistant Professor
Food Science and Technology

Friday, September 4th, 12:00 – 1:00 PM; Heep Center 440

Bring your lunch; Soft drinks provided

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

McCutchen, Bill
Avant, Bob; wlr@tamu.edu; stelly@tamu.edu; Mullet, John E.; ssearcy@tamu.edu; jwrichardson@tamu.edu;
Dugas, William; Lunt, David; Hussey, Mark
Slovacek, Jackie
Fw: Revised DARPA Visit Itinerary
Thursday, September 17, 2009 7:27:08 AM
DARPA Director Visit Itinerary - Sept 17-20 2009.doc
Lt Col Tony Bauernfeind Bio.doc

Another attendee. Please read Tony's bio as well.
Bill

From: Pollard, Claudia
To: 'tfossum@cvm.tamu.edu' <tfossum@cvm.tamu.edu>; Junkins, John; 'Theresa Maldonado'
<maldonado@tamu.edu>; McCutchen, Bill; Seemann, Jeffrey; 'David Shanahan'
<dshanahan@marycrowley.org>; Giroir, Brett; Shanks, LauraLee M.
Cc: 'Marcia Wenck' <MWenck@tamu.edu>; 'Deanna Jones' <deannajones@tamu.edu>; Slovacek,
Jackie; Lily Portales <lportales@tamu.edu>
Sent: Wed Sep 16 21:27:55 2009
Subject: Revised DARPA Visit Itinerary

Good evening –
We have been advised that Lt. Col. Tony Bauernfeind, military liaison for the Air Force to the
DARPA Director, will be accompanying Dr. Dugan on her visit to Aggieland. Please see the revised
itinerary and Col. Bauernfeind’s bio attached.
Regards,
Claudia
Claudia Pollard
Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Research
The Texas A&M University System
200 Technology Way, Suite 2043
College Station, TX 77845-3424
cpollard@tamu.edu
Phone: 979.458.6052
Fax: 979.458.6044
www.tamus.edu

DARPA Director Site Visit to The Texas A&M University System
September 17-20, 2009
College Station, Texas

Key Participants
Mr. Husameddin Almadani, President of the Graduate Student Council, Texas A&M University
Frank B. Ashley, III, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, The Texas A&M University System
Theresa W. Fossum, DVM, MS, Ph.D., Diplomate, ACVS
Director, Texas A&M Institute for Preclinical Studies
Tom and Joan Read Chair in Veterinary Surgery
Director and Founder, Texas A&M Institute for Preclinical Studies
Director, Clinical Programs and Biomedical Devices, Michael E. DeBakey Institute
Professor of Surgery, College of Veterinary Medicine
Brett Giroir, M.D.
Vice Chancellor for Research, The Texas A&M University System
Research Professor, Dwight Look College of Engineering
Adjunct Professor, The Bush School of Government and Public Service
John Junkins, Ph.D., P.E., NAE
Regents Professor, Distinguished Professor of Aerospace Engineering, Texas A&M University
Holder of the Royce E. Wisenbaker '39 Chair in Engineering
Director of Center for Mechanics and Control
R. Bowen Loftin, Ph.D., Interim President, Texas A&M University
Theresa A. Maldonado, Ph.D., P.E., Executive Associate Vice President for Research, Texas A&M
University; Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering Texas A&M University
Bill F. McCutchen, Ph.D., Associate Director, Texas AgriLife Research
Michael D. McKinney, M.D., Chancellor, The Texas A&M University System
Jeffrey R. Seemann, Ph.D., Vice President for Research, Texas A&M University
Mr. David Shanahan, Founder and President, G-CON, LLC
Karan L. Watson, Ph.D., P.E.
Interim Provost and Executive Vice President for Academics, Texas A&M University
Regents Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

ITINERARY
DARPA Director Site Visit
September 17-20, 2009
Thursday, September 17
6:13 p.m.

Dr. Regina Dugan, Lt. Col Tony Bauernfeind, and Ms. Patricia
Haigwood AR Houston IAH via Continental Airlines flt 1859
Giroir to meet party at IAH and drive to College Station

8:30 p.m.

Dinner at Christopher’s World Grille
Reservations at the College Station Hilton
(3 nights for Dr. Dugan, Col. Bauernfeind and Ms. Haigwood)

10:12 p.m.

Dr. Greg Kovacs arrives at Easterwood Airport
Continental flt 9578 IAH – CLL
LauraLee Shanks to meet Kovacs at airport
Overnight at Giroir residence

Friday, September 18
7:45 a.m.

Giroir to transport party to System Offices

8:00 – 8:30 a.m.

Meeting with Chancellor McKinney and Vice Chancellor Ashley
Chancellor’s Conference Room 2070

8:30 – 8:50 a.m.

Transport to main campus – Giroir

8:50 – 9:30 a.m.

Meeting with Interim President Loftin and Interim Provost Watson

9:30 – 9:45 a.m.

Break

9:45 – 10:30 a.m.

Meeting with Distinguished Professors
Room 701 Rudder Tower
Host: Dr. Theresa Maldonado

10:30 – 11:45 a.m.

Meeting with the Vice President for Research and College Deans –
Room 701 Rudder Tower
Host: Dr. Jeffrey Seemann, Vice President for Research

11:45 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

Lunch with Students – University Club, 11th Floor Rudder Tower
Host: Mr. Husameddin Almadani, President of the Graduate
Student Council

1:00 – 2:15 p.m.

Presentation and Town Hall Meeting with Faculty
Room 601 Rudder Tower
Host: Dr. Brett Giroir

2:30 p.m.

Transport Dr. Kovacs to Easterwood Airport – Shanks
American flt 3416 departs at 3:55 p.m.

2:30 – 3:00 p.m.

Briefing and Tour of the Land, Air and Space Robotics (LASR)
Laboratory – Room 108 Donald L. Houston Building, 200
Discovery Drive (Junkins’ Lab)
Host: Dr. John Junkins

3:10-3:40 p.m.

Bio-fuels Briefing and Demonstration
Borlaug Center for Southern Crop Improvement
Host: Dr. Bill McCutchen

4:00 – 4:30 p.m.

Modular Mobile Biomanufacturing Pods
Host: Mr. David Shanahan

4:45 – 5:15 p.m.

TIPS – Texas Institute for Preclinical Studies
Host: Dr. Terry Fossum

5:15 – 5:30 p.m.

Transport to Hotel - Giroir

6:20 p.m.

Transport from hotel to The Reed House – Giroir

6:30 p.m.

Reception and Dinner at The Reed House
Hosts: Mike and Lou Ann McKinney
Entertainment - The Singing Cadets and Ms. Jacqueline Giroir
Transport to hotel – Giroir

Saturday, September 19
2:45 p.m.

Transport to campus – Giroir

3:00 p.m.

Pre-Game Buffet – Duncan Dining Hall

4:30 p.m.

Depart Dining Hall via Bus - Giroir

5:00 p.m.

Review the Corps of Cadets
Lt. Gen. Loyd S. “Chip” Utterback, Commander, 13th Air Force,
Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii
Giroir and Dugan in Reviewing Stand

6:00 p.m.

Fightin’ Texas Aggie Football Game

Following game

Transport to Hotel

Sunday, September 20
Transport to Easterwood Airport - Giroir
10:25 a.m.

9/16/09

Depart College Station via American Eagle flt 3362
Stop – Dallas/Ft. Worth
AR Los Angeles 1:40 p.m.

BIOGRAPHY
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Lieutenant Colonel TONY D. BAUERNFEIND
Lieutenant Colonel Bauernfeind serves as the Air Force advisor to the
Director, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), on
Joint Service matters regarding technology development and transition
to warfighting commanders. He is the principle advisor to the Director
on all Air Force-specific matters and coordinates the interactions
between program managers and specific Air Force leaders in the
science and technology community. Colonel Bauernfeind advises
DARPA program managers on Joint warfighting problem areas that
require technology solutions and assists in the development of
concepts of operations, training strategies, logistics support strategies,
and experimentation plans to facilitate transition of technology to the
services.
Colonel Bauernfeind earned his commission from the US Air Force
Academy in 1991. Earning his wings in 1992, he has flown more than
3,400 hours as an aircraft commander, instructor pilot and evaluator
pilot in the MC-130E and MC-130H aircraft. Colonel Bauernfeind has commanded special operations forces
at the squadron and group level and served as the Deputy Commander, Combined Joint Special Operations
Air Component during Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom.
Colonel Bauernfeind is married to the former Patricia Barnard of Dallas, TX, and they have one son, Drake.

EDUCATION:
1991 Distinguished Graduate, Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, US Air Force Academy, Colorado
1997 Distinguished Graduate, Squadron Officer School, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama
2000 Master of Business Administration, Auburn University, Alabama
2004 Distinguished Graduate, Air Command and Staff College, Master of Military Operational Art and
Science, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama
2005 Master of Airpower Art and Science, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, Maxwell Air Force
Base, Alabama
2006 Air War College, by correspondence
2009 Military Fellow, RAND Corporation (Senior Developmental Education), Santa Monica, California

ASSIGNMENTS:
1. July 1991 – August 1992, Distinguished Graduate, Undergraduate Pilot Training, Columbus AFB,
Mississippi
2. September 1992 – July 1993, C-130 and MC-130E Combat Talon Initial Mission Qualification, Little Rock
AFB, Arkansas and Hurlburt Field, Florida
st
3. July 1993 – January 1997, MC-130E Aircraft Commander and MC-130H Instructor Pilot, 1 Special
Operations Squadron, Kadena AB, Japan
th
4. January 1997 – January 1998, MC-130H Instructor Pilot, 550 Special Operations Squadron, Kirtland
AFB, New Mexico
nd
5. January – August 1998, Student F-15 Pilot, 2 Fighter Squadron, Tyndall AFB, Florida
6. August 1998 – September 2001, MC-130H Instructor Pilot, Standardization and Evaluation Pilot and
th
th
Assistant Director of Operations, 15 Special Operations Squadron and Wing Executive Officer, 16 Special
Operations Wing, Hurlburt Field, Florida

7. September 2001 – June 2003, Chief, Special Operations Forces/Combat Search and Rescue Branch,
Global Mobility and Special Operations Capability Requirements Division, Directorate of Operational
Capability Requirements, Deputy Chief of Staff for Air and Space Operations, Headquarters United States Air
Force, Pentagon, Washington, DC
8. July 2003 – July 2004, Student, Air Command and Staff College, Maxwell AFB, Alabama
9. July 2004 – June 2005, Student, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, Maxwell AFB, Alabama
10. June – October 2005, Chief Special Warfare Division, Headquarters United States Air Force Doctrine
Center, Maxwell AFB, Alabama
11. November 2005 – January 2006, MC-130H Requalification Training, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico
th
12. January – May 2008, Operations Officer and Commander, 15 Special Operations Squadron, Hurlburt
Field, Florida (August – December 2006, Commander, Combined Joint Special Operations Air Detachment,
st
May – September 2007, Commander, 1 Expeditionary Special Operations Group)
13. June 2008 – June 2009, Military Fellow, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California
14. June 2009 – Present, Special Assistant to the Director, DARPA, Arlington, Virginia

FLIGHT INFORMATION:
Rating: Command Pilot
Flight Hours: 3,400+
Aircraft Flown: MC-130H, MC-130E, C-130E

MAJOR AWARDS AND DECORATIONS:
Bronze Star with oak leaf cluster
Meritorious Service Medal with three oak leaf clusters
Air Medal with oak leaf cluster
Aerial Achievement Medal with oak leaf cluster
Commendation Medal with two oak leaf clusters
Joint Service Achievement Medal
Air Force Achievement Medal with two oak leaf clusters
Humanitarian Service Medal

EFFECTIVE DATES OF PROMOTION:
Second Lieutenant
First Lieutenant
Captain
Major
Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel

(Current as of Aug 2006)

29 May 1991
29 May 1993
29 May 1995
1 Mar 2002
1 Mar 2006
Selected (estimate fall 2009)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Steve Hague"
"David Baltensperger"
FW: FW: SIU 98 and 162
Saturday, August 29, 2009 11:09:00 AM
PRC Reviews TAMU SIUP Cotton - Combined.pdf
Registration of TAM SIUP 98 andTAM SIUP 162 .doc
TAM SIUP 98 and TAM SIUP 162.Release Proposal Coversheet.doc

Steve:
I was asked to review your P and T mid-term package, and in the package I noted that you had a JPR
manuscript accepted on the registration of SIU 98 and 162.
I'm glad to see that you are efforting to get these registered quickly, but we do have one small
problem. The lines have not been officially released by TAMU or Texas Agrilife. If you recall, the
release proposal was tentatively recommended, pending a few modifications in the release document.
I'm forwarding the message that was originally sent a year ago, and then I resent it in January. If
you've sent me something regarding the revision, please accept my apologies and resend it, because I
have not received. Once I get that, I can confirm the changes and forward the recommendation to
release to Dr. McCutchen.
Thanks,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, January 19, 2009 10:07 AM
To: 'Hague Steve'
Subject: FW:
Hey, Steve:
I'm following up on PRC information and I don't recall ever getting any revisions back on this particular
release. If you sent them before, please send them again. If you haven't, please let me know if you
plan to revise and push through to release. I'd like to get this off of my pending list into a finished
category.
regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2008 11:50 AM
To: 'shague@tamu.edu'
Subject:
Steve:
The PRC meet on August 14, 2008 and considered your proposal for the release of SIUP cotton
germplasm. The committee recommended release pending some minor editing.
Some recommendations were mentioned in the external reviews (attached). Please address those in
your revision. In addition, I would prefer that we not include the appendix in the final proposal. Finally,
on the coversheet, it indicates that the material is freely available while in the back of the document it
indicates that it is available through MTA. So please clarify the policy so that it is consistent.
regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Bill Rooney
"Pam Wilhelm"; "Sonnie Feagley"
FW: Submitting invoice on contract 570491
Tuesday, September 15, 2009 8:24:00 AM
SignedScanned03275EK-004Invoice.pdf
High

This is an invoice from Baylor for a subcontract that I have with them. I'll bring a signed version later
this morning.
I approve payment from their subcontract account.
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Doughty, Phyllis R. [mailto:Phyllis_Doughty@baylor.edu]
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2009 3:41 PM
To: wlr@tamu.edu; wphawke@ag.tamu.edu
Cc: Chambliss, Kevin; Todd, Cindy; Davis, Chris
Subject: Submitting invoice on contract 570491
Importance: High

Attached is invoice 03275EK-004 which represents the quarterly billing for 6/1/2009 –
8/31/2009 under the contract between Texas AgriLife Research and Baylor University for
the project "Advancing Texas Biofuel Production". Project director is Dr. Kevin Chambliss.
The signed original will be in the mail tomorrow.
Please let me know if you need further information.

Phyllis Doughty, CRA
Project Coordinator
Office of Sponsored Programs
Baylor University
Phone 254-710-6588
Fax 254-710-3534
The information transmitted herein is intended only for the person or entity to which address and may contain confidential and/or
privileged material, the disclosure of which is governed by applicable law. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or
taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive
this in error, please contact the sender and destroy the materials contained in this message. Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bill Rooney
"Selahattin Aydin"
"Brummett, Robert G."
FW: Sweet Sorghum Project
Monday, August 10, 2009 4:53:00 PM
Material Request Form r1-2 Selahattin.doc

Selahattin
Can you please fill out the following form and send it forward to Mr. Robert Brummett as he is the
contact on this.
Regards,
Bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Brummett, Robert G. [mailto:brummettr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 4:17 PM
To: Bill Rooney
Cc: Brummett, Robert G.
Subject: RE: Sweet Sorghum Project

Bill,
The best thing to do would be to have them submit a Material Request Form if they’ve not
already done so (do you know if they have?). I’ll be glad to send it to them, or you can (its
attached).
Thanks for the heads up.
-Robert
From: Bill Rooney [mailto:wlr@tamu.edu]
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 3:36 PM
To: Brummett, Robert G.
Cc: 'Selahattin Aydin'
Subject: FW: Sweet Sorghum Project
Robert:
We would like to distribute F2 seed of some sweet x non-sweet populations to a faculty
member in Turkey who is interested in mapping sweet sorghum QTLs. WE would provide seed
of the F2 population and they would derive the population for evaluation in Turkey. This would
be populations that we have not mapped but have used for breeding.
Let me know your thoughts and what we should do and can do to make this happen.

regards,
bill

Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message----From: Selahattin Aydin [
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2009 1:37 PM
To: Bill Rooney
Subject: Re: Sweet Sorghum Project

Dear Dr. Rooney,
Have you had any news from the licencing office yet? please let me know, best
regards...
Selahattin

On Wed, Jul 22, 2009 at 8:03 AM, Bill Rooney <wlr@tamu.edu> wrote:
Selahattin:
It'll be very difficult to cross M81 with Tx623 because of the maturity. The only way to do it
that I know of is to grow and cross them in the winter season under short days.
I have an F2 population of
that we are not using for mapping. If you would like
that, I think that I can provide you with that material. Obviously you'll have to derived the RILs,
but this should get you a little further down the line.
I have to check with our licensing office to make sure that they are okay with providing the
material, but I don't expect anything major - you may have to sign a simple agreement
indicating that you got the material from us. Either way, I'll let you know.
regards,
bill
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151
-----Original Message-----

From: Selahattin Aydin
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2009 12:38 PM
To: Bill Rooney
Subject: Sweet Sorghum Project

]

Dear Dr. Rooney,
I hope you are doing well, and enjoying with summer time.
As you we have an ongoing project funded by National Science Foundation
(TUBITAK), and
the topic is about determination of the markers that affect the sugar rate in
sorghum.
So far, we tried to establish the F1's, but unfortunately we could not produce
F1. The reason is that
M81E is not flowering in our environment or flowering very late, so we could
not have a chance to cross with BTx623.
Right now we need to find or produce F1 that we can can continue to the
project.
What I am asking now that if you have any F1 population produced between
BTx623 and one of the sugar sorghum lines,
we ask you to help us to have some F1 seeds in order to finish this project. At
the end when we have the paper to publish we
are going to put your name on the paper.
So I look forward to hearing a good news from you, regards...
Selahattin Aydin

The Texas A&M University System
Material Request Form
1. Name of Your Organization
2. Check the box if your organization is a signatory of
the UBMTA:
3. Name and title of person requesting material

6. Type of Organization (check one)
For Profit Organization
University or Non-Profit Organization
Government Agency
Other
7. Name of contact for contractual matters

4. Email address:
8. Email address:
5. Phone number:
9. Phone number:
10. Material Requested (please identify quantities requested; attach additional pages as necessary)
F2 populations of two different sweet x non-sweet sorghum populations (specific populations to be determined)
that will be further developed for mapping sweet sorghum QTL in Turkish environments.
11. Material Creator (if known)
William L. Rooney, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2474
12. Intended Use (attach additional pages as necessary)
QTL mapping studies of sweet sorghum biomass quality and composition traits.

13. Does the intended use include the development of commercial products?
Yes
14. Requested duration of MTA
17. Date Materials Needed
15. Shipping Address

18. Organization Main Address

16. Special Instructions

19. Billing Address

No

Questions? Please contact MTA@tamu.edu for assistance. After completing this form, please return to the
Office of Technology Commercialization. Our office will contact you regarding your request.
Via email: MTA@tamu.edu
Via fax: (979) 845-1402

Via mail:
Office of Technology Commercialization
3369 TAMU

College Station, TX 77843-3369
v. 1.2 / November 11, 2008

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kimberly Christiansen
Joan Frederick; wlr@tamu.edu
Fw: Wire Transfer - PCCMCA Meeting
Thursday, August 27, 2009 1:33:33 PM
rene.pdf
rene2.pdf

Attached is a copy of the wire transfer for your travel expenses to the PCCMCA meeting.

GlobalPay Alliance - Order Details

Order Details

Help

Order Date: 25-AUG-2009 10:58:19
Base Currency: USD
Status: Processed
Authorized By: Mary Lagrange

Client: University of Nebraska Lincoln
Order ID: 2775801
Initiated By: James Treat
Dir Product Ccy
Buy

WIRE

FX
Fee
Rate
Amt
USD 1900.00 10.00 1.000000

Base
Beneficiary
Notes to
Notes to
Dealer
Amt
Beneficiary Travelex Comment
1900.00 RENE CLARA PCCMCA
VALENCIA

Totals

1900.00 10.0

Meeting

1900.00

Overall Base Ccy Total : 1910
Sequence ID

Foreign Currency

1

USD

Foreign Amount
1900.00
Total :

Legend:

Rejected Line Item

Append to Current Order

https://order.fx4business.com/servlet/VTDController [8/26/2009 3:56:00 PM]

1900.00

Download Receipt
Back

GlobalPay Alliance - Beneficiary Details

Beneficiary Details
RENE CLARA VALENCIA
Created By:
Last Updated By:
Product:
Country:

Bank Name:
Account Number:
Street Address:
City:
Country:

Eva Bass
James Treat
WIRE

Created On:
Last Updated On:
Currency:
Email:

Banking Information
Bank Code:
Banco Agricola SA
Swift Code:
San Salvador
El Salvador

31-MAY-2001
26-OCT-2005
USD

CAGRSVSS

Prov/State:
Postal/Zip Code:

Beneficiary Address Information
Street Address:
City:
Country:

Correspondent Bank Name:
Account Number:

Prov/State:
Postal/Zip Code:
Correspondent Bank Information
ABA Number:
CITIBANK NA
Remitter:

021000089

Update
Close
Note: Banking and address information is often removed from the system to ensure security. Travelex maintains all data internally, even if it is
not shown here.

https://order.fx4business.com/servlet/DisplayBenInfo?ben=478844 [8/26/2009 3:56:19 PM]

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Baltensperger
Carol Rhodes
David Baltensperger
Fwd: 2010 Texas A&M AgriLife Conference -- Call for Conference Workgroup Meetings/Workshops/Professional
Development Sessions, Seminars
Wednesday, October 28, 2009 6:11:07 PM
2010 Texas AM AgriLife Conference -- Call for ConferenceWorkgroup Meet... (71.6 KB).msg

David D. Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Phone 979-845-3041
Fax 979-845-0456
Email dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu

From:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Patricia Gerling
David Baltensperger; Gary Ellis; Lupe Landeros; Juan Landivar; Judy K Gully; Jeff Howard; John Nichols; Kevin
Heinz; Martin Dickman; Leland Pierson; Ruben Saldana; Steve Brown; jelliot@aged.tamu.edu; Michael J
Bodenchuk; Thomas J Gerik; ecastiglioni@cvm.tamu.edu; Floron Faries; Steve Whisenant; tjh@otsc.tamu.edu; Ari
Michelsen; Angela B Burkham; Al N Nelson; Brenda Rue; B. L. Harris; Charla Bading; Charles Long; Cheryl
Mapston; Carol A Rice; Dale Fritz; Donald Kelm; Don Renchie; Elaine K Fries; emgreen@tamu.edu; Fuller Bazer;
Frank Gilstrap; Galen Chandler; Gary Acuff; Greg D Reinhart; glaine@tamu.edu; Hurley Miller; John Carey; Joan
Chandler; Jett Major; Jeffrey Ripley; James Segers; John Sweeten; jkeeton@tamu.edu; J. Michael Gould; Bill
Holloway; John Walker; Luis Saldana; Ted Wilson; Monty Dozier; Marvin Ensor; Montza Williams; Scott Durham;
Neville Clarke; Neal Wilkins; Pete Murano; Ray Bader; Ramona Kellam; Rebecca Parker; Robert Richter; Ron
Woolley; riskowski@tamu.edu; Susan Ballabina; Tim D Davis; Doug Andrews; Thomas Lacher; Vincent J
Mannino; bog@tfs.tamu.edu; TBeckham@tvmdl.tamu.edu
Beverley Rose; Danielle Galow; Dorothy See; Joe Cox; Kathy Koza; Lynette Huval; Mary Ruth Patranella; Sonya
Stranges; Terrell Johnson; Vic Seidel; bdouglass@dsmail.tamu.edu; bmccutchen@dsmail.tamu.edu; Jim R Clark;
srobertson@poultry.tamu.edu; david crenshaw@tamu-commerce.edu; Ann Kenimer; a-wilson@tamu.edu;
aaconchola@tamu.edu; akurk@tamu.edu; Alan R Sams; Bernadette Johnson; Bonnie McGee;
bdouglass@tamu.edu; Bill Gibbs; blcotton@tamu.edu; Bill McCutchen; cady@tamu.edu; Craig Nessler ;
cskaggs@tamu.edu; Donna Alexander; Dan Bogart; Don Cawthon; Darrell Dromgoole; Deanie Dudley; Diane
Gilliland; David K Lunt; Danielle Harris; Debbie King; David Reed; Elizabeth Gregory; Edwin Price; Ed Smith; gglenn@tamu.edu; g-hyden@tamu.edu; Johnny Fazzino; j-slovacek@tamu.edu; Judy Young; Kyle Smith; karenhodges@tamu.edu; Larry Boleman; l-palmer@tamu.edu; Linda Willis; Lynette@tamu.edu; m-delisa@tamu.edu;
Mike McCasland; m-patranella@tamu.edu; Maryland Mitchell; Mark A Hussey; Norma Pantoja; Nancye Penn; pgerling@tamu.edu; Pete Gibbs; Ron D Lacewell; s-morris@tamu.edu; s-schultz@tamu.edu; Stephen Schulze; sapayton@tamu.edu; Toni Beamon; Teresa Gold; t-shupak@tamu.edu; Bill A Dugas; Bill McConnell;
zaner@tamu.edu; allen.rasmussen@tamuk.edu; belinda.hughes@tamuk.edu; cbrown@tfs.tamu.edu;
joverhouse@tfs.tamu.edu; jfisher@tvmdl.tamu.edu; smorris@tvmdl.tamu.edu
2010 Texas A&M AgriLife Conference -- Call for Conference Workgroup Meetings/Workshops/Professional
Development Sessions, Seminars
Wednesday, October 28, 2009 6:07:39 PM
MEETING and ROOM REQUEST.doc
MEETING and ROOM REQUEST.pdf
High

This year's 2010 Texas A&M AgriLife Conference, "Shaping the World," will be held
from January 11 to 15 on the Texas A&M University Campus.  
This will serve as the “annual call” for conference meetings. The Texas A&M AgriLife
Conference offers your department, unit or work group with an opportunity to schedule a
meeting/workshop during this annual conference. To assist you in your planning efforts,
the attached overview provides an outline of the conference program to include meetings
and activities that have been scheduled to date.   [Please note: this request is also being
sent to each individual who hosted/coordinated a meeting during last year's conference.]
If you are interested in scheduling an activity during this year’s conference, please
complete the attached form [provided as a WORD and PDF file ] indicating the nature of
the session (workshop, meeting, etc...), the presenter(s) or meeting chair, and preferences
for day and time. You must return this form if you wish to have a room scheduled for
your meeting and have it appear on the conference website, registration information and
final printed program. Toni Beamon and I will be coordinating the conference schedule
and assisting you with specific room and meeting needs. Please note that due to the MSC
construction, room availability will be constrained this year, and we appreciate your
consideration in hosting your meeting in an alternative location across campus.
In order to meet your scheduling needs, please return the attached form to Toni
Beamon via e-mail or fax (979.845.0181) as soon as possible and no later than
Monday, November 9. Room requests will be filled on a first-come, firstscheduled basis.
Patricia Gerling, Conference Team Coordinator
Assistant Vice Chancellor for University and System Relations
Vice Chancellor/Dean's Office p-gerling@tamu.edu   979.845.4756
Toni Beamon

Vice Chancellor/Dean's Office t-beamon@tamu.edu   979.847-9066
____________________________________
Patricia W. Gerling M.Ed. '04
Assistant Vice Chancellor for University and System Relations
Texas A&M AgriLife
2147 TAMU

|

College Station, TX 77843-2147

|

979.845.4756 979.845.0181 FAX
p-gerling@tamu.edu
http://agrilife.tamu edu
NOTE NEW OFFICE LOCATION: Room 208, Wells Fargo Building, Bryan - Texas

_________________________________

P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

2010 Texas A&M AgriLife Conference
REQUEST TO SCHEDULE A WORKSHOP/SEMINAR/MEETING
Actual Title of Meeting/Workshop [for Printed Program/Website]:_________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Preferable Date/Time of Program/Activity:___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is meeting open to all conference attendees or intended for a specific audience?_________
Vignette/Message [as appropriate, those meetings/forums that are open to all conference
attendees will include a vignette message regarding the purpose of the forum [e.g., tour,
demonstration, meeting, forum, meetings, etc...] to encourage participation and attendance
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Room Needs (approx. # of participants/attendees)______________________________________
Lecture Set-up (chair only):_____ Workshop Set-up(tables/chairs): _______
Meeting Style: Conf. Table____ Hollow-Square ______ Open -U ___________
Other (please describe)________________________________________________________
Special Needs:

Slide Projector
Overhead Projector
Podium _________
Computer/ethernet connection______
Other (equipment, A/V table, microphone, etc ;________________________
______________________________________________________________
NOTE: All meeting organizers are responsible for providing their own computer & computer projector

Name of Contact / Requesting Party:_____________________________________________________
Telephone # _________________________ Fax #:_________________________________________
E-mail address:______________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes:_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
=================================================================================
CONFIRMED INFORMATION (to be completed by Vice Chancellor’s Office)
Room Assigned:__________________________
Date / Time:____________________________________________________________
Room Set-Up:

Lecture:_____________
Workshop:___________
Meeting Set-Up: Conference Table ____ Hollow-square______ Open-U______
Other:____________
Special Needs:
Slide Projector _________
Overhead Projector________
Podium _________
Computer/Ethernet connection_______
Other____________________________________________________________
(Submit form no later than noon on MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, to Toni Beamon 979.845.0181 FAX)

2010 Texas A&M AgriLife Conference
REQUEST TO SCHEDULE A WORKSHOP/SEMINAR/MEETING
Actual Title of Meeting/Workshop [for Printed Program/Website]:_________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Preferable Date/Time of Program/Activity:___________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is meeting open to all conference attendees or intended for a specific audience?_________
Vignette/Message [as appropriate, those meetings/forums that are open to all conference
attendees will include a vignette message regarding the purpose of the forum [e.g., tour,
demonstration, meeting, forum, meetings, etc...] to encourage participation and attendance
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Room Needs (approx. # of participants/attendees)______________________________________
Lecture Set-up (chair only):_____ Workshop Set-up(tables/chairs): _______
Meeting Style: Conf. Table____ Hollow-Square ______ Open -U ___________
Other (please describe)________________________________________________________
Special Needs:

Slide Projector
Overhead Projector
Podium _________
Computer/ethernet connection______
Other (equipment, A/V table, microphone, etc ;________________________
______________________________________________________________
NOTE: All meeting organizers are responsible for providing their own computer & computer projector

Name of Contact / Requesting Party:_____________________________________________________
Telephone # _________________________ Fax #:_________________________________________
E-mail address:______________________________________________________________________
Additional Notes:_____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
=================================================================================
CONFIRMED INFORMATION (to be completed by Vice Chancellor’s Office)
Room Assigned:__________________________
Date / Time:____________________________________________________________
Room Set-Up:

Lecture:_____________
Workshop:___________
Meeting Set-Up: Conference Table ____ Hollow-square______ Open-U______
Other:____________
Special Needs:
Slide Projector _________
Overhead Projector________
Podium _________
Computer/Ethernet connection_______
Other____________________________________________________________
(Submit form no later than noon on MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, to Toni Beamon 979.845.0181 FAX)

From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Baltensperger
David Baltensperger; Carol Rhodes
Fwd: Changes in C&G Protocol
Thursday, September 03, 2009 11:10:46 PM
Changes in CG Protocol (24.7 KB).msg

Please note switch of federal competitive research grants to Research Foundation.

David D. Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Phone 979-845-3041
Fax 979-845-0456
Email dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dugas, William
Ari Michelsen; Charles Long; Don Cawthon; Frank Gilstrap; Holloway, Bill; Jaroy Moore; John Sweeten; John
Walker; Juan Landivar; Michael Gould; Ted Wilson; Tom Gerik; Acuff, Gary R.; Baltensperger, David; Bazer,
Fuller; Castiglioni, Evelyn; Davis, Tim; Dennis Gross; Garry Adams; Gary Ellis; Glen Laine; Green, Eleanor;
Gregory Reinhart; Heinz, Kevin; Jack Elliot; jkeeton@tamu.edu; John Carey; Nichols, John P; Riskowski,
Gerald; Steve Whisenant; Tom Lacher; William Moyer; Bill Harris; Clark, Neville; Ed Price; Martin B. Dickman;
Neal Wilkins; Peter Murano; Tim Herrman
Hussey, Mark; Smith, Edward (Ed) G.; Diane Gilliland; McCutchen, Bill; Lunt, David; Leo Paterra; Fazzino,
Johnny
Changes in C&G Protocol
Thursday, September 03, 2009 5:16:34 PM

Unit Heads,
Please share this email widely w/ your faculty.
I sent you an email on 17 July 2009 concerning our contracts and grants (C&G) office (it is copied
below for your information). Here is an update on what has happened and what decisions I have made:

1. The ‘shared services’ committee continues its work, but has not come to any definitive
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

conclusions. We are assembling data on the volume and cost of various C&G offices w/in the
System. I am unclear what the outcome of this process will be.
Effective 1 Sept. 2009, a change in protocol for handling some proposals and awards from our
scientists will be implemented. Based upon a number of factors, I am requesting all
federal, competitive proposals submitted by AgriLife Research and College of
Agriculture faculty/scientists be routed thru and managed by (pre- and postaward) the Research Foundation (RF). For this purpose, a federal, competitive proposal
is defined as one that is submitted to a U.S. government agency [often in response to a public
RFP (or equivalent)], posted to Grants.gov, and peer reviewed.
Proposals already submitted by either entity (i.e. our C&G office or RF) will continue to be
managed by that entity.
There were about 400 federal, competitive proposals submitted in FY09 and about $20M/year of
federal, competitive awards to our faculty in FY09 that were routed thru our C&G office (i.e. not
thru the RF). The RF has assured us they can handle this increased load.
This change will have a fiscal effect. The RF charges a fee of from 2 to 7% of total direct costs
for its services (depending upon the nature of the proposal). This charge is captured by them
from IDCs collected. Thus, there may be less IDCs returned to the agency and units as a result
of this change. To ease the transition to the RF, the agency will consider a partial compensation
to ‘cover’ some of these IDC losses to the units in FY2010 (more to come on this).
This does not affect AgriLife Extension scientists.
We also will be providing additional personnel to our C&G office to relieve some of the
pressures they have been under.
We will monitor whether this change meets the criteria listed below, i.e. no significant reduction
in quality and quantity of services provided to users, increased efficiencies, etc.

Please immediately inform your faculty about this change. Our C&G staff will be working
directly w/ your faculty to facilitate this transition as your faculty prepare and submit these types of
proposals. The key contacts at the RF for pre-award services are:
Jane Zuber (979 845-8615) jzuber@rf-mail.tamu.edu
Stephanie Towns (979 845 9309) stowns@rf-mail.tamu.edu
Pam White (979 845 6273) white@rf-mail.tamu.edu
Your unit may have another POC at the RF with whom you work. Feel free to continue using that
person.

Please have your faculty directly contact these individuals at the RF with questions as they prepare and
submit federal, competitive proposals in the upcoming fiscal year.
Our expectation is this change will improve service to our faculty by consolidating a portion of our grant
portfolio into the RF, who handles a large volume of this type of business, and by allowing our existing
C&G staff to devote more time toward other services they provide.
We will re-examine this practice at a later time to evaluate whether this should continue.
Contact me if you have any questions.
Bill

17 July 2009 email
Unit Heads,
As you know, we have been conducting a review of the AgriLife C&G office. A copy of the review
report is attached. I want to give you a bit of background as you review this document:

1. This function is critical to the success of our agencies and College.
2. This review began about 9 months ago. After we initiated our review, the idea of evaluating

3.
4.

5.

6.

‘shared services’ for research administration was initiated by TAMUS. Implementation of a
shared services model could affect our C&G office. The shared services effort being led by the
TAMUS has a restricted definition of research that, for the moment, does not appear to include
efforts by AgriLife Extension.
In addition, a web-based portal (Maestro) is being developed that will be used by many TAMUS
members for access to research administration information. It is based upon the TEES Epic
software.
The review team that prepared this report is continuing its work, especially focusing on further
quantifying work flow thru our C&G office, and on identifying ‘best practices’ we might adapt from
other similar offices at other institutions (e.g. electronic routing for approvals; more efficient and
user-friendly PI notifications, etc.).
The scenarios and recommendations listed in the report (and others not in the report) are being
considered. A few options include:
a. Transferring some of the current non C&G duties to another part of Administrative
Services.
b. Delegating authority to the units for ‘small’ gifts and ‘small’ contracts and grants to
improve efficiencies and reduce the load in the C&G office for these activities.
c. Transferring a specific segment of AgriLife Research contracts and grants to the
Research Foundation.
We welcome your comments and input on all aspects of this matter. Any option implemented
must meet several criteria, e.g. no significant reduction in quality and quantity of services
provided to users, no increase in costs, increased efficiencies, etc.

Please share this email and report w/ your faculty.
We welcome input on this matter.
Bill

Wm. A. Dugas
Associate Vice Chancellor for Agriculture and Life Sciences

Associate Dean, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Interim Director, Texas AgriLife Research
113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2142
979 862 6712

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Mullet
Bill Rooney
Fwd: DARPA R&D Draft
Wednesday, September 09, 2009 9:22:34 AM
GOAL 3 09 08 09 OUTLINE-ds.doc
ATT00098.htm

Bill,
Could you decide which version of Goal 3 is the most up to date and insert in the
Integrated R&D plan?
Thanks,
John
Begin forwarded message:
From: Stelly_David <stelly@tamu.edu>
Date: September 9, 2009 8:55:03 AM CDT
To: John Mullet <jmullet@tamu.edu>
Cc: Stelly_David <stelly@tamu.edu>, Bob Avant <bavant@dsmail.tamu.edu>, Bill Rooney
<wlr@tamu.edu>
Subject: Re: DARPA R&D Draft

John,
I have put a lot of time into this version of Goal-3 based on Bill's Outline
form at the starting point. I think it is ready to go as is but of course
always welcome another set of eyes. My inclination is to use it to replace
whatever you had put into your new version, which I have not had time
to look through.
David
On Sep 9, 2009, at 7:36 AM, John Mullet wrote:
Bob, Bill and David,

I combined the latest versions of GOALs 1-3 with the
Introduction of our proposal. Please work from this version
from now on so I can keep track of modifications.

I am making some suggestions on GOAL 1 for your
consideration.

Thanks,

John

<DARPA_R&D Plan_90909.doc>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Baltensperger
Dirk Hays; Jim Muir; C. Wayne Smith; Frank Hons; Charles Thomas Hallmark; James L Heilman; J Cothren;
Larry Redmon; Lloyd Rooney; Mark L McFarland; Richard White; Tony L Provin; Travis Miller; Bill L Rooney
Fwd: Departmental Visits
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 10:15:03 AM
Presentation1.pptx

Presentation Team:
In view of these updated directions from Dr. Hussey, please keep your comments to five minutes
maximum. We will only be able to hit the high points and these should emphasize the changes we
would like to make. Examples are: enhance graduate training capacity in forages, enhance water
education delivery, explore role in production of algae, expand wide hybridization of C-4 species,
develop integrated solution to aflatoxin problems. If you have questions please feel free to give me a
call.
I have attached a blank slide show for your use in preparing any slides that we might want to present,
but you may use any presentation type you are comfortable with. We would like to have any ppts
loaded prior to the meeting so would request them by noon the day of the meeting. Please provide on
a stick or send them to Judy Young. Thanks.  
David D. Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2474 TAMU
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
Phone 979-845-3041
Fax 979-845-0456
Email dbaltensperger@ag.tamu.edu

>>> "Hussey, Mark" <mhussey@tamu.edu> 8/15/2009 10:39 AM >>>
All,

As you know I will be visiting each of your departments over the next
few weeks. My intention is to make a few opening remarks (< 15 minutes)
and then to have a round-table discussion with faculty (45+ minutes) on
a variety of subjects (their choice or mine). Please do not go out of
your way for my visit. I would like for it to be as informal as
possible.

Mark

Mark A. Hussey
Vice Chancellor & Dean

Agriculture and Life Sciences

113 Jack K. Williams Administration Building
2142 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-2142
979.845.4747 (voice)
979.845.1637 (fax)

From:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

C. Wayne Smith
Ellen Trew; Charles Welch; Warren & Marjean Anderson; Ethan Holt; Gladys Wilding; Tony & Rosalind Juo;
George & Janie McBee; Neal & Marjorie Pratt; Joe & Martha Dixon; Jim & Harriet Beard; Rupert & Reida Palmer;
Billy Gray; Gary & Judy Hart; James & Sue Melton; Page & Joyce Morgan; K.C. & Ki Soon Rhee; R. J. Hodges;
Alvie & Polly Niles; Wayne & Dorothy Jordan; Leland Trip; Kirk & Connie Brown; Lloyd & Yvonne Hossner; Murray
Milford; Earl & Margaret Gilmore; Fred & Jean Miller; John Rogers; Thelma Smith; Carolyn McDaniel; Don &
Catherine Dorsett; Gloria Conrad; Pat Runge
Anna J Fox; David Baltensperger; Deborah Sutherland; Kathy Ferguson; Kristen Richardson; Li Zhang; Lea Dell
Morris; Monica E Gonzales; Mollie Honnas; Monika L Morales; Pam Wilhelm; Susie Mendez; Stacy Ferrell; Scott
Vajdak; Vickie Marriott; Barbara Bracken; Betty Yezak; Gladys Beasley; Glenda Kurten; Kathy Schmitt; Kevin
Moore; Linda Carpenter; Linda Francis; Lindra Blum; Pamela Littlejohn; Roberta Harris; Sonnie Feagley; Tami
Hons
Fwd: email about Norman
Monday, September 14, 2009 10:21:12 AM
C. Wayne Smith1.vcf
C. Wayne Smith.vcf

Faculty:
I'm sure that all of you know by now that Dr. Borlaug passed away in his home Saturday night. Plans are
for a private, family service that will be followed in about a month by a memorial service on campus. At
the memorial service we will have a multitude of dignitaries attending and I may call on many of you to
help by serving as host/facilitator/chauffeur for some of these visitors who do not have security
entourages. We are considering a mini symposium the afternoon of the memorial and that will be
finalized within the next few days as we confirm who will be attending. Our atrium also will serve as a
"flower site" for the overflow of flowers expected, although the family has requested memorials be
directed to the Borlaug Scholars Program.
   I'm sure that all of you will join me in making this a special day for Norman's family. I'll be providing
additional information as it becomes available.
C. Wayne Smith
Professor and Associate Head
Department of Soil and Crop Sciences
2474 TAMU
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-2474
979.845.3450
cwsmith@tamu.edu
C. Wayne Smith
Professor and Associate Head
Department of Soil and Crop Sciences
2474 TAMU
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-2474
979.845.3450
cwsmith@tamu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Baltensperger
David Baltensperger
Fwd: Fw: Course Design Series- New Session Added
Friday, September 18, 2009 2:49:50 PM
Course Design Series- New Session Added (47.0 KB).msg

>>> David Baltensperger 9/18/2009 10:55 AM >>>
All campus fac
David Baltensperger
Professor and Head
Soil and Crop Sciences
Texas A&M University
2472 TAMU
College Station
Texas 77843-2474
979-845-3041

CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Course Development Workshop Series:
A series of 4 3-hour workshops designed to support revision or new
course development Oct 12, 26, Nov 9, 16 from 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448

Session I: Beginning with the end in mind: What do you want your
students to know and what do you want them to be able to do with
what they know? (Oct 12, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)
This session introduces the integrated course design process and gets participants immediately engaged in writing student-centered learning outcomes. Participants will
also identify the situational factors that inform course design like pre-requisites, classroom layout, etc. During the session, participants will have an opportunity to
write/revise and get feedback on their course learning outcomes. Bring course materials or a syllabus for a course for which you are preparing.

Session II: Assessment and feedback that demonstrates student
learning: How will you know they know? (Oct 26, 2009 2:00-5:00
Blocker 448)
Working on feedback and assessment early in the course development process makes
it easier to develop effective teaching and learning activities. In this session, we will
discuss principles of good feedback and assessment, setting criteria and standards for
student performance, various classroom assessment techniques to generate feedback
from students, and ways to assess student learning. Participants will have an opportunity to design 2-3 assessment activities that demonstrate student attainment of learning
outcomes.

Session III: Designing significant learning experiences: What kinds
of learning tasks will students need to engage in for them to be
able to do well on the assessments? (Nov 9, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker
448)
We will discuss the differences between passive and active learning, and ways to assist students in regulating their own learning. This session will focus on new kinds of
learning activities reflecting research that shows that students learn more effectively
and retain learning longer if they gain it in an active rather than passive manner. Participants will have an opportunity to design and receive feedback on various learning
tasks for their course.

Center for
Teaching
Excellence
533 Blocker
4246 TAMU
979.845.8392
cte@tamu.edu
cte.tamu.edu

CENTER FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE

Session IV: Putting it all together: Assessing your Course Design
and Writing the Syllabus (Nov, 16, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)
In this session, we will discuss the importance of checking the alignment of learning
outcomes, assessment and feedback processes and learning activities. How well do
assessment procedures address the full range of learning outcomes? Do the learning
activities support the attainment of your learning outcomes? Is there a feedback loop
between you and your students to inform each other of how well the course is progressing? Once participants have checked on the integration of the course components,
the next step is assembling these pieces into a coherent whole which naturally leads to
syllabus construction. By the end of this session, participants will have a basic and
coherent outline of their course and the major components of their syllabus.

Center for
Teaching
Excellence
533 Blocker
4246 TAMU
979.845.8392
cte@tamu.edu
cte.tamu.edu

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Announcements made by the TAMU Cntr for Teaching Excellence on behalf of Green, Tiffany E
CTEANNOUNCEMENTS@LISTSERV.TAMU.EDU
Course Design Series- New Session Added
Friday, September 18, 2009 8:21:52 AM
CD Series Fall 09.pdf

Course Design Series

This series is designed to assist instructors in preparing to teach new courses and/or revise and
renew existing courses. It consists of four, 3 -hour-sessions over a 2 -month period. While the
sessions are designed to lead participants through an integrated course design process, each session
addresses discrete course development steps and can be attended individually. We recommend,
however, that participants attend as many of the sessions as possible to receive maximum benefit
from the program. Participants are encouraged to bring materials from courses they are revising,
or other materials upon which they will be basing a new course design.

Session I: Beginning with the end in mind: What do you want your students to
know and what do you want them to be able to do with what they know? (Oct 12,
2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)

This session introduces the integrated course design process and gets participants immediately
engaged in writing student-centered learning outcomes. Participants will also identify the
situational factors that inform course design like pre-requisites, classroom layout, etc. During
the session, participants will have an opportunity to write/revise and get feedback on their
course learning outcomes. Bring course materials or a syllabus for a course for which you are
preparing.
Register at: http://cte.tamu.edu/events/rsvp/event-registration.php?
select_events=248&submit=Register

Session II: Assessment and feedback that demonstrates student learning: How will
you know they know? (Oct 26, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)

Working on feedback and assessment early in the course development process makes it easier
to develop effective teaching and learning activities. In this session, we will discuss
principles of good feedback and assessment, setting criteria and standards for student
performance, various classroom assessment techniques to generate feedback from students,
and ways to assess student learning. Participants will have an opportunity to design 2-3
assessment activities that demonstrate student attainment of learning outcomes.
Register at: http://cte.tamu.edu/events/rsvp/event-registration.php?
select_events=249&submit=Register

Session III: Designing significant learning experiences: What kinds of learning
tasks will students need to engage in for them to be able to do well on the
assessments? (Nov 9, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)

We will discuss the differences between passive and active learning, and ways to assist
students in regulating their own learning. This session will focus on new kinds of learning
activities reflecting research that shows that students learn more effectively and retain

learning longer if they gain it in an active rather than passive manner. Participants will have
an opportunity to design and receive feedback on various learning tasks for their course.
Register at: http://cte.tamu.edu/events/rsvp/event-registration.php?
select_events=250&submit=Register

New session added:
Session IV: Putting it all together: Assessing your Course Design and Writing the
Syllabus (Nov, 16, 2009 2:00-5:00 Blocker 448)
In this session, we will discuss the importance of checking the alignment of learning
outcomes, assessment and feedback processes and learning activities. How well do
assessment procedures address the full range of learning outcomes? Do the learning activities
support the attainment of your learning outcomes? Is there a feedback loop between you and
your students to inform each other of how well the course is progressing? Once participants
have checked on the integration of the course components, the next step is assembling these
pieces into a coherent whole which naturally leads to syllabus construction. By the end of
this session, participants will have a basic and coherent outline of their course and the major
components of their syllabus.
Register at: http://cte.tamu.edu/events/rsvp/event-registration.php?
select_events=253&submit=Register

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John L Jifon
Erik Mirkov; Nael El-Hout; Qingyi Yu; C. Wayne Smith; Bill L Rooney
Fwd: Ltr of Recommendation (Anna Hale)
Sunday, September 20, 2009 10:31:36 AM
Ltr Recommendation (Anna Hale).pdf

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John L Jifon
Erik Mirkov; Nael El-Hout; Qingyi Yu; C. Wayne Smith; Bill L Rooney
Fwd: Reference letter - Dr. Anna Hale
Wednesday, September 02, 2009 10:06:42 AM
Sept 2 letter of support Anna Hale.doc

United States Department of Agriculture
Research, Education, and Economics
Agricultural Research Service

September 2, 2009
Dr. Mike Gould
Professor and Center Director
Texas A&M University System
AgriLife Research Center - Weslaco
2415 East Highway 83
Weslaco, Texas, 78596
Dear Dr. Gould,
I have been asked by Dr. Anna Hale to write a letter in support of her application for the
Associate Professor position at Weslaco to conduct research in the genetic improvement of high
biomass crops. I believe that I am in a good position to write this letter.
Anna came to work for the Sugarcane Research Unit in 2007. She came to us following a short
stay as a broccoli breeder and post doctoral researcher with the USDA, ARS at the Vegetable
Research Laboratory in Charleston, SC. The thing that made Anna’s interview particularly
challenging for her were the singular circumstances surrounding the interview process.
Unfortunately, our station was not certain what breeding position we were going to offer Anna.
She responded to a position description that identified a basic breeder and at the last moment was
told that she was being offered a breeding position responsible for the commercial breeder. I was
struck how unflappable Anna was when faced with our indecision. She was finally offered the
position as a basic breeder which she ultimately accepted.
From the time that Anna came on board she was faced with a multitude of challenges that ranged
from difficult support staff to petty challenges to the legitimacy of her role as coordinator of the
crossing house. Anna accepted these challenges with professionalism and has since established
herself as the legitimate coordinator of the crossing house. She was also thrust into the role of the
principal writer of the Breeding CRIS project very soon after coming on board. She did an
excellent job with this and was primarily responsible for the very high score that the Project Plan
obtained following peer review. I also assisted with this project, but not nearly to the extent that
Anna did. This is a situation that no junior staff member should have been subjected to.
Anna has now settled into the routine of research at the station and is doing an excellent job as
the head of our basic breeding program. She has been very successful in making numerous high
quality crosses and the seed set from these crosses has been very high. She and I are again
beginning to make progress in my recurrent selection program for sugarcane borer resistance; it
had begun to stagnate. I have noticed that more than our previous basic breeders, Anna has been
more disciplined in her approach to developing new breeding lines and advancing them through
the process of noblelization. I fully expect her to produce another LCP 85-384 in the very near
future.

Sugarcane Research Unit
5883 USDA Road
Houma, LA 70360
(985) 872-5042
A n EqualOpportunity Employer

M. Gould

2

I think that Anna is a very capable scientist and an excellent breeder. She is well trained and her
writing and communication skills are well developed; among the highest that I have seen in a
young scientist. She seems to have a clear vision of where she would like to take her program,
particularly in developing cold tolerant cane. She has a number of very nice projects in this area.
Anna works well with others and has already begun to establish fruitful projects with scientist
from other ARS facilities as well as with university partners.
In closing, I think Dr. Hale will be a productive scientist for Texas A&M and will serve the
farmers of that state very well. She is a real fighter, but not combative, and will persist even
when circumstances seem insurmountable. If you should have additional questions concerning
Dr. Hale’s application or my letter, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely yours,

William H. White, Ph.D.
Research Entomologist
USDA-ARS-Sugarcane Research Laboratory

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathy Ferguson
Don Vietor; Juerg Blumenthal; Joe Cothren; Jane Dever; Jacqueline Peterson; Dirk Hays; Charles Thomas
Hallmark; Richard White; Scott Senseman; Dave Stelly; Bill Payne; Bill L Rooney
Fwd: 2009 New Grad Student Orientation
Tuesday, August 18, 2009 8:36:05 AM
2009 Invitation.pdf
Kathy Ferguson.vcf

Please accept this follow-up regarding the New Grad Student Orientation. We have not heard from the
students noted below with an **. Please encourage them to RSVP to me and to attend the luncheon.
Thanks!
Kathy
>>> Kathy Ferguson 8/4/2009 4:01 PM >>>
We sent the attached invitation to our 2009 incoming graduate students for our annual orientation.
Please encourage your students to attend this luncheon. We will use this opportunity to introduce the
admin staff and share information that will help them throughout their graduate career.
The list of students we invited includes:
Ben McKnight (Senseman) **
Ryan Mueller (Hallmark) **
Julianna Osorio (Dever) **
Chance Robinson (Hallmark) **
Cheryl Verbree (Peterson) **
David Verbree (Payne) **
Jatara Wise (Vietor) **
Melanie Ancheta (Cothren) **
Derek Husmoen (Vietor)
Aaron Turner (Senseman)
Terry Felderhoff (Rooney, B) **
Payne Burks (Rooney, B)
Yuan Chen (Cothren) **
Kyle Whitmire (Jessup)
Szilvia Zilahi-Sebess (Blumenthal) **
Jim Florey (Gentry)
Mohammed Suheb (Hays)**
Cort Winkle (White) **
Xiuting Zheng (Stelly) **
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks,
Kathy
Make it a GREAT day!

Kathy Ferguson
Senior Office Associate
Soil & Crop Sciences | Instruction Programs
MEPS | Instruction Programs
Texas A&M University
TAMU 2474
Heep Center, Rm 217
Phone: 979-845-4620 |  MEPS: 979-845-0532 | Fax: 979-458-0533
"Learning is ever in the freshness of its youth, even for the old." Aeschylus

Welcome to all
2009
New Graduate Students
You are invited to the
Soil and Crop Sciences
New Student Orientation Luncheon
Monday, August 24, 2009
12:00—1:30
Heep Center, Room 440
Lunch Buffet
Drinks
You will receive valuable information to help you
with your graduate career here at Texas A&M.
RSVP to Kathy Ferguson
By Noon on Friday, August 22nd
E-mail: kferguson@ag.tamu.edu
Phone: 845-4620
Office: Room 217, Heep Center

